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Abstract
The thesis presents results from experiments in which ultracold Sodium-6 and Lithium-23
atomic gases were studied near a Feshbach resonance at high magnetic fields. The enhanced
interactions between atoms in the presence of a molecular state enhance collisions, leading to
inelastic decay and loss, many-body dynamics, novel quantum phases, and molecule
formation. Experimental data is presented alongside relevant theory and numerical models.
Results are presented for both homonuclear Na 2 and Li 2 molecules, as well as heteronuclear
NaLi resonances, although we were unable to isolate and measure NaLi molecules.
Furthermore, experiments and theories related to strongly-correlated quantum phases such
as Stoner model ferromagnetism, Bose mediated Fermi interactions, and Bose-Fermi
mixtures are presented as applicable to Na and Li gases. Conclusions are presented regarding
the feasibility of producing deeply bound, dipolar NaLi molecules, as well as future prospects
for strongly interacting atomic gases of Na and Li.
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1Introduction
1.1 A physicist's motivation to study simple molecules
The world is made of molecules. Most biological, chemical, and physical
processes depend on the properties of molecules. The periodic table of elements is an
elegant chart which lays out the properties and patterns of atoms in an informative,
intuitive shorthand; yet it is far from a blueprint of nature. Without knowledge of the
way atoms work together, there is no way to explain such basic phenomenon as the
freezing and melting of water, the release of energy during oxidation of carbon, or the
strength of the triple bond in diatomic nitrogen. But these processes which involve no
more than two elements have profound effects on nature.
To a chemist, molecules are the starting points and ending points of most
processes. To a physicist, molecules are a special case of a difficult problem: What
happens when particles interact? Neutrons interact with protons to form stable nuclei,
nuclei interact with electrons to form stable atoms, and atoms interact with each other
to form molecules. A physicist would claim to understand the basic forces behind the
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interactions, and might even offer simple examples where problems of two or three
particles can be explicitly solved to explain observable phenomena. However, ask a
physicist to calculate the mass of an arbitrary nucleus, and they will invoke
approximations such a mean-field theories, shell models, or semi-empirical mass
formulas', none of which are accurate enough to account for all observed nuclei, let
alone unstable nuclei that may not have been accurately measured.
Likewise, exact a priori calculations are impossible for the interactions of some of
the electronically simplest atoms, sodium and lithium, in a very simple molecular
configuration, a covalently bound diatomic molecule with large internuclear
separation2,3. The understanding of this simple system is evolving even today as new
data become available and new modifications to the theory account for them4,5. The last
three years of my thesis work studying NaLi molecules have been full of open questions
regarding the dynamics of this system, and many questions remain unanswered.
The availability of ultracold atoms in recent decades has led to unprecedented
accuracy in timekeeping6,7, the first indisputable evidence of atomic Bose-Einstein
Condensates 8,9, and tests of long-held theories on the foundations of superconductivity
and ferromagnetismio-16. The recent ability to form and measure simple ultracold
molecules4,1732could allow a completely new approach to study molecular physics by
connecting the precision and elegance of ultracold atoms to the richness and mystery of
tightly bound molecules.
However, forming and isolating long-lived ultracold molecules for use in
spectroscopy and ultracold chemistry, despite being a major research goal of several
talented atomic physics groups2 6,3o,33-39, has proven to be a difficult and uncertain task.
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This thesis describes the efforts of our research group to perform this feat with Sodium-
23 and Lithium-6, which also happen to be the atoms which have achieved the lowest
temperatures, largest BECs, and largest degenerate Fermi gases 4 0-4 2 . The thesis also
contains a primer in understanding basic molecular physics, a presentation of current
theories on the few-body atomic processes involved in molecule formation and
destruction, and a framework for understanding the practical challenges encountered in
an experiment on ultracold molecule formation.
1.2 A scientist's motiviation to produce ultracold molecules
The most direct benefit of ultracold molecule studies is the ability to study
molecules with the same precision as ultracold atoms. By reducing the temperatures, it
is possible to improve the knowledge of interatomic potentials by orders of magnitude
simply by allowing more accurate spectroscopy. With the elimination of Doppler
broadening it is possible to directly measure binding energies, tunneling barriers to
dissociation, and relaxation rates by putting the entire sample of molecules into one
quantum state and observing as they transition to another43-45.
Heteronuclear molecules with a large electric dipole moment are particularly
interesting. With a dense, cold sample of polarized molecules, the long-range effects of
the anisotropic electric dipole-dipole interaction could be observed directly in the shape
of a molecular cloud, although this feat has not been achieved as of the writing of this
thesisas,46.
17
Careful study of ultracold polar molecules could even provide insight into super-
symmetric string theories and CP (charge-parity symmetry) violation, two very exciting
fields in high-energy physics which would seem to have nothing in common with the
zero-energy science normally favored by atomic physicists. However, precision
spectroscopy of cold molecules has provided the strongest constraints to date on the
electron electric dipole moment (EDM)3 6.
A final application of ultracold molecules could equip computer scientists and
mathematicians with a feasible, scalable platform for quantum computation. The
existence of an electric dipole and long-lived, low-energy transitions between rotational
states in a molecule could provide reliable qubit registers. Interactions between qubits
could enable universal quantum gates, and an electric field gradient combined with
precision RF sources could enable single qubit addressability within a register47-49.
Given a cold sample of molecules, such a system can be created with optical lattices,
high-voltage capacitors, and RF synthesizers; all widely used laboratory technologies.
1.3 Recent history of the field
1.3.1 Molecular spectroscopy
Although one could say that chemistry dates back to the discovery of fire, and the
idea that molecules are made up of atoms can be attributed to John Dalton5o and proven
by Jean Baptiste Perrin51, the atomic and molecular spectroscopists of the early-2oth
century can be given credit for developing our understanding of molecular structure and
18
interactions52-57. By producing a sample of a given molecule and studying it's absorption
or emission of light, the energies and relative strengths of possible transitions could be
identified. These transitions would then be compared to theories of the structure and
dynamics of simple molecules.
At first the spectra took the form of arrays of lines and dense bands on
photographic film (see figure 1). By improving gratings and eventually using tunable
lasers, the bands resolved into lines, which could be interpreted by analogy to discrete
atomic spectra.
Improvements were made in the accuracy of these measurements each time the
molecular sample was prepared with a more controlled state population, or in an
environment with lower pressure and effective temperature 8.
Methods starting with chemically stable molecules in thermal equilibrium could
only produce deeply bound molecules, and as such the spectroscopy provided
information mostly on short range interactions due to electrons redistributing among
atoms. Some molecules, particularly weakly-bound diatomic molecules, will not even
form at room temperature. For example, NaLi in the triplet electronic state has a
binding energy of 325 K59, meaning it will quickly dissociate at room temperature.
C
V' 25 30 35 40 45
M4831 4995A
FiG. 15. Absorption Spectrum of 1 Vapor. The arrow denoted by C in-
dicates the position of the convergence limit of the bands, where a continuous
absorption joins on
Pr,
7-0 8-0 9-0 10-01 11-0 12-0 13-0
(a)
2714.5A 2860.1A 2570.9A 2714.5A
(b)
13-0 14-0 15-O 16-0 17 18-0 19-0 20-0
Pr 2
Fm. 16. Absorption Spectrum of S, Vapor. (a) and (h) give two adjacent parts of the same original spectrogram; they overlap slightly
(13-0 hand j The arrows denoted by Pr indicate the positions at which the bands become diffuse. The emission lines at the right in (h) are lines
of H (first order overlapping the second order spectrum)
figure 1: Examples of molecular spectra recorded on photographic film. This was
the preferred method of recording and studying molecular spectra for decades.
The top spectrum is from diatomic iodine, the bottom two spectra from diatomic
sulfur. Images reproduced from Herzberg (1945).
Further information could be gleaned from atomic and molecular collisions,
where careful measurements of collision rates could be interpreted to provide
information on long-range interactions or weakly bound states6o- 62. Another
development was photoassociation spectroscopy 63-66 where atoms are driven with a laser
to produce excited state molecules which decay into ground state molecules. Such
20
methods can measure transitions among weakly-bound states, leading to information
on the longer-range Van der Waals forces neutral atoms at long distances.
A recent advance in understanding molecules has been Feshbach resonances
between atoms. These allow low energy transitions from free atoms into the most
weakly-bound molecular states, providing a source of ultracold molecules in pure
quantum states. This has already been used to refine the knowledge of the structure of
diatomic molecules 67,68 .
Chapter 2 will be an introduction to the theories that have been developed to
understand the details of molecular dynamics.
1.3.2 Ultracold atoms
The systematic progress in molecular science can be contrasted with the leaps
and bounds in ultracold atomic physics in the last few decades. Laser cooling and
trapping in the 198os 69-7, magnetic trapping and evaporation to BEC in the 1990s8,9, and
optical lattices and ultracold fermions in the 2000s10 ,15 ,4 1,7 2 ,73 have lead to a revolution in
atomic physics and experimental quantum physics in general.
The explosion in ultracold atomic physics of the last two decades has been a
dizzying, confusing ride even for those physicists like myself who have been lucky
enough participate. For the adventurous reader, or for any scientist wishing to join the
ultracold community, I recommend a few particularly good textbooks and review
papers31,74-79 .
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Although direct cooling of broad classes of molecules is a rich field with some
major recent advances 80-83, and there is currently an interesting proposal for laser
cooling and trapping of SrF39, these techniques have not yet been able to rival the low
temperatures and quantum state control of ultracold atoms.
Feshbach association maintains ultracold atomic temperatures of 100 nK or less,
even maintaining quantum degeneracy2,29, and it is the method used by our research
group as well as several others to maintain coherent control over all degrees of freedom.
By using all coherent processes, the final molecules produced are guaranteed to
maintain the pure quantum state and low entropy of the initial atoms, thus allowing the
molecules to directly inherit the great precision of modern atomic physics. Feshbach
resonances, along with a discussion of collisions related to molecule formation, will be
presented in chapter 3.
1.4 Molecule formation in gases of Na and Li
My thesis work has been centered around attempts to form molecules from
ultracold gases of Na-23 and Li-6. If formed and driven to deeply bound states, the
result would be a gas of polar, fermionic molecules at temperatures of around 100 nK.
In Chapter 4, I describe the experimental apparatus and techniques used in this pursuit.
Finding suitable Feshbach resonances for NaLi molecules is an ongoing
challenge. A few resonances were observed in advance4, others had been predicted5, but
we located and measured properties of several new resonances ourselves. The currently
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known NaLi resonances, as well as Na2 and Li2 resonances, are presented in chapter 5.
In addition to forming molecules, Feshbach resonances allow control over
collisions and many-body interactions in ultracold atomic gases. These have been the
most scientifically fruitful characteristic of Feshbach resonances to the rest of atomic
physics, and to condensed matter physics as well. A rich review of the previous
advances in many-body, strongly correlated physics due to tunable Feshbach
interactions can be found elsewhere3', but a few interesting applications unique to
mixtures of bosons and fermions like Na-23 and Li-6 will be addressed in Chapter 8.
In the course of my thesis, I have learned many things about the interactions of
atoms and molecules, but the original goal, forming a long-lived gas of NaLi molecules,
has eluded me. In the conclusion in Chapter 9, further possibilities are presented which
could overcome some of the challenges currently encountered in NaLi. The conclusion
also contains a discussion of the various techniques for studying Feshbach molecules,
and suggestions from theory and lab experience for choosing the right molecules for the
right reasons.
The quantum science of molecular physics requires the precise techniques of
atomic physics informed by the proven, practical knowledge of chemistry. There has
always been a desire to take the first principles from physics and combine them in the
right ways to make predictions of the behavior of molecules, but in practice this is
challenging and uncertain. However, with continued effort, the blind spot between
physics and chemistry will shrink, and science will undoubtedly advance in the process.
2Basic Molecular Physics
2.1 Interatomic interactions
Any stable bound structure in physics is made up of particles which are able to
lower their total energy by coming close together. Regardless of the number of particles,
the physical origins of the interactions involved, or the quantum states of the particles,
this somewhat trivial statement will remain true.
One recurring theme in studying molecules is the separation of energy scales.
When energy scales of different processes are widely different, most other properties are
significantly different, from length scales to time scales to the tools used to manipulate
and measure the processes. These differences are particularly useful because they also
allow the Schrodinger equations for different degrees of freedom to be solved one at a
time.
When considering molecules, the core electrons of each atom, which are part of a
closed shell, can be solved while ignoring interatomic forces (to first order), because
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they will remain localized near their nucleus and require very large energies to remove
or dramatically perturb. The valence electrons, part of an incomplete shell, will adapt
drastically different orbits, because their weaker binding energy can be overcome by the
electrostatic interaction with an approaching nucleus at typical molecular length scales
of several Bohr radii (ao = 5 x o1). As an example, consider a lithium atom. With two
electrons filling the first shell (the 1S state), and one electron in the second shell (2S
state), the outer electron can be ionized with 5.4 eV, a second electron (a core electron)
can only be removed with an extra 75.6 eV84.
In the ionic bonds in table salt (or more precisely, in gaseous NaCl), a chlorine
atom strips the valence electron off a sodium atom, and the nuclei bind due to the
electrostatic forces between the Na+ and Cl- ions, with only weak perturbation of the
electron orbits in each ion. At the other extreme, homonuclear diatomic molecules such
as H2 have perfect symmetry between the two nuclei, so both electrons are equally likely
to be near one nucleus as the other. The covalent binding energy comes from the fact
that the electronic orbits around the two nuclei are lower in total energy than the
independent electron orbits around a single nucleus 85. Most diatomic molecules fall
somewhere in between these cases, with strongly perturbed orbits that have some polar
character caused by the more electronegative nucleus attracting the electron more
strongly.
A unified, general theory of all possible atomic binding phenomena is not only
beyond the scope of this thesis, it doesn't even exist! Such a theory would have to
incorporate the exact 4 body problem of a the protons and electrons in H2, the delicate
balancing acts of organic chemical reactions and protein folding, and the highly
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empirical sciences describing physical properties of alloys and inhomogeneous
minerals. Even the relatively simple problem of a priori calculations of energy levels in
Li2 is currently intractable; useful calculations involve approximations and the
construction of effective potentials from empirical data 6 .
However, there must be a place to start; a way to model simple molecules that
starts with electrons and nuclei, combined with experiments that can compare the
accuracy of different approximations and the importance of all the possible interactions
between subatomic particles that make up molecules. The remainder of this chapter is
dedicated to the theory of diatomic molecules, particularly bi-alkali molecules due to the
ability to cool and precisely measure alkali atoms with lasers.
2.2 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
2.2.1 Energies and Schrodinger's equations
The first step in reducing the complexity of the task is possible because of another
separation in energy scales. The optical energies of electron dynamics (typically on the
order of a few eV (ioos of THz)), are much larger than the energies of nuclear motion
(vibrational energy levels are spaced by 1 THz at most for tightly bound molecules).
In the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation, the electron wavefunctions and
eigenvalues are found for a given nuclear configuration 8. The approximation is
approached by defining the basis of many-body wavefunctions to be
1 BO =cb (r;R)X,(R,0,<4)
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<D and X are the many-body electronic and nuclear wavefunctions, respectively, with
indices i and v iterating over all combinations of relevant quantum numbers.
Lab Z axis
100000
R
figure 2: definition of coordinates used in molecular
wavefunctions
The coordinates in this wavefunction are illustrated in figure 2. In terms of these
coordinates, the H amiltonian can be written
2 H =T N(R, ,0,<p5)+ T'( r )+V (r , R )
Here TN is the nuclear kinetic energy operator, Te is the electronic kinetic energy
operator, and V is the electrostatic potential energy. If a full many-body treatment is
being used, V includes all electron-electron, electron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus
terms. If only the valence electrons are explicitly solved, it includes the valence
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electron-electron terms and screened electron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus terms. The
kinetic energy terms have the form:
-h 2_ a2 _a 2 ) I a 1 2l
3 T'(r)= 2 ;TN(R,0,#q)=h 2 [ R2 -sinO +1 22m aR aR sinaO ao sin20 a02
Note that TN uses the reduced nuclear mass p, and is written to show the possibility of
separation of motion along R (vibrations) from motion along 0 and <p (rotations)
The first approximation occurs by assuming TN will be much smaller than Te, an
neglecting it when considering the electronic motion. At this point we are ignoring
terms such as spin-orbit coupling, spin-spin coupling, hyperfine interactions involving
nuclear spin, etc. These terms may be included in the zero-order Hamiltonian, or they
may be treated perturbatively or ignored all together, depending on the molecule and
the desired precision. By assuming the nuclei are clamped at a fixed R for time-scales
relevant to electronic motion, we write:
4 [T(r)+V(r, R)]O(r;R)=Eel(R)p (r;R)
Which can be solved to obtain functions Eel(R). We now write the full Schrodinger
equation
5 H =[TN(R, 0, p)+T()+ V(r, R)]P1 (r ;R)X,(R,0,@)
d
and multiply by the hermitian conjugate of <D
6 EO'a( OIOi) XlI,(iI[ Te(r)+ V (r, R)]|I P) X,(R, , )+ TN (R, 0, #)((P ) x1
If electron wavefunctions are normalized, the inner products of <D equal 1, and by using
equation 4
7 E'a XV-~El(R)Xv+TN(R,0,p)X,
Which is now a Schrodinger equation for the nuclear motion, where Eel(R) acts as an
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effective potential experienced by the nuclei.
Quantum numbers specifying the particular electronic state include A, the
projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum on R , S, the total electron spin
angular momentum, and X, the projection of S on R . These are good quantum
numbers as long as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid, they rely only on the
symmetry of the potential experienced by the electrons due to stationary nuclei
separated by R. There will be multiple solutions to equation 4 of increasing energy for
any combination of these quantum numbers, just as in atoms, and the electron
wavefunction subscript i distinguishes between all such distinct wavefunctions.
When two electronic wavefunctions with different quantum numbers are nearly
degenerate at a given value of R, the BO approximation breaks down because the energy
of nuclear motion can be as large as the energy difference between the two electronic
states. However, the BO wavefunctions form a complete orthogonal basis, so any exact
solution can be expressed as a linear combination of BO states. This is convenient, as
"presently, WBO is the only available type of complete, rigorously definable basis set" for
molecular wavefunctionss 8 . In most circumstances, no more than two BO
wavefunctions will be needed, but for highly excited electronic states, many states can
simultaneously cross, making such states very difficult to analyze.
Eqs. 4 and 7 demonstrate the usefulness of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The electron motion can be solved with R as a fixed parameter,
producing Ee(R). At that point, the nuclear motion can be solved using Ee(R) as an
effective potential. This separates the many-body 3-d problem of nuclear and electronic
motion into a 1-D 1-body problem for reduced nuclear motion, and the electronic
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problem. The electronic problem is still 3-D and many-body, but can be solved using
methods similar to those developed to study atomss7,58,85,87-89.
2.2.2 Numerical solutions and model potentials
At this point we will diverge from a traditional treatment of molecular dynamics.
A traditional treatment would consider the relative importance of neglected terms in the
Hamiltonians, which angular momenta are conserved and which are not under different
circumstances (also known as Hund's cases), and ways to solve or approximate En(R).
Initially, spectroscopic features are identified and given phenomenological parameters
(also known as Dunham coefficients52,53), an appropriate basis is considered for solving
the electronic equations, and the parameters (such as the exact form of the electrostatic
potential or angular momenta coupling terms) are refined until adequate agreement is
obtained between theoretical energy levels and experimental spectra of molecular
transitions. As this chapter is intended to be a primer to molecules for ultracold atomic
physics, we will leave the hard work to the molecular guys.
With computers, numerical solutions can be obtained to Schrodinger's equations,
and the iterative process of fitting accurate potentials Eei(R) to observations is often
feasible. A plot of the lowest electronic levels of the NaLi molecule, solved numerically
by Mabrouk and co-workerss9 is given in figure 3. However, it is also instructive to
consider model potentials, where Eei(R) takes the form of a closed formula or a
convergent series2.
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Figure 1. Potential energy curves of the ten lowest V states of NaLi.
figure 3: Plots of the lowest singlet and triplet potentials of the NaLi molecule.
Note that the two figures have been rescaled and positioned so that the vertical
axes approximately match up. Reproduced from Mabrouk et. al, J. Phys. B 41,
155101 (2008)
Perhaps the simplest model potential is that of the quantum harmonic oscillator,
centered at the equilibrium separation Re. The minimum potential energy and the
stiffness of the oscillator are set so that the lowest few energy levels are accurately
matched to empirical data. Anharmonic corrections can be applied to match higher
energy levels, but even qualitative features of the harmonic oscillator are clearly
unphysical, such as infinite bound vibrational levels. Therefore more accurate model
potentials are needed to draw meaningful conclusions about molecules.
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A realistic model potential should satisfy a few important requirements. First, it
should reach a constant, finite value as R -> oo. This asymptotic value should be equal to
the total energy of the two free atoms in an electronic configuration that connects
adiabatically to the molecular state of interest. Second, it should have a minimum at R
= Re. Third, it should become infinite (or at least very large relative to dissociation) as R
-- o, due to the repulsion between nuclei as they approach each other2.
One satisfactory option is the Morse potentia90,91. This potential is described by
the function:
8 E e(R )=D,[1-e-a(R- R) 2
where De is the Dunham coefficient representing the depth (below dissociation) of the
potential minimum.
The Morse potential can be solved analytically under some conditions, making it
a historically important development. It has a finite number of bound energy levels,
gives accurate predictions for the first several low-lying levels, and allows for
anharmonic phenomena such as overtone (Av > 1) transitions. Many model potentials
have been proposed over the decades, each with their own advantages and
disadvantages2.
The value of model potentials is not just the ability to obtain computationally
easy solutions, but the ability to gain an intuitive picture of the molecule to plan a course
of action for further study. The collections of parameters that make up accurate
numerical potentials are hard to visualize, but approximate curves can help develop
intuition about transitions and molecular states.
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2.2.3 Long-range interatomic forces
The most important part of the potential for determining the behavior of weakly-
bound molecules is at long-range. For large separations, the electron wavefunctions are
very similar to the unperturbed atomic solutions, so the zero-order Born-Oppenheimer
solutions are not particularly enlightening. Here the interatomic interaction is mostly
due to the Van der Waals force between two polarizable particles 65.
Van der Waals forces can be interpreted as an attractive force between quantum
fluctuations of the electronic dipoles of each atom. Although ground state atoms have
zero expectation value for the dipole moment (d)=(#ge r-ZI,) , there is a non-zero
variance
9 (A d)2 = (#, (e r - )' 0,)-((0gIe r -|Ig)) 2 = (g er -) 2 pg)+0 # 0
which can be interpreted as fluctuations of the instantaneous dipole moment of either
atom. These instantaneous dipoles will "induce" a dipole moment in the other atom,
leading to weak dipole-dipole attraction.
More rigorously, by introducing a term in the Hamiltonian representing dipole-
dipole coupling between two atoms a and b:
1 da-db-3(da-A)(dB)10 H - 3
4TTco R3
we obtain no first order perturbation to the ground state, but in second order
perturbation theory
(2 (gH'|0,)]2 C611 AE(2)___ C_
E,-Ee R6
Where C6 is the standard notation for the constant associated with the R6 interaction.
For excited states, the treatment is the same unless the atoms are indistinguishable ( i.e.
homonuclear molecules) and in different states, in which case the atoms are in the
superposition coupled = [ b g ± ea gb)1/ - If this is the case, there can be the first order
perturbation
A (P C 312 A)E={c H'|@ gebH'|eagb) R3R
So in homonuclear molecules, the exited state has a much longer-range than the ground
state.
The R3 and R6 terms are only the first terms in the long-range interatomic
potential; relativistic considerations weaken the dipole-dipole correlations at longer
range9 2 , resulting in a "retarded Van der Waals" term which varies as R7, and potentials
will even display higher order terms which can be significant for accurate knowledge of
weakly-bound statesso-62.
One specific opportunity in current atomic and molecular physics is the study of
Feshbach resonances, to addressed in more detail in chapter 3. These require accurate
knowledge of the most weakly bound vibrational states of molecules, but such states
were very hard to identify in traditional molecular spectroscopy, which starts with
molecules in the lowest energy states and drives transitions among low vibrational
states 3 ,9 3-9 7,9 7 . However, once a few Feshbach resonances are identified in ultracold gases
they can be used to greatly refine the knowledge of the long range molecular potential5.
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This knowledge can be used to better predict transitions from these states to excited
states, which can then be measured with precise spectroscopy, further refining the
knowledge of the molecule 67.
2.3 Quantum states of molecules
2.3.1 Nuclear rotation and vibration
Regardless of the effective potential, the eigenfunctions form recognizable
patterns and allow for further approximations to simplify the naming of energy levels
and identifying spectroscopic lines with particular transitions. The first approximation
is to separate rotation of the nuclei about the center of mass from vibrations in the
nuclear spacing. Referring back to the form of TN (equation 3), for diatomic molecules
we can separate the terms into
13 Tv(R,0,<p)=T N( (R)+HROT
where HROT contains all terms with angular dependence.
Energy of rotation about the nuclei is quantized as usual for angular degrees of
freedom. Introducing the operator for nuclear rotation R (not to be confused with R,
the scalar value of the internuclear separation).
14 H R _ - 22 2 I(R2+_R2) = I2 x-L -S )2+(J,-L,-S,)22pR 2  2pR 2pR
The far right side of equation 14 represents the fact that rotational motion of the
nuclei is coupled to electron orbit and spin, so R is not necessarily a good quantum
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number. The rotational operator J = (R+S+L) gives J and mi,, which are good quantum
numbers due to the symmetry of the Born-Oppenheimer potentials. Because the S and
L operators apply only to electronic wavefunctions, HROT produces a well-defined, R
dependent energy which is independent of the vibrational motion. A detailed treatment
of these terms is beyond the scope of this thesis, but once the hard work is dones8,
equation 7 for nuclear motion can be rewritten as
15 EtotalX= TN(R)+Eel(R)+ h2 (j(j+1)-D2) l15 [2pR2 
1
where E2 = A + E. Now the effects of nuclear rotation are encapsulated in perturbations
to Ee and the rightmost term in the Hamiltonian, often called the centrifugal term. This
Schrodinger equation can be used to solve for vibrational wavefunctions.
An alternative approach is to solve first for vibrational energies independent of
rotation. Rotation can then be solved as an additional degree of freedom which perturbs
vibrational energies slightly, resulting in energy splitting of the vibrational levels into
rotational bands. The best approach depends on the energy levels being studied and the
computational methods used.
Feshbach resonances, for reasons discussed later, only populate specific
rotational states. The resonances we use conveniently populate only the R=o states, and
because the ground states of alkali atoms have electron orbital momentum L=o, they
adiabatically connect to L=o molecular states. This greatly simplifies the rotational
behavior of Feshbach molecules, as the only angular momentum comes from electron
spin, which is strongly coupled to the magnetic field, and nuclear spin, which has little
effect on molecular dynamics but produces a manifold of hyperfine states for each BO
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wavefunction. These details will be addressed in chapter III.
2.3.2 Spectroscopy notation for molecular states
I have put this off until now, but we must review spectroscopic notation of
molecular energy levels, if only for completeness and translating the literature. Like in
many fields of quantum mechanics, the patterns of molecular transitions were cataloged
by distinguishing the largest energy splittings first, followed by smaller and smaller
splittings as the experimental apparatus improved, with the theory explaining the
connection of molecular spectra to physical structure being developed later7. For this
historical reason, the naming of energy levels has the rather unwieldy format:
16 N 2S+1A()(v, J, m)
where N is replaced with X for the ground electronic states and 2, 3, 4 for excited
electronic states. A is replaced with Z for states with zero orbital angular momentum
projection, H for states with projection of 1, etc. (similar to S, P, D states for atoms).
The +/- in the superscript denotes whether wavefunctions are symmetric or
antisymmetric in a plane containing the nuclei. Homonuclear molecules also have
symmetry upon reflection normal to the internuclear axis, which is labeled by another
subscript g/u (from the German terms gerade and ungerade). As an example, the states
expected to be populated by the 796 NaLi resonance is the ground, triplet (S=1), sigma
state and is labeled by X 3 2+(v= 14, J=1, n + 1).
At this point, we abandon further adventures into the theory of diatomic
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molecules. As can be expected, under many circumstances the approximations will be
invalidated to some degree. Because the theory is far from exact, models of the
molecular energies have to be informed by spectroscopy experiments, but those
experiments require accurate theories to interpret the results and to anticipate where to
look for new interesting transitions.
2.4 Important considerations for experiments:
2.4.1 Molecular transitions
One aspect of molecular dynamics that is very important in experiments is the
strength of transitions between two molecular states. The matrix element for driving
such transitions with photons are similar to the matrix elements of atomic transitions:
17 (,|d- E e'I Ye) = h Dae
where f2R is the Rabi frequency. It is convenient to express the strength of transitions
in terms of Rabi frequencies, because for resonant driving, the Rabi frequency is the rate
at which ground state atoms are transferred into the excited state. For Na and Li optical
transitions, several mW/cm2 of laser light will provide Rabi frequencies of order 10
MHz. This is called the saturation intensity for alkali atoms, where the atoms undergo
spontaneous decay at the same rate as they are driven into the excited state, giving the
maximum steady state excited population and maximum fluorescence75,92.
In molecules, however, the nuclear wavefunctions have to be considered. It is not
enough that the electrons are driven to a new state; the nuclear wavefunctions must also
evolve into the target state.
Once again the separation of energy scales, and therefore time scales, simplifies
things. The nuclei are charged particles, so they will respond to electromagnetic forces,
but the greater mass and lower energy of vibrational motion make them rather
insensitive to the optical frequencies responsible for driving electronic transitions.
Therefore, the matrix element for molecular transitions can be separated to give:
18 gXg|d- E eL"1'eX = { (g d.E ew p(X e x),|x=h9 e'wQ(vg,,ve)S (Jg,, Je)
where Q is the Franck-Condon factor depending on the vibrational states, and S is the
H6nl-London factor depending on the rotational states58. For weakly bound molecules,
the matrix element containing the electronic wavefunctions is similar to the transition
matrix element of the atomic states to which they adiabatically connect. This is not
surprising, as the electron wavefunctions of such atoms are only somewhat perturbed.
The second part, which calculates the overlap of the initial and final nuclear
wavefunctions, provides a factor which can be multiplied with the atomic matrix
element. The factor can be close to 1 for strong molecular transitions, but can be
vanishingly small for transitions between very different nuclear vibrational states. The
Franck-Condon factors will sum to 1 for all possible nuclear transitions to a given
electronic state. Therefore, molecular transition matrix elements, and thus radiative
lifetimes, saturation intensities, and other experimentally relevant quantities, can be
estimated from atomic processes (which are readily studied in bi-alkali systems), as long
as the numerical factors are known.
The Frank-Condon factor, which is simply a unitless number, can be calculated
numerically, obtained from empirical data, or estimated using one or more techniques
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developed by molecular physicists. One simple technique is the use of turning points.
This only requires knowledge of the approximate binding energy and an adequate
pseudo-potential for the initial and final states. See figure 4 for a schematic
explanation of the turning point method.
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figure 4: The Turning point method allows identifying transitions with good
Franck-Condon factors. If states have similar classical turning points, they are
likely to have good Franck-Condon factors.
The turning point method works because most of the wavefunction amplitude of
nuclear vibrational states occurs at the classical turning points, where the kinetic energy
is small and the local wavelength is large. This implies that for two nuclear states with
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classical turning points at similar values of R, the Franck-Condon factor can be large
(close to 1), but for two states with vastly different turning points, the factor is probably
very small. For any two particular states, this is a rough estimate, but given the
uncertainty of exact vibrational energies and the challenge of setting up a new
experiment covering particular transitions (and therefore finding the appropriate lasers,
initial state preparation, etc.), the turning point method has guided the hands and
minds of many molecular physicists 65.
2.4.2 Molecules in an electric field:
The major motivation for producing ultracold heteronuclear molecules is to take
advantage of their electric dipole moments. Ultracold electric dipoles can be used to
search for an electron EDM, create quantum computing platforms, or study many body
systems with long-range, anisotropic interactions98. To understand the advantages of
using heteronuclear molecules for this, we first consider the Stark shift in neutral atoms.
When an atom is placed in a DC Electric field E=E ^Z , the following perturbation
is introduced to the atomic Hamiltonian:
19 H'=d-E=eE Z
Because the coupling term has odd parity, the matrix element will be non-zero
only when coupling states of opposite parity. For atoms, this means coupling states of
odd L to states of even L.
If we consider a ground state alkali atom, the most important coupling (to first
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order), is from the ground S state to the first excited P-state. Simplifying to the 2-level
problem, we have:
20 [fs|H'|Ys s|H'Y' _l Es eKz)E
2K{p|H'|Ys) KYpH' )JY [ eKz)*E E,
where <z> is shorthand for matrix element (YsIzlFp) . This is just a 2-level
Hamiltonian with well-known eigenvalues:
21 E = I (Es+E) ±I(Es-Ep)2+4 z)2 (eE22 2
As seen in figure 5, for small values of the coupling term, the energy of the
eigenstate changes quadratically. This is interpreted as an induced dipole, meaning that
the electric dipole moment (defined as dE/de) goes from zero and increases linearly
with E-field. For large fields, the energy of the eigenstate becomes linear with E-field.
This means the atom has been fully polarized; the eigenstate is an balanced
superposition of two states of opposite parity and has maximum charge asymmetry.
As an example, in a lithium atom, this requires the coupling term to exceed the
energy splitting between 2S and 2P, or in other words:
22 E ea > E,-E, = 1.85 eV -+ E > 3.6x 108 Vcm
Where the Bohr radius ao is used for an estimate of <z>. By comparison, the largest DC
electric fields routinely produced in a lab are about 104 V/cm. This means that, in
practice, atoms cannot be polarized by DC lab fields.
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figure 5: Plot of Stark shifted energies of the lowest S and P states of an alkali atom.
As discussed in the text, the field where the energies become linear (i.e. the atom is
polarized) is of order 108 V/cm.
Molecules have similar maximum ground state dipole moments as atoms (KBr,
an ionic molecule with relatively large dipole moment, has a moment of only 10.5 Debye
= 4.2 eao)99. The major difference in a heteronuclear molecule in an E-field is that the
charge imbalance between the two nuclei couples to the E-field, allowing a nonzero
coupling Hamiltonian between nuclear states of differing rotational angular
momentum. Because these states are spaced by 10-100 MHz rather than 1014 Hz,
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practical lab fields can readily polarize the molecule. Some molecules, for example PbO,
can be polarized with only 10 V/cm46 .
The very small E-fields required to polarize some molecules have lead chemists to
define "permanent" electric dipole moments. To a physicist, dipole moments are not
permanent; when E = o, the true eigenstates are eigenstates of rotational kinetic energy,
not dipole moment orientation, and these states have zero expectation value of <z>.
However, the perturbation felt by another nearby molecule with "permanent" electric
dipole moment is strong enough to polarize both molecules. Similarly, if in the
experiment of interest, a polarizable system stays in the linear regime of energy vs.
external E-field, it can be considered to have a well-defined dipole moment, and the full
coupling dynamics can be ignored. This is the case for bi-alkali molecules in 10 kV/cm
laboratory fields, for PbO held between low voltage capacitor plates, or for polar
chemical compounds while they are being dissolved by the "permanent" dipole moment
of water molecules.
3
Molecule Formation:
Collisions and
Feshbach Resonances
3.1 Atomic collisions and molecule formation
Traditionally, molecules for scientific study have been formed by atomic and
molecular collisions in the form of chemical reactions, either reactions occurring in a lab
specifically to produce the molecule of interest, or naturally occurring reactions which
produce stable compounds that can be refined to obtain samples of the desired
molecules.
On a microscopic level, chemical reactions are inelastic collisions. Reactant
particles approach each other with finite kinetic energy and move close enough together
that the electron clouds are strongly perturbed from the initial states. These perturbed
reactant configurations can couple to other possible combinations of bound states with
the same total atomic constituents. As the wavefunctions evolve, the system has a finite
probability to transition to a different state that can satisfy energy conservation and
momentum conservation. In high energy conditions (here meaning room temperature
or higher), many possible final states will be populated.
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The actual processes can involve any number of initial reactant particles, can
leave the product particles with more or less kinetic energy (exothermic and
endothermic reactions), and can result in the emission or absorption of photons
(sometimes called photochemical reactions, such as photosynthesis). The history of
chemistry has been dedicated to identifying and predicting patterns of these processes,
and modern physical chemistry has been quite successful in using physics to describe
the origins of many of these patterns99.
3.1.1 Inelastic collisions
At ultracold temperatures, such inelastic collisions are still significant, but for
many atomic physics experiments, they are considered undesirable sources of
decoherence and trap loss. When experiments require temperatures of less than 1 PK,
the absorption or emission of optical photons will result in recoil energy in the atoms,
which leads to heating of the clouds. Even without photochemistry, the kinetic energy
released from differences in binding energies of initial and final states can be equally
significant. If the trap has finite depth (meaning high energy particles can escape
completely), or only traps specific quantum states (such as any magnetic trapping field),
the high-energy products of such reactions will at best leave the trap immediately. At
worst, they will undergo further collisions with other ultracold particles, possibly
depositing kinetic energy into the cloud or knocking many additional particles out of the
trap.
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At ultracold temperatures, endothermic reactions or exothermic reactions
requiring activation energy are almost impossible due to the low initial kinetic energy.
Also, by working with the proper states of the initial atoms, it is possible to eliminate
two-body inelastic collisions. To show this, consider an inelastic collision where two
atoms collide and bind into a molecule. Simultaneous conservation of center-of-mass
momentum and kinetic energy requires:
23 m1v1+m2 v2=(mI+m 2) V
24 -mv2+ m 2 v2 =1/2(m 2+m 2 )v- E,
2 2112n22 2)
Where V is the molecule velocity and Eb the molecular binding energy which is greater
than o for a bound state. After changing to the center-of-mass frame, V=o, so the
second equation cannot be satisfied unless vi= v2 = Eb = o. This trivial zero-energy,
perfectly resonant case is technically elastic (with no transfer of kinetic into internal
energy), so two-body inelastic collisions cannot result in a bound state.
3-body collisions have an extra particle to carry away the kinetic energy, but at
low densities, they occur much less frequently than 2-body collisions. By choosing the
lowest hyperfine state of the two colliding atoms, the system can also avoid inelastic
collisions where the atoms leave with lower internal energy.
For low energy collisions where the de Broglie wavelength is large and the
interaction is short-range (see section 3.3.1 for a discussion of "short-range"
interactions) collisions will not cause relative rotation of the atoms, and total angular
momentum of electrons and nuclei will be preserved. This can be demonstrated by
analyzing collisions in terms of partial waves of definite angular momentum, but can be
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intuitively understood by the fact that over interaction length scales, the atomic
wavefronts are very flat and thus do not undergo "glancing" collisions which would put
them in a rotating state. This is often referred to as the "freezing out" of P-wave and
higher order collisions.100
Thus, the lowest hyperfine states are not even necessary; angular momentum
conservation means that the initial state must only be lower in energy than other states
with the same total mf and the atoms will be safe from inelastic 2-body collisions.
3.1.2 Useful inelastic collisions in ultracold atoms
Inelastic collisions can be used to the ultracold physicist's advantage. For
example, when properly detuned from a Feshbach resonance in Li-6, atoms were seen to
reach a thermal equilibrium of free atoms and molecules through inelastic 3-body
collisions. Energy considerations dictated that they populated almost exclusively the
nearly resonant state. The finite trap depth meant that energetic free atoms tended to
escape the trap, but the bound molecules remained as the mixture continuously
evaporated. Thus, the desired chemical reaction (Li + Li -> Li 2), occurred with great
efficiency, the cloud was sufficiently ultracold, and the final quantum state of the
molecules was well controlled3.
A type of controlled inelastic collision which relies on photochemistry is
1 Mathematically, higher partial waves have scattering amplitudes and phase shifts that depend on the
product (kr), and therefore become insignificant for small values of k (low kinetic energy) and small
values of r (short interaction range).
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photoassociation. Ultracold photoassociation involves preparing a large, cold sample of
atoms, either in long-lived states in a conservative atom trap, or in a continuously
replenished trap such as a magneto-optical trap65,101. A laser is then used to drive a
specific transition to an excited molecular state. At this point, the excited molecule will
decay spontaneously, releasing fluorescence photons and populating deeply bound
ground state molecules. Alternatively another transition can be driven to ionize the
molecule or reach a specific molecular state. These processes are generally incoherent,
but can still result in a large population of molecules in a desired quantum state.
If the downward transition is stimulated with a laser (thereby making the whole
process a Raman transition), it can preferentially populate a specific quantum state and
also avoids the random emission of a photon, preserving the low temperature.
Furthermore, adiabatic transfer from the colliding states to the target state through
STIRAP processes10 2, could allow the reversible transfer of quantum degenerate gases to
deeply bound molecular states. This technique has not yet been demonstrated in
photoassociation.
3.2 Collisions and losses in dilute ultracold gases
In a dilute, cold atomic cloud, inelastic collisions can be severely restricted by the
low kinetic energy available, the low atomic density, and the symmetry of low energy
collisions. However, there are always finite inelastic collision rates, and near Feshbach
resonances, the rates can be enhanced to the point that they prevent (or enable) the
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success of a proposed experiment.
In particular weakly-bound molecules can always decay to more deeply bound
vibrational states. These vibrational decays are slow when the molecule is isolated103, as
weakly-bound molecules and homonuclear diatomic molecules in general will not
undergo radiative decay. Even heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules have slow radiative
decay; lifetimes are typically many milliseconds and isolated deeply bound RbK has
been observed with greater than 100 ms lifetimes.
However, collisions with another molecule or a free atom can cause strong
coupling between different vibrational states, leading to rapid "quenching" to lower
energy states and depositing the energy released into the relative motion of the molecule
and atom 0 4,105.
Ranges for the forces between neutral atoms (less than 50 a0) are much shorter
than typical interatomic spacing (typically 1 tm in our experiments), so collisions
become less and less likely (by roughly na3) for each additional particle involved in the
collision. This motivates us to consider only few-body collisions.
3.2.1 3-body atomic losses
If hyperfine states are selected as recommended in chapter 3.1, 2-body collisions
will be elastic. Near a Feshbach resonance, the matrix elements in the scattering
process can be greatly enhanced, but they remain elastic collisions. This is often used to
enhance thermalizationio6 , hydrodynamic behaviors107, or many-body phenomena11,10 8.
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The chief loss process of correctly chosen mixtures of ultracold atoms are then 3-
body processes. The same arguments invoking conservation of center-of-mass
momentum and angular momentum apply to collisions resulting in a bound trimer or
three atoms, so we consider collisions where two atoms become a bound molecule, and
one atom remains free.
These collisions can be interpreted as a 2-body interaction occurring for a finite
time with a third particle colliding during the interaction time. This gives an intuitive
picture of the way three-body losses are enhanced near a Feshbach resonance. The
duration of the 2-body interaction can become very large close to resonance (where the
lifetime h/SE becomes large for the near resonant molecular state with small binding
energy 8E), allowing ample time for a third particle to become involved and cause an
inelastic collision. The collision quenches the weakly-bound molecular state coupled
with the Feshbach resonance, causing it to decay to a tightly bound state, and depositing
the remaining energy in the resulting molecule and atom.
This motivates the claim that enhanced atom loss near a Feshbach resonance
implies that the target molecules have been produced, although in virtual, weakly bound
states. However, the molecules may be produced with substantial kinetic energy in a
random deeply bound molecular state, making them useless for further experiments in
quantum phenomena.
3.2.2 2-body molecular losses
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Not to be confused with the previously mentioned 3-body atomic losses,
molecular losses are those that occur once molecules have been produced and remain in
the trap, colliding with each other and remaining atoms. Feshbach association produces
molecules in weakly-bound states. In these states the atoms are well-separated and are
bound mostly by the Van-der-waals forces rather than through typical covalent
electronic bonds. Such states are called "Halo dimers" in the literature 65.
Because the molecule can always decay farther down the vibrational ladder, 2-
body collisions with other atoms or molecules can always be inelastic unless the
molecule is in the true ground state of the system. Furthermore, near the Feshbach
resonance the bound atoms still experience resonant interactions with remaining free
atoms.
One special case worth mentioning is a 2-state mixture of indistinguishable
fermions. If molecules are formed with one particle in each state and the molecule
remains a long-range Halo dimer, each constituent fermion resembles a free atom with
long deBroglie wavelength. If a third fermion (indistinguishable from one of the
constituent fermions), participates in a collision, an inelastic decay to a deeply bound
state would require indistinguishable fermions to suddenly enter a tightly bound state
much smaller than their initial deBroglie wavelength; and such collisions are greatly
suppressed by the Pauli-exclusion principle10o9110. Once the molecule becomes more
deeply bound, however, the wavefunctions and internal states of the bound atoms
become less like the free atoms inelastic collisions can occur rapidly.
Another unique situation occurs if the molecules themselves are composite
fermions (i.e. a bound state of one bosonic atom and one fermionic atom). S-wave
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collisions are forbidden by the symmetry of the collision. If P-wave collisions are frozen
out, this should allow the fermionic molecules to be long-lived. However, this only
applies when the molecules are tightly bound; the weakly bound Halo dimers can still
experience resonant collisions between constituent atoms103 ". 12
3.2.3 Scattering coefficients
The likelihood of a given particle undergoing a 2-body collision is proportional to
the probability that a second particle is nearby. This is therefore proportional to the
density of the collision partner. 2-body collision rates (per particle) can be written as
25 r12=#12n2
Where the coefficient (beta) has units (cm 3/s), and the subscript 2 on density
reflects the fact that it is the density of the species of the collision partner, not the
species whose collision rate is being measured. To clarify, FNa U gives the rate at which a
particular Na atom collides with any Li atom, and depends on Li density, not Na density.
One would correctly expect that p12 = P21.
3-body collisions require yet another particle present, leading to another factor
proportional to density, and can be written
26 F 123 =K 23n2 n 3
In ultracold atomic physics, these coefficients are often reported separately for
elastic and inelastic collisions. This is because in finite-depth state-selective traps,
elastic collisions lead to thermal equilibrium while inelastic collisions lead to atom loss.
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Elastic collisions can also create losses by thermally populating motional states which
can escape from the trap. Determining elastic collision rates requires careful
measurements of thermodynamic processes combined with accurate theories. Inelastic
collision rates, on the other hand, can be measured by simply counting the atoms
remaining in the trap for varying amounts of hold time.
As atoms are lost, density drops and collisions slow down. This gives typical
curves for particle numbers in the presence of inelastic 2-body and 3-body collisions.
See figure 6 for a simple plot of the different processes. If a system is known to
experience both types of processes, a single lifetime measurement can be used to
identify both coefficients"3, although it requires high-quality data to distinguish between
the two curves, especially in the presence of one-body processes such as background gas
collisions or heating in a finite depth trap.
Comparison of loss processes
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figure 6: A
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plot of 2-body and 3-body losses for a homogeneous gas. All units are
The coefficients were chosen so that losses were equally significant
These curves are not exponential as expected from density independent processes
(such as radiative decay, light scattering, or collisions with background particles in the
apparatus), but the term lifetime is often applied colloquially to 2-body or 3-body losses
as the inverse rate IF - at which atoms are lost at a given density.
The scattering coefficients can be calculated if all the decay channels and
collisional matrix elements (coupling free atomic states to potential decay states). A
priori calculations of these rates require exact wavefunctions for the bound states, which
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as discussed in chapter 2 are generally not well known. As such, the rates are generally
found empirically.
2-body collision rates are often presented as a cross-section a with units of area,
defined as
27 o-= I nv
This is partly historical, as collisions were often studied with beams of particles colliding
with other beams or with stationary targets 85. The velocity v shows up because it
identifies the distance through a homogeneous density n that a particle can move in unit
time. This interpretation is consistent with many physical systems where collision rate
is proportional to v, but cross section is rather constant with v.
The cross-section interpretation also offers intuition about another important
result. Consider particles with finite spatial extent, such as thermal atoms extended
over DeBroglie wavelength ADB= h 2 r m kB T 114. For short-range interactions with r.
<< XDB, a collision will not occur if the wavefunctions never overlap, leading to a
maximum cross section for a > AaB which depends on temperature (or another relevant
energy scale, such as Tf for a degenerate Fermi gas), but not on the details of the
interaction. This is called the unitarity limitu15, and can be stated simply as
28 o44r/k2=16TrA 2DB
where the numerical factor can be found with a more careful theoretical treatment5.
This leads directly to the unitarity limited 2-body coefficient
16 rr2 h2
29 0=-v 3/2
m 3kBT
For 100 nK and collisions between Na and NaLi (with reduced mass of 13.7amu), the
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unitarity limited 2-body loss coefficient is 3.1 x 10- cm 3/s.
Measured loss rates in ultracold gases are generally much lower than the
unitarity limit, but near a Feshbach resonance or when dealing with weakly-bound
molecular states, inelastic losses can come close to this limit.
3.3 Feshbach resonances
The current method of choice to produce ultracold molecules in well-defined
quantum states uses Feshbach resonances 31. Mentioned previously, a Feshbach
resonance occurs when a free atomic state and a bound molecular state have different
magnetic moments. At a specific magnetic field B. the states become degenerate, and
even very weak coupling between the two states can result in strong interactions,
adiabatic transfer between states, and enhanced inelastic collisions.
3-3.1 Coupling between atomic and molecular states
For low kinetic energy and short range potentials (k << 1/r., where ro is an
appropriate cutoff range of the potential), the exact form of the potential is unimportant
for asymptotic properties. Intuitively, this is similar to the way that P-wave collisions
are frozen out at low energies; the atoms cannot "see" the details of the potential. The
range ro is determined by requiring that the kinetic energy of a particle confined within
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that range is larger than the potential energy outside the range:
30 T(r) > V(r) 2 >2 V(r,)lp r0
This means that potentials that fall off faster than 1/r2 may considered short-
range. Because the longest range components of neutral atomic interactions are Van
der Waals terms (which fall off at least as fast as 1/r3), we can ignore the details of the
potential when calculating scattering properties. Applying condition 30 to typical
interatomic potentials, the length ro is of order 2-5 nm (sometimes referred to as the
Van der Waals length lvd, in the literature116-1,8 ). Therefore we can model interatomic
interactions with square wells of width ro and depth adjusted to match empirical results.
The initial atomic state has kinetic energy e = k2 /2p, where [t is the reduced mass
of the atom pair. The atomic state experiences an interaction potential
31 Vf=(V bfor r r}
Where Vbg is chosen to give the appropriate non-resonant scattering properties. The
molecular state has binding energy Em (relative to dissociation). The molecular
potential to which the atom couples is:
32 Vm Vc+ AE for r<roA E r > r
where AE >> e is the energy of the free atomic state asymptotically coupled to the
molecular potential, relative to the initial atomic state, and Vc is adjusted to give the
correct binding energy Em of the weakly bound molecular state. For brevity we will
define the molecular energy relative to the atomic energy as the detuning 8 = AE - Em.
See figure 7 for clarification on these potentials and energies.
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figure 7: Illustration of energies defined in the coupled square wells analysis. The
solid line is the open channel potential Va, the dashed line the closed channel
potential Vm, and the dotted lines depict energies of the coupled states.
For our atomic system, Va corresponds to the initial state, which generally has
both atoms in one of the lowest hyperfine states at high magnetic field. These states are
always triplet states (because both electrons are anti-aligned to the magnetic field). Vm
can be a singlet state or another triplet state with different m. Therefore the coupling
between the two potentials is related to singlet-triplet coupling (or coupling between
different triplet states), which occur because of the hyperfine interaction.
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For a Feshbach resonance, AE is given by the difference in Zeeman energies of
the states, and can be changed by adjusting the magnetic field. If AE ~Em, (8 o) the
bound state is nearly resonant with the free atomic state with small energy C. When the
molecular state is lower in energy than the dissociation energy (magnetic fields where
this occurs are said to be on the molecular side of the resonance), a true bound molecule
will exist. When the molecular state is higher in energy than the dissociation energy, the
molecules will very quickly dissociate into the continuum of available free atomic states.
Molecules in this situation (at magnetic fields on the atomic side of the resonance), are
metastable, and are sometimes called quasi-bound or virtual-bound molecules.
The wavefunction of a free atom, without any coupling to the molecular state, is
sin K+r
3iK r for r<ro
sin (krr 0 ) for r>rokr
where K, and o are determined by requiring the wavefunctions to satisfy the
Schrodinger equation and meet boundary conditions at ro. Similarly,
sin K r
34 Pm K_r for r<r0
0 for r>ro
where the molecular wavefunction outside the well is approximated as o because the
potential V(r) = AE >> c in that region.
If we allow a coupling term of energy (,| V '(W)|W,)< Vbg, Ve , the eigenenergies
and wavefunctions within the well will be strongly perturbed when 61 <V '(i) . When
ilpa> within the well changes, the phase shift rjo will have to change drastically to
6o
maintain the boundary condition at ro. For brevity, I will not show the math, but an
interested reader can refer to the thesis of Martin Zweirleinioo for detailed results.
This changing phase shift can be interpreted as a changing scattering length. In
fact, if the condition k << 1/r is met, the major effects of the resonance on the atomic
collisional states can be parametrized entirely by the scattering length a. This is possible
because the short-range potential can accurately be replaced by a hard-sphere potential
with radius that grows large and becomes negative (i.e. the wall occurs at negative r)
when the resonance is crossed. The interpretation breaks down when the radius
becomes larger than the DeBroglie wavelength at which point the dynamics can be
described by unitary physics.
The adiabatic ground state of the system connects the atomic state (on the atomic
side of the Feshbach resonance) to the molecular bound state as the magnetic field is
varied. A straightforward 2-level analysis would put the energy at
35 E('= -(E+6)- Ef 2V , 22 2
but this ignores the fact that the real problem couples the molecular state to the
continuum of atomic states.
For an accurate treatment, the coupling element (V'(C) 2 /2 P) should be integrated
over all possible incoming states, and the coupling V'(e) will vary with atomic kinetic
energy, although it is expected to be constant for low energy3 2. Summarizing the results
from theory, make the substitution:
36 V ( k2 ) go for k< 11r2m V fJ 0 for k >11,r
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where E2 is the volume of the effective potential well. The integrations over all possible
coupling states give the energies:
37 o( )2
8 E 3/2- 2
38 E0 - 4go ( M2 ]
27T 2 h
With these energies, the ground state energy below resonance (the binding energy of the
molecule) is given by
39 E=-EO+6 -6 0+ET2-2E 0 (6-6 0)
3.3.2 Experimental parameters of Feshbach resonances
If the total angular momentum of the atomic and molecular states are equal, the
interactions can occur with S-waves, and the resonance is referred to as an S-wave
Feshbach resonance. Feshbach resonances can occur when the atomic state couples to a
molecular state with different total angular momentum, but in these cases the collision
must involve higher partial waves. Although these waves are "frozen out", when
resonantly enhanced they can still be observed and used to couple to molecular states 19.
In Cesium, S, P, D, F, and even G-wave resonances have been observed in various spin
states 20 .
For S-wave resonances, as previously mentioned, the perturbation of the plane
waves can be described by the S-wave scattering length a, where the scattering length is
the radius of a hard sphere potential which would have the same effect on the
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asymptotic long-range wavefunction.
At magnetic fields away from resonance, the scattering length will have a
constant value abg, known as the background scattering length. This is the net effect of
coupling to all the possible non-resonant collisional states, and can have a positive or
negative value. The value of the scattering length at any field generally represents the
strength of interactions between particles.
Near resonance, the scattering length diverges. A detailed analysis of the
wavefunctions in the last section can be performed, but in the end the result can be
parametrized by
2
40 a 
1g
resonant 2 2h 2Tr 6-60
and total scattering length is
A B
41 a = abg+ aresonant = abg( 1 - )B-BO
42 A B= -2 E
M zA y abg
Where AB is commonly called the resonance width, and Bo is the magnetic field at
which the (shifted) resonance occurs. Ap = gm - pa, the difference in magnetic
moments of the atomic and molecular states. The signs of AB and abg determine where
scattering length diverges to +o, which occurs on the molecular side of the resonance,
and where it diverges to -o, the atomic side of the resonance.
For very small detunings on the molecular side of the resonance, the molecules
are Halo dimers, which resemble two atoms on a stick weakly bound by the effective
interaction. Such states have a universal binding energy given by
43 E=-h2/ma 2
This is only consistent in the region where binding energy remains quadratic with
magnetic field. Beyond this region, the molecules resemble the bound molecular state
and the binding energy follows the relative Zeeman energies.
The sign of the scattering length determines whether the interactions are
repulsive or attractive. In ultracold gases, it determines mean-field interaction energy,
so a positive scattering length, corresponding to repulsive interactions, causes the gas to
expand.
A weakly-bound state causing repulsive interactions may seem counter-intuitive.
Coupling to a weakly-bound state always pushes the energy of the colliding pair up,
unless they can inelastically decay into the actual molecular state. Conversely, coupling
to virtual-bound state (with negative binding energy) will push the energy of the atoms
down, causing attractive interactions, even though the atoms will not form a bound
state.
3-3-3 Scaling of loss coefficients with scattering length.
At low temperature the scattering length (see Chapter 3.2.2) for an S-wave
collision gives the 2-body collisional cross section simply as o-=4 ra 2 . This is not
surprising, as by construction a scattering length is the radius of a hard-sphere potential
which gives the same collisional properties as the true potential, and for a true hard-
sphere potential the classical interpretation is valid. The factor of 4 arises from the fact
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that the critical impact parameter is twice the hard sphere radius.
The enhancement of a near a Feshbach resonance can be used to enhance elastic
collisions and improve thermalizationion. It can also lead to enhanced inelastic
collisions, particularly causing large 3-body losses very close to resonance. The large
losses are generally the way Feshbach resonances are identified experimentally.
3-body collisions have a more complex dependence on scattering length. General
scaling behaviors can be calculated105, but the absolute value of K3 is not so easily
determined. In the Bose-Fermi mixture of RbK, the 3-body loss coefficient was found to
scale as a4, as expected.
Resonant 2-body molecular collisions have similarly complex dependence on
scattering lengthul2, which is not surprising due to the conceptual similarity to 3-body
atomic collisions.
Even if the loss coefficients are known exactly from scattering length, there is a
further complication in a real experiment. The interactions (elastic and inelastic)
produce mean-field energy from the average effect of collisions at the local density,
leading to expansion or contraction of the gas'2 ' when the scattering length changes due
to a Feshbach resonance. This change in local density leads to deviations from the
losses expected in a uniform gas at the same density. Furthermore, a quantum
degenerate gas can demonstrate collective motion and hydrodynamic effects" which can
further complicate the prediction of loss rates in a real experiment.
Josh Zirbel and coworkers measured many collision rates in strongly interacting
samples of RbK near a Feshbach resonance 103. Their results show that although
quantitative agreement with simple theories is hard to observe, many of the expected
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trends can be seen. One particularly interesting measurement is the loss rates due to
RbK-Rb collisions, which are assumed to be the most significant near resonance. See
figure 8 for a reproduction of the figure from the paper.
Note that losses are increasing near resonance, but also increase until similar to
losses due to distinguishable atoms away from resonance. This can be understood by
the fact that away from resonance, the hyperfine state in the molecules is no longer
similar to the hyperfine state of the resonantly interacting atoms, and the remaining
atoms are all distinguishable.
The loss behavior of distinguishable atoms (the dashed line in figure 8) is
predicted fromm12. The suppression of losses near the Feshbach resonance is due to the
fact that Halo dimers have poor wavefunction overlap with the deeply bound vibrational
states to which they would decay. This suppresses the decay in the same way as a
Franck-Condon factor suppresses transitions between molecular states with very
different nuclear wavefunctions.
10-9
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figure 8: Measured coefficient for inelastic losses of RbK molecules colliding with
bosonic Rb as scattering length is resonantly enhanced. Circles with error bars
are measured loss rates, and the dashed line gives the coefficient for collisions with
distinguishable particles,for comparison. Reproduced from Zirbel et. al, PRL 100,
143201 (2008).
3.3.4 Comparison of energy scales
Halo dimners-
/ T N
In terms of experimentally useful parameters, the binding energy can be written
as
44 E=-E+Ap(B-Bo)+VE2-2E 0 Ap(B-BO); EO= 2m(ABApab))0 0 2h2
If Eo is smaller than the typical energy spread of the gas (such as kBT, Ef or mean-
field interaction energy in a BEC), not all atom pairs with relative kinetic energy e will
be uniformly perturbed by the resonance. This is often referred to as a narrow
resonance. If Eo is larger than this energy, all atom pairs are affected, and the resonance
is called a broad resonance. The distinction is important in estimating the effect of the
resonance on the thermodynamics of the atom clouds'. However, the distinction
depends on the atomic density and temperature, and is not intrinsic to the particular
Feshbach resonance.
A more intrinsic distinction can be made by considering binding energy vs.
magnetic field. For large detuning, the ground state energy will be linear with magnetic
field, as it represents the energy of the magnetic dipole moment for either the free atoms
or the bound molecule. For small detunings, the energy varies quadratically, and can be
interpreted as the magnetic moment changing from the free atom case to the molecule
case. This can be used to estimate the molecular character admixed with the the atomic
character for the true ground state wavefunction at a given magnetic field.
Comparing the range of magnetic fields where the scattering length is enhanced
(the resonance width AB, which is 2.2G for NaLi), to the range of fields where the
resonant binding formula E= h2 Ima 2 still predicts a magnetic moment closer to the
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atomic state than the molecular state, we can make an important distinction among
different Feshbach resonances. The magnetic moment near resonance is
a h2  2h 2(B-BO)
45 2 --. air --~ -- ) 245 B ma m(abgA B)
where the approximation holds while a >> abg. This approximate formula gives highly
unphysical magnetic moments at large values of (B-Bo), so by finding the magnetic field
detuning where it gives a prediction equal to Ap, we can estimate the point at which the
molecules are no longer mostly open-channel.
2h 2(B-BO) Apm(abgA B)2  E0
S mafg(A B) 2  on 2 h2 A
For the NaLi resonance at 796G (1594G), this range is about 3 mG (17 mG). If the
ratio SBopen/ AB is greater than 1, the resonance is open-channel dominated; that is the
closed channel admixture is very small for most magnetic fields that enhance atomic
scattering. If the quantity is much less than 1, the resonance is closed-channel
dominated, meaning the atoms have significant molecular character across the
resonance.
The binding energy of the 796G resonance is shown in figure 8. Compare this to
the similar situation for RbK, and it becomes clear that although the resonances have
very similar resonance widths (ABNali = 2.2 G vs. ABRbK = 3.6 G)30, the range of fields
where binding energy remains quadratic is very different, since for RbK SBopen = 5-3G.
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figure 9: Binding Energies of NaLi molecules compared to RbK molecules. Note the
difference in scales of both axes.
Other expressions representing the open-channel dominated character of a
resonance can be constructed invoking the behavior of the coupled wavefunctions or the
characteristic length scales of the Van der Waals potential3132, but this construction is
based only on the experimentally important quantities of scattering length, magnetic
moments, and AB, and it identifies the range where binding energy is quadratic, which
is useful for RF spectroscopy. In fact, RF transitions become weak outside the range
5 Bopen, because the transition from free atomic state to bound molecular state is greatly
suppressed by poor wavefunction overlap.
The behavior of the molecular state near resonance is determined by the net
coupling to all possible free atomic states. However, many phenomena, such as
scattering and adiabatic association, depend instead on the coupling of a particular
atomic state to the molecular state. Such single-channel coupling depends on
V '(E)2 E , which, for low energy, is proportional to the quantity:
Eo ab, A B A y
47 m=2m m
3.4 Adiabatic molecule formation
In Chapter 3 we discussed how a Feshbach resonance results from coupling free
atomic states to bound molecular states when the electronic and nuclear magnetic
moments differ. The internal states are coupled with the hyperfine interaction, and the
ground state of the coupled channels calculation then resembles a molecular vibrational
state with exactly zero binding energy.
When the magnetic field is far away from resonance, the states are no longer
strongly coupled, and the atoms will be in a true molecular state with finite binding
energy or a truly free atomic state with normal collisional properties. See figure 10 for
an illustration.
LUd
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figure 10: The states coupled by a Feshbach resonance. Far from resonance, the
atoms are unbound and weakly interacting (states (a) and (b). As the resonance
approaches, state (b) couples to the molecular state (c). The free atomic state (a)
adiabatically couples to afree state with slightly higher kinetic energy (d).
If the energies are changed very quickly, the wavefunctions cannot follow the
eigenstates, and the state makes a transition from one eigenstate to another. This can
be interpreted in many ways: the coupling is too weak to affect the wavefunction in the
limited perturbation time, the rapidly changing environment does work on the system,
and the interactions that define the uncoupled energies of the system determine the
"good" quantum numbers while the coupling interaction does not.
On the other hand, if the energies change very slowly, the atom will follow the
eigenstates, with the wavefunction adiabatically changing from the initial state to the
final state. This is an extremely powerful experimental tool; in fact, we use it constantly
to guarantee complete transitions between atomic hyperfine states.
3.4.1 Effects of phase-space density on molecule
formation
The atomic and molecular states are coupled by the hyperfine interaction, so by
sweeping slowly they will adiabatically transfer from atom to molecules or back.
However, there is a major complication in that it is not just a two level system, but a
continuum of free atomic states coupled to a single molecular state. In the center-of-
mass frame, a molecule can potentially dissociate to any number of possible atomic
states, especially if the sweep is not perfectly adiabatic and can deliver some extra
kinetic energy to the atoms25.
Some intuition of the full problem can be gained from two atoms with the same
mass in a quantum harmonic oscillator. The problem can be decomposed into center-
of-mass and relative coordinates:
2 2
PA 1 2 2 P2 1 2 248 H= +-m 2 m + m q2
49 P=P1 --P2 Q q1 -q 2, PO (P1 +P 2), q0 (q1 +q2 )/2
2 2
50 H= + m w 2 Q2 + +mw2 q24m 4 4m
Here the coordinates have been replaced with the combinations that are
intuitively associated with relative and center of mass motion. It is clear that the
problem is equivalent to independent QHOs for the relative and center-of-mass
coordinates, but with different effective mass and frequency.
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The molecule will inherit the center-of-mass motion of the atoms, so only the
relative coordinates will be affected. But the molecule has no relative motion (apart
from vibration and rotation, which are determined completely by the resonance used),
so it connects to the ground state of the relative motion32. Other relative motion states
do not adiabatically connect to the molecular state. See figure 11 for a diagram of what
happens to the atomic states as the resonance is crossed.
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figure 11: Coupling of eigenstates of relative motion in a harmonic oscillator across
afeshbach resonance. Image reproduced from Kohler et al, RMP 78, 1311 (2006).
If starting with two uncorrelated atoms in the harmonic oscillator at a finite
temperature, the motion can be decomposed into COM and relative coordinates, and the
particles will have a finite probability to be in the ground state of relative motion, and
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therefore can still adiabatically connect to the molecular state, but with reduced
efficiency. The higher the temperature, the smaller the ground state component of the
wavefunction, and the smaller the probability to form molecules. Rather than following
this idealized system to exact solutions, I will instead refer to a paper by Shohei Watabe
and Tetsuro Nikuni22, which studies a situation more applicable to experiments.
The authors perform thermodynamic calculations of uniform density atomic and
molecular systems, calculating the entropy at varying magnetic fields and finite initial
temperature. By assuming perfectly adiabatic sweeps, they calculate the maximum
formation efficiency of molecules by connecting states of equal entropy across the
Feshbach resonance. They apply the method to Bose-Bose, Bose-Fermi, and Fermi-
Fermi mixtures with various population imbalances. As expected, molecule formation
efficiency is optimum for zero temperature and drops as temperature increases. Not
surprisingly, the result does not take a simple analytic form. See figure 12 for a few
results from their paper applied to Bose-Fermi mixtures.
a) Bosonic majority b) Fermionic majority
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figure 12: Maximum adiabatic molecule formation efficiency (defined as the ratio of
molecules to minority atoms)for Bose-Fermi mixtures atfinite temperature. In a),
the ratio of bosons tofermions is 15:2, in b), it is 2:15 (solid line), 3:4 (dashed line)
or 13:15 (dotted line). Note that the x axes are similar to reduced temperatures T/Tf
or T/T. Figures reproduced from Watabe and Nikuni, PRA 77, 013616 (2008).
These figures show two things of interest. One, is that molecule formation can be
maximized (relative to minority atom number) by having more fermions than bosons.
The authors suggest this occurs because a boson majority gas will always have a finite
condensation temperature, stimulating bosons to join the condensate rather than form
molecules, while a fermion majority gas can pair all the bosons into molecules,
eliminating the possibility of a condensate.
Second, the molecule formation efficiency is relatively constant at low
temperature, but falls off above a specific temperature. The x axis is very similar to
reduced temperature, because Tf or Tc are proportional to hoN/, so it can be
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considered a function of phase space density. The temperature where the conversion
efficiency plateaus is near Tc for boson majority and near T/Tf = 0.5 for fermion
majority.
The theoretical results give fair agreement with experiments23123, apart from
fudge factors which could be justified because of non-adiabatic sweeps or losses. In our
experiments, we generally use nearly balanced mixtures, as it is hard to have stable
ratios of Na and Li with large imbalance. For sake of producing a simple analytic
formula to analyze experimental efforts, I propose the function:
T3/2
_ 'm for T>0.5T 151 a 8T
0.5 for T<0.5T,
I give no justification for this particular function other than rough agreement
with figure 12, and the fact that it's proportional to phase space density, which has an
intuitive appeal. Because the authors did not present a plot for boson to fermion ratio of
1:1, I assume the trend of zero temperature xo would continue and the balanced mixture
would have approximately 50% efficiency. The 1/T 3/2 dependence seems to agree rather
well with the figure over the temperature range provided (note that T = Tf occurs around
1.4 for the dotted line in the figure).
3-4.2 Landau-Zener formula for non-adiabatic formation
To analyze fast ramps which are not adiabatic, we return to the idealized two level
problem. Starting with the Hamiltonian:
52 -A E/2 hV'
52 V' +AEI2]
and allowing AE to vary with time, the solutions for linear ramps of speed d(AE)/dt
across resonance are exactly solvable. The formula for the probability of making the
transition to the other basis state is the well known Landau-Zener formula:
-2rr h V' 2
53 Ptransfer1-exp[ I
which is valid for any 2-level Hamiltonian.
This formula has been applied to Feshbach association between two zero
temperature atoms in a harmonic oscillator24,11,124, where they found
6 h abg y A B
54 u rm a A P B
Note that this formula depends only on experimentally relevant quantities mass,
scattering length, and AB. Also, the numerator is proportional to the energy scale of
single channel coupling, which makes intuitive sense.
Equation 51 assumes two distinguishable particles at zero temperature in a
harmonic well. The authors extend the analysis to N particles at uniform density in a
volume V for fast sweeps (very low formation efficiency so the probability remains linear
with B ) and different quantum statistics. Quoting their results applicable to
distinguishable particles:
N 2 ~ 4hagAB
55 Nmo = 12NI N2 mV B
By replacing N/V with local particle density n
56 n.mo4 i 2 7Trf 2  agA B
56 ng=2),n m B
we can apply these formulas to experimental circumstances.
It is worth pointing out that the constant 4n in equation 56 has not been observed
to accurately match experiments, and experiments which apply this formula often
choose a different constant which matches the data23,27,123. In our own experiments, we
were to able to find reasonable agreement with data from two NaLi, one Li 2 and one Na2
resonance by using the constant 0.31 instead of 4n, although the other experiments
reported used other constants. There is currently no good explanation for this in the
literature or consistent agreement over the ideal value of this constant 31 . However, the
general dependence on density and resonance parameters has been observed in those
experiments which apply the formula.
These linear formulas could be extended to slow sweeps by simply using them as
the argument of the function i-exp[x]. This would cause formation efficiency to
approach 1 rather than increasing without bound, and is the obvious extension to
recover a formula more similar to the standard Landau-Zener result. However, the
results of section 3.4.1 showed that even at zero temperature formation efficiency won't
necessarily approach unity, so we need to incorporate those results as well for a realistic
formula.
3-4.3 Combined formula for non-adiabatic, finite
temperature sweeps
The formulas of section 3.4.2 still assume zero-temperature gases. However, they
are all related to two-body processes, for which temperature is irrelevant apart from
determining the probability distribution of relative kinetic energy of the two-particles.
But we already considered the effects of finite temperature in Section 3.4.1. Invoking
the intuitive notion that molecules will form if and only if an atom encounters a zero-
energy collision partner, we present the following hypothesis:
For fast sweeps infinite temperature gases, every pair of potential molecular
components have an independent probability to form a molecule. This probability is
the product of the probability of the pair toform molecules under adiabatic sweeps Xa
and the Landau-Zener probability that a non-adiabatic sweep results in a transition to
the molecular state. For nearly balanced Bose-Fermi mixtures, the function:
T 3/2 haAB57 n 8 (1-exp2rr[ cnm h ])57 mci minority 8 T 3/ jorztV m B
should give a reasonable estimate of molecule formation. Note that the T dependence
applies only at temperatures larger than 0.5 Tf; below that temperature, the
formation is constant.
This hypothesis assumes that the small fraction of atoms which form molecules
does not affect further molecule associations (an assumption already implicit in the
many particle extension of equations 55 and 56), that association at finite energy (which
necessarily occurs in the analysis of section 3.4.1), is reduced by a Landau-Zener like
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formula in the same way as zero-energy collisions, and that many body collisions can be
ignored.
All of these assumptions will be violated to some degree in a real experiment.
However, the real advantage of equation 57 is that it requires neither of the
experimentally unfeasible situations that the sweep be adiabatic or the gas be highly
degenerate, but agrees with the appropriate theories in the appropriate limits.
3.4.4 Application to NaLi experiments
The preceding analysis suggests that molecule formation will be maximized by
minimizing temperature, and predicts the optimum balance for a specific mass ratio and
quantum statistics of the pairing partners. It provides solid theoretical footing for the
intuitive notion that molecules will only form if they can find an appropriate partner to
meet in a low energy collision.
However, it assumes completely adiabatic sweeps, which are rarely useful in
practice. Near resonance, fast inelastic collisions lead to vibrational quenching of the
molecules. Therefore the field must be swept quickly through resonance, reducing the
formation efficiency but ensuring that a large fraction of the formed molecules can
survive the sweep. This was readily observed in Na2 gases25, where maximum formation
efficiency was achieved at sweeps much too fast to be adiabatic. This effect will be
considered in the next section.
One exception to this rule is in 2-state Fermi mixtures, such as Li-613,110. This
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occurs because the third atom would be in the same state as one of the constituents of
the molecule (at least when they are well separated and still resemble free atoms), but
the collisional wavefunction must be antisymmetric and has low probability to reach the
short collision ranges necessary for inelastic collisions. Combined with the very wide
resonance in Li-6, near adiabatic formation occurred readily, even to the point that it
was difficult to ramp across resonance without forming moleculesoo.
For inhomogeneous trapped mixtures of Li-6 and Na-23, another effect must be
considered. If the temperature drops below Tc, Na atoms will Bose-condense. The
condensed part of the cloud will be much smaller and denser than the Li cloud, while
the thermal cloud will become more and more dilute as atoms move into the
condensate. Furthermore, gravitational sag will pull the condensate away from the trap
center, so the densest part of the Na cloud has poor spatial overlap with the densest part
of the Li cloud. In RbK mixtures, these effects resulted in poor empirical formation
efficiency when the temperature dropped below Tc12 5.
Inelastic collisions and realistic association experiments will be addressed in
Chapters 6 and 7 when the formulas from this chapter are applied to our experiments
with ultracold Na and Li.
4Experimental Apparatus for
Ultracold Molecules
4.1 Ultracold atomic physics in the science chamber
The methods of producing and studying ultracold atoms represent decades of
impressive scientific endeavors, astounding theoretical and experimental creativity, and
uncountable hours of graduate student labor. Many excellent review papers and Ph.D
theses74,7,7 8,79,1oo,126 offer detailed blueprints and histories of ultracold physics. Rather
than presenting another review here, I will concentrate on the specific technical
demands of cooling multiple atomic species, studying Feshbach resonances, and
creating ultracold samples of molecules.
The studies of Na and Li presented in this thesis took place in Rm. 26-248B at
MIT, a laboratory affectionately named "the Science Chamber", or less colorfully, BEC3.
The thesis of Ananth Chikkatur127 presents the most comprehensive account of the
design and construction of the apparatus in 2001 and 2002, and the theses of Aaron
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Leanhardt, Yong-Il Shin, Tom Pasquini, and Gyu-boong Jo describe subsequent
experiments and modifications that have made the Science Chamber the machine it is
today128-131.
The Science Chamber, illustrated in figure 13, consists of several ultra-high
vacuum chambers making up the oven, the slower, the main chamber, and the science
chamber. The oven produces the hot atomic vapor and the Zeeman slower cools the
atoms so they can be initially trapped. The main chamber has many windows and
magnetic coils packed very close to the atoms, where the atoms are cooled in a magneto-
optical trap and then magnetically trapped for further cooling and experiments. We can
direct imaging beams and optical dipole traps from many directions into the main
chamber, but for better optical access or unique experiments, the atoms can be
transferred via an optical tweezers 132 to the science chamber, which has been used for
projects ranging from extremely weak single-coil magnetic traps42 1 3 3 , to micro fabricated
chip traps used to load atoms into a hollow-core optical fiber134-136 . The Science chamber
is designed to be easily replaced without affecting the rest of the machine. The ability to
readily modify the apparatus in major ways has encouraged the Science Chamber to
pursue experiments with uncertain but potentially exciting outcomes that would
discourage investing the years and dollars required to build a dedicated apparatus.
The lab contains two optical tables for generating laser light for sodium and
lithium, computers for orchestrating the many electrical devices controlling the
experiment, the cameras used for collected images of the atoms and dedicated PCs for
analyzing the images. Every corner of the room is filled with power supplies of all
shapes and sizes and countless electronic devices, both commercial and custom-built.
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The experiment is controlled by the word generator software written by Aviv Keshet
consisting of the Atticus hardware server and the Cicero user interface to create
precisely timed procedures with dozens of independent analog and digital control
channels.
oven
Main Chamber Zeeman Slower(MOT, magnetic trap,
ODTs, and Feshbach field)
viewports
Magnetic Coils
IR tweezers for transport
to Science Chamber
figure 13: The BEC3 apparatus. The diagram is neither to scale or complete, but
rather gives an overview of thefunctional elements mentioned in this chapter
The science chamber was originally designed to use sodium only. When
we decided to modify the apparatus to use lithium as well, we needed to make the
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necessary changes to give adequate performance with both species without disrupting
the working machine more than necessary. Luckily, BEC1 and BEC2 (located in rooms
adjoining the Science Chamber) were sodium machines already modified to incorporate
lithium, so we had good examples to work from137. However, every lab presents unique
challenges to overcome and opportunities to improve on previous designs, so I will
briefly describe the particular changes which were necessary to incorporate lithium into
the Science Chamber.
4.1.1 Slowing atomic beams
The Science Chamber produces a collimated beam of atoms from a heated oven
which melts and evaporates masses of pure alkali metal. The oven temperature and
geometry of the nozzle and collimating apertures must be chosen to produce a sufficient
flux of hot atoms needed for the experiment without consuming alkali faster than
necessary138,139. Because the experiment takes place under ultra-high vacuum
conditions, which requires long periods of baking and pumping out residual gases, the
oven must be designed for minimal maintenance. It should be easy to replenish the
reservoir of alkali, and accumulations of atoms should be easy to clean and should not
cause permanent damage to any vacuum components.
mixing
chamber
mixing
nozzle
shutter
figure 14: Dual-species oven. Numbers indicate temperature, in celcius. The
mixing nozzle allows reduced Na pressure to enter the mixing chamber, where it
matches the lower Li pressure. Beams of both atoms exit through the main nozzle
and are collimated by the skimmer.
Through years of trial and error, a reliable oven design for sodium was developed
for our group's BEC machines39. Modifying the oven for Li presented two particular
main
nozzle
challenges.
First, the vapor pressure of Li is much lower than the vapor pressure of sodium at
a given temperature, preventing us from using a single oven chamber to heat both
atoms. A temperature high enough to give good Li flux would evaporate all of the
sodium within 10 hours4o, and the normal Na operating temperature of 250 C would
barely even melt the Li. This problem was solved by using a separate chamber for each
species with an mixing nozzle in between the chambers, as shown in figure 14. The
mixing nozzle restricts the flow of Na from the oven but not Li. This allowed balancing
the flux of the two species while reducing the temperature gradient required between
the two reservoirs.
A second challenge is the tendency of Li vapor to adversely interact with vacuum
components, especially glass windows. This property had already been observed in
BEC1, where they learned the hard way that windows become irreversibly opaque when
bombarded with lithium. The fact that baking didn't reverse the process suggests that
the Li diffuses into or chemically reacts with the glass. Although the problem can't be
fixed, it can be largely prevented by heating all susceptible windows to 100 C.
The atomic beams are brought from thermal velocities of 1000 m/s down to 30
m/s with a Zeeman slower75. In a Zeeman slower, a changing magnetic field keeps the
atoms in resonance with an intense counter-propagating laser beam as thousands of
photon collisions slow the atoms down one recoil velocity (~5cm/sec) at a time. The
proper length and geometry of the slower coils is different for every atom, but luckily a
slower optimized for Na works rather well for Li137,13 8 .
Many decisions during the modification favored sodium over lithium. The reason
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for this ultimately comes from the quantum statistics of the two species. Na-23, a
boson, has a finite collision rate down to zero temperature, due to the symmetry of s-
wave collisions discussed in Chapter 3. Li-6, a fermion, can only collide with P-wave
collisions, so thermalization and evaporation become impossible as all collisions and
relaxation processes freeze out. This means that sodium can be evaporatively cooled to
reach ultracold temperatures, but lithium simply cools by remaining in equilibrium with
sodium. This sympathetic cooling requires much more sodium atoms than lithium
atoms, even if balanced ultracold mixtures are desired in the end. In practice, we often
intentionally reduce the amount of lithium in order to reduce the heat load, but we
always work diligently to maximize the amount of sodium that can be cooled and
trapped.
Some recent experiments have used only Li-6, prepared in a mixture of spin
states with collisions enhanced by a Feshbach resonance106. This allows evaporative
cooling because the different spin states are distinguishable and have no restrictions on
allowed partial-waves, and Feshbach enhanced elastic collisions allow for efficient
evaporation of the atoms. This method requires a deep, large volume optical trap, as the
useful Li states are not magnetically trappable and must be held at very high magnetic
field during evaporation.
4.1.2 Dual magneto-optical traps
Another complication of a two species machine is the need to produce
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simultaneous magneto-optical traps (hereafter referred to as MOTs). A MOT requires 6
carefully aligned lasers converging on the center of a magnetic quadrupole field. The
cooling lasers are tuned to just below resonance so that only atoms with shifted
resonance frequency will scatter photons. This occurs if atoms are moving with thermal
velocity into the laser beams (and giving a Doppler shift) or if they drift away from the
trap center (where the magnetic field Zeeman shifts the atoms). The atoms are pushed
into a dense, cold cloud at the center of the trap, where they minimize scattering from
the MOT lasers7o.
The frequency and polarization of the cooling lasers must be optimized, and
repumping beams at different frequencies must optically pump atoms which decay into
other hyperfine levels of the ground state. In addition, the Zeeman slower laser requires
repumping, and imaging and state preparation of the atoms requires additional laser
frequencies which depend on magnetic field and quantum state75. In the end, a typical
laser cooling experiment requires 5-10 distinct lasers with stable frequency, power, and
polarization converging on a target a few millimeters in diameter at the center of a UHV
chamber packed with magnetic coils. Not only must this be repeated for the second
species, but it must be done with limited optical access and commercially available
optical elements.
If the two species used are two isotopes of the same element, the light can be
produced and manipulated with the same devices (possibly even the same laser,
depending on the circumstances), and any optical components that work for one species
will work for the other. With sodium requiring a 1 watt 589 nm dye laser and lithium
requiring a grating stabilized 671 nm diode laser with amplifier stages to produce 400
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mW, we had to design and operate two completely different laser systems, each with it's
own unique challenges. See Yong-il Shin's Ph.D thesis for a layout of the Na table129, and
Appendix A for a layout of the Li table. Also, many optical components (particularly
wave plates and single mode optical fibers) have significantly different performance at
671 nm than at 589 nm. The laser wavelengths are far enough apart to separate and
combine beams with dichroic beam-splitters. These can be custom ordered from CVI;
for example; we ordered long wave pass beamsplitters which, at 45 degree incidence,
reflect S-polarized 589 nm and transmit P polarized 671 nm. However, a single type of
optic cannot perfectly separate arbitrary polarizations of 589 nm and 671 nm, so beams
must be polarized and optics selected carefully to meet the design goals.
One final complication of a two species experiment is the interspecies collisional
properties. Collisions in ultracold mixtures of alkali gases were not well known prior to
the first attempts at multi-species experiments, and required some trial and error and
some luck. Na and Li turn out to be particularly cooperative, with a good ratio of elastic
to inelastic collisions in the appropriate quantum states 41. However, strong photo-
assisted collisions in the excited states of the atoms have an effect on MOT performance,
requiring the MOTs to be slightly misaligned to avoid too much overlap in the clouds
while maintaining good magnetic trap loading of each species'41.
4-1.3 Quantum states of Na and Li
The hyperfine energies of Na and Li in their ground states is shown in figure 22.
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Li-6 has nuclear spin I = 1, Na-23 has nuclear spin I = 3/2, and both atoms have one
unpaired electron. In the ground states with L = o, the total angular momentum is then
F = 1/2 or 3/2 for Li and F = 1 or 2 for Na. At low field, the electron and nuclear spins
couple and the largest energy splitting is the hyperfine splitting between states with
different values of F, and the projection mf along the magnetic field determines the
magnetic moment and low field Zeeman shift. States can be labeled by |S I F mf) .
At the magnetic fields of interest (around 1000 G), the nuclear and electron spins
align independently to the B-field, so atomic hyperfine states can be described by
quantum numbers |SmI m)Na and s iJ m ). The magnetic moment and the major
energy splittings are determined by the electron spin, with small additional splittings
determined by the nuclear spin.
Li-6 Energy vs. Magnetic Field
1500 -
0 MHz
Na-23 Energy vs. Magnetic Field20001>
0 MHz-
ms= -1/2 1> -1500-
-1500 - ms = -1/2
500 1000 G 500 100
figure 15: Hyperfine States of Na and Li. Although the good quantum numbers
change from low field to highfield as described in the text, we unambiguously label
the statesfrom 1-6 (1-8)for Li (Na), starting at the lowest energy state and moving
up. The states indicated in red are the ones used for Feshbach science.
2>
1 >
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For brevity and clarity, for the rest of this thesis the states will be labeled with a
single number in order of increasing energy as illustrated in figure 15. This number
refers to a clear state at low field or at high field, and an atom prepared in state 1 will
remain in state 1 as the magnetic field is ramped up and down. Therefore, to describe
the lowest hyperfine state of Na and the second lowest hyperfine state of Li, we will
write ll)N and 2 )Li, or simply |1 2) , always listing the Na quantum number first.
In the molecule, the indistinguishable electrons form triplet or singlet
configurations, but nuclear hyperfine states remain coupled independently to the field,
so molecular hyperfine states are described by SmINa mi,NaILi mi,Li) where S = o for
singlet or 1 for triplet states.
The singlet and triplet states correspond to completely different electronic curves,
but the three projections m, = 0, ±1 of the triplet state are simply shifted by the Zeeman
energy. Electron spin magnetic moments are 1 ptb = 1.4 MHz/G giving splitting of order 1
GHz at the magnetic fields of interest. The nuclear magnetic moments provide
additional splittings (with energies of order 100 MHz), and coupling occurs if different
states with the same total m =m,+mi Li+mi, Na cross.
For experimental reasons, we use Li and Na atoms in the llNa, OLi, or 2 L
states at fields of several hundred Gauss. These states adiabatically connect to the ms =
-1 triplet manifold because both electron magnetic moments (anti-parallel to the spin
angular momentum) are aligned with the magnetic field. The Feshbach resonances
used occur at fields around 8oo G and 16oo G, where this state crosses bound
vibrational states in the ms = +1 triplet and most likely the ms = o singlet potential 2 .
2 The 1600 G resonance was only observed in the last few months in our lab, and it was not exactly in
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Further resonances are predicted at a variety of fields4'5, but they have not been
extensively studied because of fast inelastic decay of the atomic states or difficulty in
attaining the required magnetic fields.
4-1-4 State preparation and evaporation of Na and Li
Once laser-cooled clouds of Na and Li are obtained, they have to be prepared in
the correct states, evaporatively cooled, and transferred to states appropriate for the
goals of the experiment. Previous experiments4l, had identified the procedures
necessary to achieve good numbers, so we were able to follow their example.
Na-23 and Li-6 have the best collisional properties in the stretched states 186>.
However, the sodium dark-spot MOT142 produces 99% F=1 atoms (|1>Na , 1 2 >Na, and I
3>Na states), and the Li MOT produces atoms distributed among all ground hyperfine
states. The first step in obtaining pure clouds of 186> is to optically pump the atoms
released from the MOT, as shown in figure 16. Note that we do not pump out of
unwanted F=2 Na hyperfine ground states; this is a decision reached after noting that
the additional pumping beams produced no significant improvement in final BEC
number.
the expected location of the singlet resonance, but the width seems to match the expectation. Further
experimental or theoretical tests would be required to be absolutely certain of the molecular state
involved.
Nall (351/2 to 3 P3/2 D2 line)
k 100 MHz
589 nm
IP 1.8 GHz
I w
F=3
F=2
F=1
F=0
F=2
target
state 18>
F=1
mf = -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
Li6 (2S 1/ 2to 2P3/2 D2 line)
1 6 MHz
I7 0r
670 nm
F=1/2
F=3/2
-- F=5/2
C
0
F=3/2
r 228 MHz
F=1/2
mf = -5/2 -3/2 -1/2 +1/2 +3/2 +5/2
figure 16: Na and Li energy levels and transitions used for laser
cooling and optical pumping to the desired states
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The atoms are then caught in a loffe-Pritchard magnetic trapm. See Dan
Stampur-Kurn's Ph.D. thesis126 for an excellent explanation of the design and operation
of this type of trap. The trap acts an a non-isotropic 3-D harmonic potential well, so
atoms with magnetic moments anti-parallel to the local bias field (called weak-field
seekers) are confined to the trap minimum. Once the optically pumped cloud from the
MOT is loaded into the magnetic trap (by turning off the MOT lasers and turning on the
IP trap before they escape), only the weak-field seekers remain. Any remaining atoms
which are not in the desired state are removed with RF transitions to untrapped states.
The atoms are then evaporated by driving microwave transitions between the
sodium 18> state to the anti-trapped 1> state. By tuning the microwave frequency so
that only the most energetic atoms undergo spin flips (since only they can explore the
highest magnetic fields at the edge of the trap), the high-energy atoms are selectively
removed from the trap and the remaining atoms thermalize to lower temperatures 4.
The microwave frequency is gradually ramped downwards until the desired temperature
is reached.
The previously described procedures allow us to produce MOTs containing
around 1010 sodium atoms and 108 Li atoms. It is possible to optically pump and load
the atoms into the magnetic trap with about 30% efficiency. During evaporation,
sodium number drops by orders of magnitude while Li number is approximately
conserved. In the end, we can trap 1o atoms of either species at temperatures below 1
ptK at a density of 1013 cm-3. This is cold enough for quantum degeneracy of either
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species, although in our recent experiments we do not study degenerate gases in the
magnetic trap.
4.1.5 Optical dipole traps
The target Feshbach resonances are between the states I 1>Na and l > U, which are
strong-field seekers and can't be magnetically trapped, because a local magnetic field
maximum is not allowed by Maxwell's equations. Also, it requires impractically large
electric currents to produce tight magnetic traps at high bias fields. Therefore, an
optical dipole trap (hereafter referred to as an ODT) is necessary to hold the mixtures
while producing the required magnetic fields.
An ODT traps the atoms due to the AC stark shift75. A far detuned laser with
frequency lower than the resonance frequency is brought to a tight focus, and the sign of
the stark shift lowers the atoms energy. Since the magnitude of the shift is proportional
to intensity, atoms will converge at the focus of the laser. The trap parameters for a
Gaussian beam are obtained from
58 A EStark= R - 0 - o46 86I,
59 F=V(A E)= h 02 r/w 2 r WO
r6IS 0e
The trap depth is obtained from the maximum stark shift at r=o, and trap frequencies
by identifying 8F/ar at r=o as a spring constant.
Note that the above formulas invoke the rotating wave approximation, which is
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not entirely valid for far detuned light. A full quantum treatment would give exact
results, but the relative importance of the counter-rotating terms is equal to
(Wa W)/(Wa+W1 ) , where the frequencies are the laser frequency and atomic frequency.
For 1064 nm trapping light, we can multiply the results of equations 58 and 59 by 1.23
for Li and 1.29 for Na to account for this approximation.
The beam profile changes along the direction of beam propagation by simply
changing the waist as
2
60 w (z)=w 0 1+(-) r wo
ZR
By using several watts of 1064 nm light brought to a focus between 30 and 100 Pm, we
can obtain ODTs with up to 10 ptK depth for both species. The different beam sizes
allow for trap frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 2 KHz. The axial trapping is much
weaker (with trapping frequencies of a few Hz), so we usually arrange that there is a
small amount of appropriate magnetic field curvature to trap the atoms axially with
frequencies of 10 to 50 Hz.
We use an IPG 30W 1064 fiber laser (IPG YLR-30-1o64-LP-SF), to provide light
for the ODTs. It is single frequency and single mode which is important for possible use
in optical lattices. However, we have encountered several issues with failure of electrical
components. This is possibly due to the fact that we purchased it shortly after the model
became available, as IPG lasers purchased later by other labs seem to perform
admirably. However, it does provide a lesson in cutting edge technology; if you don't
want downtime troubleshooting and repairing devices, don't buy the newest model
unless absolutely necessary.
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4.1.6 Density distributions and imaging
The |11> states of sodium and lithium have similar magnetic moments (both near
-1.4 MHz/G = -1 pb), and similar response to 1064 light:
61 F2 /61S=3.48Hz/(mW/cm 2 )Na vs 3.91 Hz/(m WIcm 2 )Li (accounts for RWA)
so the magnetic and optical fields provide similar potentials for both atoms. This
means that for thermal clouds with equal atom number and temperature, the ideal gas
in-trap density distributions:
N X2, 2 kbT
62 nthe gth(2rr)'/2 a- o'mo
are very similar, since mW2 = k, so thermal width 01 is independent of mass. This is
expected, as the thermal width is determined by balancing thermal energy with
potential energy, which depends on fields, polarizability, and magnetic moment. As the
temperatures approach quantum degeneracy the differences in quantum statistics and
interactions will eliminate this symmetry. Also, trap frequencies simply scale with the
mass ratio, so lithium trap frequencies are approximately V23/6~ 2 times higher than
sodium trap frequencies. After considering the exact mass ratio, magnetic moment, and
polarizability, the high-field trap frequencies satisfy
Li Li
63 Wmag= 1.96 4 = 2.06
Wmag W1 06 4
One significant effect of having different trap frequencies is gravitational sag,
which pulls the center-of-mass of the cloud away from the potential minimum. By
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adding the force of gravity to the vertical harmonic potential:
64 V= mw2z 2+mgz= m(wz -> -mw2(z + g)642 z2 W 2 z W2
which, after dropping a constant term, is a vertically shifted harmonic potential with the
same frequency. The shift of g/(12 will be different for the two species of atoms.
The smallest radial trap frequencies we use in the ODTs are 100 (200) Hz or
higher for sodium (lithium), so the sodium clouds sag by up to 25 Pm, and are offset
from the Li clouds which sag less (up to 7 pim). Because typical diameters of clouds in a
trap with these frequencies are 60 microns or more, the clouds stay overlapped to a
large degree. However, if sodium is allowed to condense into a BEC, the poor overlap of
density profiles could be significant. For this reason, we generally keep the temperature
of the clouds close to, but just above, Tc.
The different masses of Na and Li mean that in order to reduce density to a level
appropriate for absorption imaging, the two species require different amounts of
expansion time, and the analysis of time of flight images requires appropriate
algorithms. If both species are above degeneracy temperatures (Tc or Tf), both clouds
will have a Gaussian profile, with temperature given by.
65 kBT -Wf 22 o)
Absorption images involve taking at least 3 images: one with atoms present, one
with no atoms present, and one without any laser illumination to account for
background light and dark counts on the CCD. The intensity of light measured at each
pixel can be used to obtain the transmission profile
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66 T (x ,y)= probe with atoms - dark count
probe without atoms - dark count
which gives the fraction of light which is transmitted through the cloud of atoms at each
pixel. This fraction is determined by the integrated optical density, giving a measure of
the number of atoms in a column with cross section equal to the pixel area. The actual
numbers of atoms in each pixel is given by
67 N (x, y)= pixel size* magnification [-in T(x, y)]
photon
where Uphoton is the cross section for photon absorption (references). For photons with
perfect polarization and exactly resonant frequency driving a cycling transitions (where
the excited state has nonzero Clebsch-Gordon coefficients with only one ground state),
Ophoton = 67/k 2, but in practice this is generally reduced by 20% to 50%, and will be
further reduced by the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient for non-cycling transitions75.
If the temperatures drop below degeneracy (which occurs at
Tf=1.8 o N1 /3 or TC=0.94o N "3 , the profiles will change to the finite temperature
degenerate Fermi gas or a bimodal profile of a BEC within a dilute thermal cloud76.
Because of uncertainties in photon cross section and smaller uncertainties in trap
frequency, several formulas should be used to check for consistency. In our experiment
where the gases were above or only slightly below degeneracy temperature, a good
consistency check was to find the point where degeneracy occurs and compare
measured T (depends only on pixel size), to Tc (which depends on total number and
trap frequency).
To obtain good mixtures of Na and Li atoms, we stop RF evaporation when the
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temperature in the magnetic trap is around 10 ptK, and we still have a large number of
both species of atoms. We then adiabatically ramp the ODT up to full intensity and
ramp down the magnetic trap. The ODT intensity is then lowered, evaporating atoms to
lower temperatures. Typically, this leaves us with around 106 atoms of each species at
temperatures around 1 pK and densities of at least 10" atoms/cm 3.
From day to day, the relative size of the MOT clouds change, so we often adjust
our loading procedure to keep a properly balanced mixture of roughly equal numbers of
atoms. We have found that the best way to reliably change the relative balance of atoms
in the ODT is to let the MOT of one species reach equilibrium alone (typically taking 3
seconds for sodium or 8 seconds for lithium) before loading the other MOT for a
variable time. Another option is to make small changes to the evaporation time or final
RF frequency to evaporate more (or less) sodium in exchange for lower (or higher)
temperatures, which increases (decreases) the amount of Li loaded into the ODT.
4.2 RF techniques for preparation and study of Feshbach
resonances
Once the nearly degenerate mixture is obtained in the ODT, we use RF and
microwaves to transfer the atoms to the desired states. At low field, this requires 1.8
GHz for the sodium transition and 228 MHz for the lithium transition (appropriately
tuned to match the magnetic field, of course). In order to avoid possible 2-body losses,
the sodium should make the transition first, because 181> ->|16> is energetically
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allowed but 118 --> |61> is not. The frequencies are held constant while the magnetic
field is ramped, allowing adiabatic Landau-Zener transfer between the states. Changing
the RF frequency is equivalent, as long as the frequency step size is smaller than the
Rabi frequency, but in practice it is more complicated to control simultaneous RF
sweeps. The Na and Li frequencies cannot use the same synthesizers, amplifiers, or
antennas, so we have independent RF systems for low frequency (1-500 MHz), and high
frequency (up to 2 GHz).
The Science chamber was originally designed to study F=1 Na condensates at low
field, where the spin flips required (13> - |1>) were at frequencies of 30 MHz and
lower127,128 . An internal antenna was built for this purpose when the chamber was
designed. This allowed efficient evaporating and state control using medium power (no
more than 5W) RF amplifiers and standard RF components.
However, when we decided to work on Feshbach resonances in both Na and Li,
we had to retro-fit the machine to drive transitions at a much wider variety of RF and
microwave frequencies. This involved straightforward replacement of most components
and signal generators, but the bigger problem turned out to be delivering the power to
the chamber. The internal antenna works efficiently only up to 10 MHz, and then
performance falls off noticeably.
Attempts to tune the antenna with external circuits failed to improve Rabi
frequency, likely due to parasitic capacitance to short the high frequency RF past the
antenna. Also, the electromagnetic wavelength even at 2 GHz is 15 cm, which is already
larger than the view port dimensions (typically no more than 5 cm) in the stainless steel
vacuum chamber, so waves can't be effectively radiated into the chamber from outside
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sources.
4.2.1 High power RF amplifiers
The eventual solution turned out to be brute force. By using 100W RF amplifiers,
we achieved up to 1 kHz Rabi frequencies for the 70 to 8o MHz hyperfine transitions in
Li atoms. For high frequencies, we created a 6 cm loop antenna which rests inside a
view port as close to the atoms as possible. We deliver frequencies below 100 MHz to
the internal antenna. We then use broadband high-power amplifiers (Minicircuits ZHL-
iooW-52 (100W, 500 MHz) and Empower RF model 1107 (25 W 2.5 GHz)), which we
have discovered are expensive, have long lead times when ordered, and are very easy to
break.
Protecting high-power RF amplifiers has proven to be a very important part of
operating the Science Chamber. Experience has revealed a few simple rules:
First, never have an amplifier running without sufficient cooling. Air cooling is
probably good enough, but even with zero input or output power, a type A (common
high power amps are type A) RF amplifier constantly draws and dissipates it's full
electrical load. Either turn off amplifiers when not in use (in case of cooling failure), or
use modular RF amps like those made by Empower that have built in temperature
monitoring and protection.
Second, never exceed the rated input power. It is always tempting to crank up
the signal generator or remove attenuators to try to improve transition rates, and the
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amplifier will probably survive this a few times, but it will not last long when overdriven.
Also, amplifiers are already nearly saturated at this input power, so the power gained by
overdriving the amplifier will be minimal.
Third, make sure the amplifier has a load attached and is powered on before
applying any input signal. The reason for the second and third rules is that high power
amplifiers put out more than enough energy to fry their own internal components, and
without operating the device cautiously, the extra energy can dissipate within the
chassis rather than being transmitted down the line as intended.
These rules can also be extended to switches and power meters, which similarly
have to dissipate RF energy to do their jobs. Good RF power meters are just as
expensive and fragile as amplifiers, and equally important for working with RF and
microwaves. RF switches are cheaper, but they are essential parts of any circuit and 9
times out of 10 are the cause of RF equipment malfunctions.
4-3 Precision control of high magnetic fields
4-3.1 High current hardware
The magnetic coils for our loffe-Pritchard traps were designed to handle
hundreds of amps. This is was not specifically to provide large magnetic fields, but to
create strong gradients and curvatures at the center of the vacuum chamber for tight
magnetic traps. By wiring additional high current power supplies, we were able to use
the original coil packages to produce high bias fields.
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Using such large currents requires the proper electrical components. IGBTs and
high power diodes are standard, although expensive, components for fast switching of
large currents and protection of power supplies, but they must be implemented with
care. When a large current is running through a large inductor, turning it off creates
large voltage spikes (since V = L dl / dt ). The more abrupt the attempted change, the
larger the voltage spikes until the voltage can find a current path which can dissipate the
energy.
One technique is to use a diode which is reverse-biased during normal operation,
as in figure 17. The diode technique directs the current across a high-power resistor,
which allows the current to ring down exponentially with time constant C = LR. If the
ring-down path was not in place, the voltage spike of hundreds or thousands of volts
would be applied across the wires, power supply and IGBT until something fails and
allows the current to flow. The failing component could be the insulation of the coil
package, the power supply, or an inquisitive grad student's body, all of which are
expensive and time-consuming to replace.
1o6
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figure 17: High current circuitry for generating large, stable magnetic fields.
Dashed lines indicated galvanic isolation which is essentialfor precision and
safety
The diode technique won't work for the anti-bias coils, which need to allow
current to flow both ways and ring down both ways. Because the diode/resistor path
has higher resistance than the coils (typically a few ohms in the resistor vs. o.1 ohm or
less in the coil), two anti-parallel diode paths could be used to allow bi-directional ring
down. However, one resistor will then continually conduct a few amps, requiring it to
constantly dissipate tens of watts rather than just the infrequent energy pulse during
ring-down. The amount of leakage current will also depend on resistor temperature and
power supply voltage, affecting current stabilization.
A better solution is a varistor. A varistor can be interpreted as two diodes wired
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back to back. Minimal current will flow until one diode undergoes reverse-breakdown,
at which point current can flow freely. The physical construction of a varistor is actually
a large number of tiny ceramic grains between electrode plates, the grains act like a vast
array of randomly oriented diodes, giving the entire structure a predictable bi-
directional breakdown voltage but high-current capabilities.
Upon reaching the threshold voltage Vt, the current flows through the varistor.
Because of the non-linear relationship of current to voltage, the varistor voltage stays
relatively constant near V,, causing a linear ring-down of current instead of an
exponential one. Vt should be selected to be safely higher than the operating voltage of
the power supply (so it never allows leakage current to flow), but lower than the voltage
at which the weakest component will fail.
The disadvantage of using varistors is that they have a finite lifetime. Varistors,
typically used for emergency circuit protection, are rated by pulse energy; at the rated
pulse energy, they may survive thousands of pulses. This is good for avoiding irregular
power surges, but not for routine operation of a BEC machine, which can easily perform
a few thousand runs in a busy week. By choosing varistors with much higher energy
ratings than necessary, they can survive exponentially more pulses.
Alternatively, many varistors can be used in parallel, thereby sharing the energy
load. However, as varistors degrade, the threshold voltage drops, causing the least
healthy varistor to carry more and more of the energy load as its Vt drops further and
further below that of its neighbors. Eventually it will catastrophically fail or conducts
leakage current under normal operation (probably failing from overheating in the
process).
1o8
The failure mode can be diagnosed by measuring the ring down time of the
circuit, which rings down at a rate dI/dt = Vt/L. If Vt has changed significantly from the
value when the varistors were new, they should be replaced. In our lab we use 10
Raychem ROV20-220M varistors in parallel to ring down our Feshbach currents, and
we have observed the ring down time to stay within 20% of it's initial value even after 2
years (and of order 100,000 ring-down cycles).
The IGBT must also be carefully selected, as it performs the high-current
switching and is used for precise current stabilization. High-current IGBTs (such as the
Powerex CMioooHA-24H that we use) are large, heavy bricks with good heat sinks, but
they still have a minimum voltage drop of a few volts (corresponding to roughly two
semiconductor band-gaps), and because they conduct hundreds of amps continually,
they dissipate hundreds of watts. They are designed to safely dissipate this energy, so if
used as a simple on-off switch, this is fine. It will either conduct no current (and
dissipate no power), or it will conduct at it's minimum voltage, safely operating as
intended. This is not the case if it used for stabilizing current, however.
4.3.2 Precision control of current
The Feshbach resonances used for molecule formation are rather narrow, with
AB of a few Gauss on top of 1000 G, but more importantly the magnetic field range for
good mixing of the molecular state is 5 Bopen = 20 mG. This requires current stability of
at least 10-5. Unfortunately, commercial high-current power supplies cannot provide
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this stability out of the box.
Standard regulated high-current power supplies, such as the 500 amp ESS 30-
500 (from Lambda EMI) used to power our coils, are always switch mode power
supplies, which are intrinsically noisy. This is a matter of efficiency; linear power
supplies have fixed transformer voltage and can only regulate current by burning
unused power (up to the full output of 15 kW) internally. Switch mode supplies operate
by alternately charging and discharging capacitor arrays at high frequency (typically
tens of kHz), and by simply changing the duty cycle to build up less charge, they can
regulate output power while drawing less input power. This eliminates the need to burn
up the extra power, allowing switch-mode supplies to operate up to 95% efficient, no
matter the output current.
However, the high-frequency switching is also a source of noise both at the
output and on the input mains line. This noise directly affects the current stability, but
also affects precision communication between the power supply and other devices, like
an analog control voltage from a computer. Combine this with the fact that commercial
high-current supplies are rarely intended for precision use, and it becomes clear why it
is difficult to find off-the shelf solutions for precision magnetic field stabilization. As
precision magnetic field control is becoming important for many scientific experiments,
there may be commercial solutions available, but we never found proven solutions
appropriate for our application.
The performance can be greatly improved by external current stabilization. Like
any feedback circuit, this requires accurate measurement, an accurate set point, a good
PID controller, and fast control43. We use a closed-loop hall probe (F.W. Bell CLN-
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300), which can accurately measure the current at any point in the circuit while
remaining electrically isolated from the power supply. This avoids possible problems of
crosstalk directly from the noisy power supply to the hall probe while allowing accurate
measurements of current through the coil even if there is noise introduced elsewhere in
the circuit. Internal stabilization at the power supply cannot account for such external
noise or drifts.
The hall probe outputs a current which precisely and accurately reflects the
current flowing through the conductor. It is important that no additional noise or
uncertainty is introduced when turning this into a voltage for the PID controller. This
requires a very accurate current to voltage converter. I have often searched for
commercial products with good specifications for this task, but never found anything
better than precision resistors with very small thermal coefficients. The resistors must
be selected so that they don't respond to room temperature variations or their own
ohmic heating while in use. Active stabilization and heat sinks could be used, but we
found satisfactory performance by using a network of Vishay-Dale PTF series resistors
with thermal coefficients of less than 5 ppm/K. We calculated and measured less than a
106 drift of the Hall probe Voltage reading under normal operating conditions. The
measurement was performed by watching the reading from a Hall probe while
independently stabilizing the current with a different Hall probe of a different model
and resistor design.
The set point must be provided by the word generator, but analog outputs from
the computers and National Instruments PXI-6733 control cards (with 16 bit analog
outputs and digital I/O ports) have finite resolution and show noise and shot to shot
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instability of order 1o4 . One could try to find better analog cards and troubleshoot all
possible sources of analog noise, but it is almost always easier and more reliable to use
digital control signals than to maintain extreme precision in analog signals.. The
SIM96o PID controller from Stanford Research Systems provides reliable, easy to tune
PID control as well as accepting RS232 digital commands to accurately establish an
internal set point.
The part of a feedback loop that actually controls the process does not require the
extreme precision of the measurement and set point, because the feedback loop will
naturally compensate for it's own noise as long as the measurement and set point are
reliable. However, the actuator must have the fast response and dynamic range
necessary to correct for errors. This is where the IGBT comes in.
An insulated gate bipolar transistor is like a hybrid of a field-effect transistor
(FET), and a bipolar junction transistor (BJT). It draws almost no current from the gate
like a FET, but has the reliable, high-power performance of a BJT. They make good on-
off switches as mentioned earlier, but they are analog devices capable of handling a wide
range of voltage and current conditions.
By driving the gate with an opto-isolator and an amplifier stage with enough
current to quickly charge/discharge the gate capacitance, all the sensitive components
of the feedback loop are electrically isolated from the high-current circuitry. The IGBT
has a non-linear response to applied voltage, but that causes no problems for the loop.
The non-linear response does change the open-loop gain of the circuit depending on
current and voltage, so PID constants must be tuned under conditions matching the
condition where stabilization is most needed.
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The IGBT can be used as a current throttle with a voltage controlled power supply
as in our experiment, or it can be used to shunt some current away from the coil by
running it in parallel. The throttle setup is simpler, as one component can both switch
and stabilize, and no current from the power supply is discarded. However, the shunt
configuration may provide better stability depending on the particular components of
the system144. If the power supply has better relative voltage stability, the throttle
method would be best; if it has better relative current stability, the shunt configuration
can be used.
Using an IGBT as a throttle for the full current is dangerous, however. If it is
nearly saturated (maximum current with minimum voltage drop), it only has to
dissipate a few hundred watts and has no problems. However, if the power supply
voltage is set higher than necessary, the IGBT will present the voltage drop necessary for
the target current. In an extreme example, the power supply could be supplying 30V,
with the IGBT transmitting 250 A, with a drop across the coil of ~15V. This means the
IGBT has to burn the rest of the power, amounting to almost 4 kW rather than a few
hundred watts. To protect against this, we use a scaling amplifier that adjusts the power
supply voltage to be only slightly higher than needed for a give current.
In the end, our circuit can produce fields up to 1620 G with ~10 mG RMS noise.
At 162oG, the power supply is voltage limited, and the 10 mG noise is mostly at 6o Hz
and harmonics, which are notoriously hard to track down and eliminate. The
bandwidth of the feedback is limited by the inductance of the coil to 100 Hz, but the coil
inductance also acts to filter high-frequency noise before it affects the magnetic field, so
this is not a bad situation. For fast, small changes to the magnetic field, we use an
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additional trim coil wound outside the chamber to provide an extra 10 G. The trim coil
is powered by a 15 amp Kepco ATE 15-15DM, a commercial linear power supply with
off-the-shelf current stability of o.oi% RMS, more than sufficient for our demands.
4-4 Techniques to measure ultracold molecules
Once a Feshbach resonance is located and resonant losses are observed, it can be
claimed that molecules have been formed. Resonant losses near a Feshbach resonance
always involve collisions which produce molecules. Properties of scientific interest
include molecule collision rates, binding energy or kinetic energy, electric or magnetic
moments, or density distributions. However, unless the molecules can measured and
distinguished from the atoms in some way, these quantities cannot be studied.
Before molecules have been isolated and measured, the only relevant data that
can be obtained are atomic loss rates. These can be used to estimate the parameter Bo to
within the width of the loss feature (for our measurements this can be a few hundred
mG), but because of the difficulty in mapping 3-body losses directly to scattering length,
Bo cannot be identified more accurately than this. Magnetic fields can be measured very
accurately with atomic RF transitions, but knowledge of Bo is never more accurate than
the best available empirical data, so the true resonance position is still unknown.
The best way to determine the true resonance location is to look for the moment
where molecules dissociate or to perform RF spectroscopy and extrapolate the binding
energy of the molecules30. However, if molecules have not yet been isolated and
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measured, these techniques cannot be used. To escape this catch-22, an experimental
method must be devised to blindly search for a molecular signal without precise
knowledge of B. or molecular properties.
4-4.1 Adiabatic sweeps for molecule formation
Adiabatic sweeps across the resonance can form molecules without precise
knowledge of the resonance location, although such methods require that the atom
density and sweep rate will form molecules that can survive long enough to isolate and
measure. These processes are studied in detail in chapters 6 and 7. If molecules can be
formed this way, they can be separated from the atoms and imaged.
One way to achieve this separation is to blast the atoms away, then dissociate the
molecules and image the cloud29. See figure 18 for an illustration of this method. If the
blasting is known to eliminate the majority of a pure atomic cloud, but a significant
number of atoms are imaged after dissociation, it can be concluded that they were
molecules. The blasting must be effective at quickly removing the atoms by optically
pumping to non-resonant states or transferring enough momentum to kick them out of
the trap. This serves the dual purpose of removing the atomic background signal from
the image and also avoids inelastic collisions between free atoms and molecules.
However, the blasting beam must not affect the molecules, so it must occur away from
resonance where the molecules are detuned from the blasting laser.
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figure 18: Blasting method of isolating and measuring molecules. If atoms remain at
the end, but the blast beam is effective at fully removing a cloud offree atoms, one
can conclude that the remaining atoms were molecules during the hold time.
This method is very effective for homonuclear molecules, where the ground state
molecular potential varies mostly as 1/R^ 3 but the excited state potential varies as
1/R^6 (refer to chapter 2.2.3 for a discussion). This causes the transition for even
weakly bound molecules to be well detuned from the atomic resonance13. Heteronuclear
molecules have an R^6 dependence in both the ground and excited states (although
with different coefficients), so they may remain sensitive to the blasting beam even with
moderate detuning35.
Another way to separate the molecules is with a Stern-Gerlach procedure29. By
applying a magnetic field gradient, the atoms and molecules will separate if the trapping
potential is weak or turned off. This separation will occur whenever the particles have
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different values of p/m. Here there is no danger of accidentally blasting the molecules,
but the separation is slower and inelastic collisions can continue for longer. Also, the
molecular cloud is expanding during separation, which can dilute the absorption image
of a molecular cloud which might already be small.
Both of these processes take a finite amount of time, both for the actual
separation or blasting and for ramping the field back and forth across the resonance.
The amount of time to separate the atoms and molecules are determined by the
maximum acceleration of the method and the cloud dimensions. For blasting, the
acceleration is given by:
68 ablast = h k/ 4m
Since F/2 (the saturated resonant scattering rate) is the maximum rate at which
photons can deliver their momentum kicks to the atoms. For Stern-Gerlach separation,
the acceleration is given by
69 aSG=B'(6p 1/mruced
for magnetic field gradient B', where 811 is the difference in magnetic moments of the
molecules and atoms.
As expected the time required to separate the clouds is just V2w/a for clouds of
width w, but with the added complication that strong gradients must act parallel to the
large bias field (for transverse gradients, the B-field magnitude changes in quadrature
with distance) while blasting beams can push from any direction. In our experiment, we
were able to separate atoms within 100 jis along the short cloud dimension with
blasting, but had to separate magnetically along the long cloud dimension, which took
about 1 ms for gradients of order 10 G/cm. In chapter 6 this will be addressed more
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quantitatively and applied to practical formation procedure.
The association itself requires a specific ramp speed, but once safely across the
resonance the magnetic field can be quickly ramped for blasting and imaging or strong
gradients quickly turned on. If the molecular lifetime is not long enough to survive the
procedure, this technique will fail to give a clear signal even if some molecules have been
formed.
4-4.2 RF association of molecules
Another possibility which has shown some success is RF association30,100,25. Here
the atoms are prepared with one species in a non-resonant hyperfine state and the
magnetic field is brought to the molecular side of the resonance. The non-resonant
species is then driven to make the transition to the resonant atomic state. See figure 19
for an illustration of this method.
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figure 19: Rf association of molecules. The correct frequency for associating
molecules is determined by the binding energy, making this technique
sensitive to the magneticfield.
The bare atomic transition frequency gives a good reference value corresponding
to zero binding energy, although the spectroscopy may be broadened by interactions.
If a distinct peak can be found which is shifted from the atomic peak, it can be assumed
that molecules have been associated with the RF transition. If the peak shifts with
magnetic field in the expected way, it can be concluded that molecules have indeed
formed and the binding energy curve can be fit to theory to determine the exact
resonance location. This method has an advantage over adiabatic sweeps and
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separation in that even if molecules are immediately destroyed, the RF signal can be
obtained by looking for atomic depletion. See figure 20 for such a spectrum.
Practically, there are several challenges to this method. One is that the molecular
peak will be much weaker than the atomic peak. Not only must the atom undergo the
normal spin flip, but it must be near a partner atom to associate and the overlap of the
free atomic wavefunction with the bound molecular state will reduce the Rabi frequency
by a Frank-Condon factor Q. The value of the overlap integral depends on the open-
channel fraction in the molecular state, which is small for finite detuning in closed-
channel dominated resonances.
Also, the magnetic binding energy depends strongly on magnetic field. Because
the magnetic field fluctuates in any real experiment, the binding energy will be
inhomogeneously broadened. If this broadening is larger than the already reduced Rabi
frequency, the transition will be incoherent and the transition rate will be further
reduced by Q kR/(6 B6p) .
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figure 20: RF spectrum taken from a gas of Rb and K near a Feshbach resonance.
The atoms are driven into the target atomic or molecular state, the magnetic field is
ramped to dissociate molecules, and the resulting atomic population is measured.
Image reproduced from Zirbel et. al, Phys Rev A 78, 013416 (2008)
Summarizing these effects, The rate of RF association is given by
70 Ppair (n, T) Q 0 R 6 Bp
Where Ppair is a probability that reflects the likelihood of a given atom finding a partner.
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For good values of Q this is not so bad, for example in RbK and Li 2 where the Feshbach
state remains open-channel dominated (with small 8p and large Q) for a wide range of
fields. However, for NaLi, it paints a grim picture.
For NaLi molecules, we can drive a maximum atomic Rabi frequency of about 1
kHz. With the generous assumptions Q = 0.01, Ppair = 1 and 8g = 1 MHz/G (which
already occurs less than 20 mG from the exact resonance), our inhomogeneously
broadened molecular transition rate would be 0.5 Hz. Without rebuilding the
experiment or using kW RF amplifiers (which are very expensive and possibly
dangerous to our lab and nearby labs), we would have to drive the transition for seconds
to get a good signal. With the maximum experiment time of about 4 seconds (after
which most of the atoms have been lost from the trap and the magnetic coils are
overheating) we would barely produce a 20 kHz wide feature. However, even using the
fantasy parameters given earlier, the binding energy of the molecules is around 10 kHz
this close to the resonance, making it a tough experiment to distinguish the signal from
a inhomogeneously broadened atomic peak.
Gleaning such a small, broad peak from an atomic spectra is difficult, if not
impossible. In fact, the experiment is as sensitive to RF sidebands and noise as it is to
real transitions, and for some time we were distracted by distinct features which turned
out to be weak sidebands, 6o dB smaller than the carrier, produced by an Agilent
33250A arbitrary waveform generator. After replacing the generator with a cleaner
Tektronix AFG3101, the features vanished, but we still failed to observe molecular
transitions.
Proper experimental design can overcome many challenges, but a given Feshbach
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resonance will have some hard limits imposed by nature, and it takes a little luck and
careful experimental choices to glean useful data from an experiment.
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5
Feshbach Resonances
in Sodium and Lithium
5.1 Feshbach resonances in Na and Li gases
My experiments on ultracold molecule formation have been performed with
dilute gases of Na-23 and Li-6. This choice of atoms is partly historical, as they are the
atoms that have given our research group great results in experiments with quantum
degenerate gases. This is largely due to the fact that gases of Na and Li have a favorable
ratio of elastic to inelastic collisions, which has lead to efficient evaporative cooling and
long lifetimes of trapped mixtures4l. It would be nice if molecules made up of Na and Li
would inherit this good fortune, although there is no solid scientific reason to expect its.
Even if this is not the case, any ultracold formation experiment benefits from large
3 One could appeal to the fact that the light mass of Na and Li compared to other alkalis means that the
vibrational and rotational spacing of possible molecular states is larger. Because inelastic collisions
generally involve decaying to bound molecular states, this would suggest (with much hand-waving and
little rigor) that the atoms are less likely to find an energetically appropriate decay channel.
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initial numbers of component particles and long lifetimes during preparation
procedures.
Another motivation for studying Na and Li is the existence of several Feshbach
resonances, both homonuclear and heteronuclear, at experimentally attainable
magnetic fields. Prior to the start of my research in NaLi, Na2 molecules had been
isolated and measured2,29, and Li2 molecules have been studied under a wide variety of
circumstances14,27,145. NaLi resonances had been identified and cataloged4, but the
molecules had never been isolated or measured for lifetime or formation efficiency.
The effective potentials of NaLi (refer back to figure 3 in section 2.2.2) are
developed from molecular spectroscopy on hot vapors or beams of molecules3,93-97. The
molecules were formed in a hot gaseous mixture of Na and Li vapors, and are therefore
distributed among the quantum states in thermal equilibrium. The strong spectroscopic
lines produced by these samples are mostly among low vibrational and rotational
nuclear states. This gives accurate knowledge of the bottoms of molecular wells (the
short range parts), but less accuracy in calculating the exact potentials near dissociation
(the long-range parts).
In our experiment, we use a Feshbach resonance to populate only the R=o
rotational state in the most weakly bound vibrational states of the ground electronic
potentials. Calculating the exact fields for these resonances was impossible from the hot
spectroscopy data; however, once the resonances were found experimentally, many
more could be predicted as the long-range potentials were refined4,5.
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5.1.1 New heteronuclear resonances between Na and Li
Prior to the start of my research, Claudiu Stan had located three NaLi Feshbach
resonances and predicted the locations of several more4,138. A more detailed analysis by
Marko Gacesa and co-workers refined the predictions, by fitting their calculations to the
observed locations of the 3 verified resonances5 . The following table summarizes
Feshbach resonances we have located, and lists the fields where they were predicted to
occur prior to observation.
Observed B. Predicted Bo Atomic States Molecular State AB (G) AP (pb)
746 746 |1>Na +1>Li 11 1 1 -1/2> 0.04 4
760 760 1>Na 1>Li 1 1 0 1/2> 0.31 4
795 795 |1>Na+ 1>Li 1 1 -1 3/2> 2.18 4
787 780 |1>Na+ 12>Li I1 1 1 -3/2> 4
824 820 |1>Na + 12>Li 11 1 0 -1/2> 2* 4
851 872 I1>Na+ 12>Li 11 1-1 1/2> 4* 4
1594 1186? |1>Na+ 1>Li 10 0 0 3/2>? 8.7 2
Table 1: Feshbach resonances in NaLi. Molecular states are listed in the IS m, mi,Na
m1i,L> basis. The last resonance has not yet been incorporated into the model, so the
molecular state is not certain. AB values marked with a star are estimates from loss
measurements. Predictions are taken from Gacesa et. al. PRA 78, 010701 (2008)
The first three Feshbach resonances listed (the ones observed by Stan et. al.) are
close together because for the same molecular electronic state, there are three
combinations of nuclear magnetic moment that give the same total mf as the atomic
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states. The predicted resonances in the 112> state were an obvious place to look for new
resonances. The atomic states are still safe from 2-body inelastic collisions, have the
same electronic configuration, and also couple to three nuclear configurations.
The resonances were predicted at 787 G, 820 G, and 870G. We were able to
measure the three body losses experimentally and found the resonances at 787G, 824G,
and 851G. Typical results of loss measurements near a Feshbach resonance are shown
in figure 21.
The measurement occurs by holding the atoms at different magnetic fields for a
fixed amount of time and measuring the remaining atoms. In our NaLi experiments,
the ratio of Na to Li atoms varied from shot to shot, so we used a normalization scheme
to obtain reliable measurements of atoms. We would take a series of data and also take
several images with out crossing the resonance, so we could find the average initial atom
number for Na and for Li. We would normalize the atom numbers for each
measurement to the initial numbers. We would then take the geometric average of the
normalized Na and normalized Li numbers to obtain a single number representing
normalized atom number. Mathematically, this result is given by
71 Normalized atom number= nitial Na # initial Li #
This number showed much less shot to shot and day to day instability than raw atom
numbers.
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figure 21: Loss measurements near two Feshbach resonances between Na |11> and
Li |1>.x The atom numbers are normalized as described in the text. The resonance
at 1594 Gauss was identified by a blind search described below in the text.
The search for specific Feshbach resonances is a good example of the importance
of combining experiment and theory in molecular work. Blind experimental searching
for any possible Feshbach resonances can miss narrow, weak resonances and takes a
long time. On the other hand, numerical theories have some uncertainty for resonance
locations even when most of the relevant data is known accurately.
5.1.2 Search for the wide singlet NaLi resonance
The UConn group predicted an 8 G wide Feshbach resonance at 1186 G in the |
11> state. The width of the resonance made it an interesting target for experimental
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efforts, and the resonance couples to the singlet molecular manifold, thereby avoiding
the need for singlet/triplet coupling to drive transitions to populate the true molecular
ground state X 1 *(v=0, j=0). However, a few attempts to search all fields up to 1300
G failed to locate the resonant losses.
The fact that all known resonances involved the triplet manifold gives a clue to
the difficulty here. The known resonances provided no direct information on weakly
bound states of the singlet manifold. However, to get the theory to accurately match the
observed resonances, coupling between the singlet and triplet molecular states was
invoked, so indirect knowledge of the singlet states was obtained.
A simplified calculation of the magnetic fields where resonances occur is possible
by using a simple Hamiltonian146-148. The Asymptotic Bound State Hamiltonian is
72 H=Hre +H z+ Hhf
where Hrei includes the kinetic energy and effective potentials from the electronic
motion, Hz=YeS -B- yjii-B-Y2 '2-B is the Zeeman energy of electrons and nuclei in the
magnetic field, and Hhf= ahflh 2) il. s+(ahf2h 2) 2 S 2 is the hyperfine interaction for each
atom. If we use a basis IS, ms, n, mr 2 ) , we can rewrite the Hamiltonian
H=Ho+Hz+Q(H+ +Hu)
73 H*,= (ahfl2h2 ) Szin+ [S+ ik-+Sik+B
73 ~k2
hf= (-1 )(1)(a 2 h2 ){ s2,)+-[( s+- S2+)k +(S I -- S2-)k+]l
k L
Two simplifications have occurred here. First, the relative motion has been "solved" to
give a binding energy Ho for a given basis state. The open channel has zero binding
energy and is considered completely uncoupled from the molecular states. Coupling
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between atomic states and molecular states can be invoked to find the resonance width
as described earlier, but it is ignored in this method when finding the resonance
locations. The singlet binding energy and triplet binding energies are adjustable
parameters to match experimental locations of Feshbach resonances. The relative
motion has also provided the Franck-Condon factor Q for coupling among different
molecular states.
The hyperfine interaction has been separated into two parts, the + term couples
only among singlet or among triplet states, the - term couples between singlet and
triplet states. The first two terms are diagonal among basis states, only the hyperfine
terms have off-diagonal elements. If Q can be approximated, the problem no longer
involves solving any wave equations and simply involves diagonalizing a N x N
Hamiltonian (for N basis states) whose diagonal matrix elements depend on B through
the Zeeman term.
To solve for NaLi Feshbach resonances, we choose a single atomic state for Na
and for Li, and the Hamiltonian reproduces the standard Breit-Rabi formula for the
energy of the atoms in a magnetic field.
We then consider all molecular states with the same total mf as the atomic state.
There will probably be several coupled states, some singlet, some triplet. The hyperfine
constants ahfNa and ahf,Li can be looked up' 49. The remaining unknown is the Franck-
Condon factor. This is possible to estimate because the singlet and triplet potentials are
very similar at long range. Invoking the turning point method, we assume that Q=1 for
states with the same binding energy (particularly for all diagonal terms), and for
different binding energies, make the approximation
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(E, E,)"14
74 Q=2 E EI
where E5 and E, are the singlet and triplet binding energies146. These two binding
energies are the only free parameters in the Hamiltonian, and they can be adjusted to
match experimental Feshbach resonance locations.
See figure 22 for the results of such a calculation. Here we used the atomic state
11> and all possible molecular states with the same total mf = 3/2 (there are 8 such
states) . The relevant constants were looked up and used to find the diagonal and off-
diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian was diagonalized using
Mathematica, and then Es and Et were found through a built-in optimization routine.
Numerical treatment of the molecular wavefunctions shows that this simplified
coupling scheme is not the whole story,148. After a conversation with Marko Gacesa
about the NaLi potential, we learned that by independently adjusting multiple
parameters of the effective molecular potential, the coupling terms do not follow the
binding energies as predicted in the simple model. He suggested that the singlet state
could be much more deeply bound than initially predicted, moving the predicted 1186 G
resonance to much higher magnetic fields.
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figure 22: Energies of the atomic state I> (dashed line) and the eight molecular
states with the same projection of total angular momentum, calculated with the
coupled channels method. The singlet and triplet binding energies are adjusted to
give good agreement with the experimental positions of the three highest energy
molecular states. Note the prediction of two resonances near 1200 G. Image
provided by Tout Wang.
Hoping that the field wasn't too far off, we pushed our search to the
absolute limit of our apparatus around 162oG, and located a broad resonance at a field
of 1594 G (see figure 9). As of the writing of this thesis, I have not heard if this field has
been matched with revised molecular potentials, but it is almost certainly due to the
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coupling to the singlet state, and should allow refining both singlet and triplet potentials
of the NaLi molecules.
5.1.3 Homonuclear resonances in Na and Li
Homonuclear Feshbach resonances can occur in a gas of Na-23 and Li-6. If the
trapped fermionic Li-6 is all in the same internal state, S-wave collisions between atoms
cannot be anti-symmetric upon exchange of particle labels, so S-wave resonances do not
occur at all. P-wave collisions have the correct symmetry (as will any odd partial wave),
but at ultracold temperatures where the probabilities of higher partial-wave collisions
are vanishingly small, the fully polarized Fermi gas has no interactions. Feshbach
resonances can certainly occur with P-wave character, and several are known19 for Li-6,
but they are narrow and easily avoided.
A fully polarized Bose gas, on the other hand, allows even partial wave collisions
(S, D etc.) and forbids odd collisions. Combined with the tendency of ultracold Bosons
to condense or bunch, this increases the likelihood for two atoms to be close enough to
interact by a factor of 2. Na2 S-wave Feshbach resonances can have a major effect on
experiments in NaLi. Some Na2 Feshbach resonances are known5o; in fact, we found
resonant sodium collisions at 1590 G by surprise during our studies of the 1596 G NaLi
resonance. These additional Feshbach resonances cause undesired inelastic losses, and
interfere with preparing NaLi mixtures at desired magnetic fields unless they can be
crossed very quickly to avoid losses or unwanted association.
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5.2 Measured loss rates in Na and Li mixtures
5.2.1 3-body atomic losses near NaLi Feshbach
resonances.
The most straightforward measurement of a Feshbach resonance is measuring
three-body loss rates. See figure 23 for the results of measuring atom numbers with
varying hold times near a Feshbach resonance.
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figure 23: 3-body trap loss in a strongly interacting gas of Na and Li near the 796G
Feshbach resonance. The lines are obtained by numerically solving coupled
differential equations for a homogenous gas assuming only Na-Na-Li collisions
(with K3 =5 x 102 cm6/s) cause losses.
The most likely loss process in a resonant NaLi mixture is the 3-body collision of
two Na atoms and one Li atom, because Pauli exclusion will suppress the 3-body
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collision of two fermionic Li atoms and one Na atom, and a Na-Na-Na collision is not
resonantly enhanced. In the figure we fit a line to the data assuming all losses occur due
to Na-Na-Li collisions. As can be seen in the figure, this assumption fails to give exact
agreement for low atom numbers, possibly because of other mechanisms dominating
losses once the Na density is low, such as density independent background gas collisions
or heating in the finite depth ODT.
5.2.2 2-body molecular losses near a Feshbach
resonance.
Without producing and isolating NaLi molecules, we have not been able to
measure their loss rates, although a lower bound can be predicted by applying a model
with some assumptions explained in chapter 7. However, the Na2 and Li 2 molecules
have been produced using the exact same procedures in our lab. Although we were not
the first to study either of these molecules or measure their loss rates, it was reassuring
to see that our general procedures were sound. In this section, I am providing results
from earlier work, as their experiments were more extensively optimized and analyzed
than our brief forays into these bosonic molecules.
In the papers describing earlier work on Na 2 molecules from the Ketterle
group 25 ,29, molecules could be readily formed and imaged. Lifetimes were limited to
hundreds of microseconds if free Na atoms were present, but by blasting away atoms
shortly after molecules were formed, about 5% of the initial atom number would remain
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in molecules with lifetimes of up to 20 Ms.
Our attempts gave very similar results to those reported in the paper, including a
~5% molecule formation, short lifetimes with atoms present, and ~1o ms lifetimes
without free atoms present.
The Na 2 loss rates are informative because there is no reason to expect that NaLi
losses should be more severe. In fact, because Na 2-Na collisions involve
indistinguishable bosons, where NaLi-Na collisions have one distinguishable particle
present, quantum statistics would suggest NaLi losses should be less severe. We have
not observed this to be the case, however, and we will address this issue again in
Chapter 7.
In Li 2, much work has been done with the exceptionally broad Feshbach
resonance centered at 834 G. This broad resonance may not be a good comparison
because of the very different dynamics expected between broad and narrow Feshbach
resonances discussed in Chapter 3. However, there is a narrow Li2 resonance in Li-6 at
543 G, which was investigate by27.
Strecker and colleagues were able to observe up to 50% of the Li atoms disappear
after a ramp across resonance to form molecules, but also see the atoms recovered if the
molecules were dissociated with the reverse ramp. They were able to recover up to 85%
of the initial atom cloud, suggesting at least the remaining 35% of the atoms
adiabatically associated into molecules. The molecules displayed a very long lifetime of
up to 1 second, even in the presence of the remaining Li atoms.
Our attempts to repeat these results were unsuccessful. We were able to see only
a few percent molecule formation, although part of the problem was our trapping
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configuration at the time. Atoms were trapped in an ODT radially, but axially held by a
harmonic magnetic field. The molecular state, which is a singlet state with very small
magnetic moment, can expand in the axial direction, thereby limiting the time-scales we
could use for molecule formation. However, we were able to form a small fraction of
molecules with a relatively fast sweep, but these molecules seemed to decay very
quickly. Because of the trapping issues, we can't make any firm conclusions regarding
the long lifetime reported in the paper.
The trapping problem was not an issue for observing Na2, because the higher
atom density and wider resonance allowed faster sweeps to be used. It is also unlikely
that the trapping was the only issue preventing good clouds of NaLi to be formed, as the
796 G and 850 G NaLi resonances are of similar width to the Na 2 resonance, and the
1596 G resonance is not only much wider but has less difference in magnetic moment
between the atomic and molecular states. However, resolving this problem would
certainly improve the procedure and allow better imaging of remaining molecules,
therefore making the experiment able to detect smaller fractions of molecules.
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6
Ultracold Molecule
Formation Experiments
6.1 Requirements for long-lived molecules
The discussion of the previous chapters should make it clear that inelastic
collisions are bad for ultracold molecule experiments, and collisions between atoms and
weakly bound molecules near the Feshbach resonance are likely to cause inelastic
vibrational decay. This suggests that once molecules are formed, they should be
separated from the atoms as quickly as possible.
6.1.1 Stern-Gerlach separation
Magnetic field separation will separate particles with different values of [/m, and
is simple to implement if magnetic field gradients can be applied. As in a Stern-Gerlach
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measurement if a magnetic field gradient is applied, all particles will be accelerated by
the field according to their masses and magnetic moments. The time it takes to separate
the molecules is determined by the size of the cloud in the gradient direction and the
acceleration as
75 T=-2w/a 6wB
where m is the reduced mass and 8p1 the difference in magnetic moments. For the
Gaussian clouds produced by typical traps, if using the 20 radius (the radius which
contains 95% of the total population) for the width, the overlap of the clouds is reduced
to 1/e after this time.
Because our experiment starts with a Magneto-Optical Trap, it has quadrupole
coils capable of producing a large gradient. Even if if such quadrupole coils are
unavailable, the Helmholtz coils used to produce a bias field for Feshbach studies can be
modified to produce a gradient as well by shunting some of the current from one coil.
Our experiment can readily produce gradients of up to 39 G/cm by running 30 amps in
the MOT quadrupole coils. A practical limit of a few ios of amps is encountered because
of the switching hardware used for the MOT control, but with further modifications and
high current power supplies, hundreds of amps could be used, producing much larger
gradients.
39 G/cm gradients apply accelerations of 942 m/s 2 (or pm/ms 2 ) for sodium, so
our clouds of a few hundred microns in length can be separated in less than 1 ms. To be
able to distinguish a small molecular cloud from the tail of the atomic distribution, it
takes about twice the separation time (by then, the clouds are 4 radii apart).
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Care should be taken with this method to avoid allowing the local magnetic field
of the molecules from crossing the resonance. If the initial trap location does not match
the zero of the gradient field, the local magnetic field will jump when it is switched on,
possibly dissociating the molecules or driving them to deeper binding energies than
desired. In our experiment, the zero of the field is well matched, and the gradient is
turned on only when the magnetic field is a few Gauss past the resonance.
6.1.2 Resonant processes for separation
RF spectroscopy can be useful for preparing or identifying molecules, but the
momentum transfers and transition rates are far too small to produce a noticable
acceleration. More useful for separating atoms from molecules are resonant optical
beams, which can deliver forces of
76 Fblast= Precoi*TI 2 -+ ablat,= 9 x 10 ms2
Where the sodium recoil velocity of 3 cm/s and spontaneous emission rate of 10 x 271
MHz (divided by 2 for the saturated transmission rate) was used. Note that this is
about 1000 times larger than the Stern-Gerlach acceleration. The blasting method can
also optically pump atoms to non-resonant states, possibly allowing it to protect
molecules faster than the acceleration alone would suggest.
Because the blasting method uses the same technology as imaging near the
resonance (only with much more optical intensity), for us it was only a trivial
modification to enable the method. Another advantage is that if the molecules are not
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resonant with the blasting beam, they will be unaffected by the beam and can remain in
the trap. This is probably not the case for Stern-Gerlach separation.
Until a molecular signal has been obtained, it is hard to be certain that the
molecules are truly unaffected. Because of the previously mentioned difficulties of
predicting binding energies of weakly bound molecules, the molecular excited states
may be unknown. However, in general there will be a combination of magnetic field and
optical frequency that blasts atoms sufficiently quickly without affecting the molecules
adversely.
6.1.3 Unwanted resonant processes affecting molecules
Even if the blasting beam is not affecting the molecules, the red-detuned laser
used in the ODT could possibly drive transitions to molecular excited states. This effect
was reported in Josh Zirbel's Ph.D thesis on RbK molecules25, and could be a concern
for any molecular experiment. Because of the high intensities used in trapping lasers
(our trapping laser can be 108 times above saturation intensity for 10 W focused down to
30 pm), even a far detuned molecular transition can allow unacceptable scattering rates.
To calculate the likelihood of such an event, we used predictions of excited state energy
levels from Marko Gacesa (see figure 24), but because they had not been measured,
assumed that the vibrational states could be randomly displaced by any amount while
keeping the same level spacing.
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6Li+23Na Wavelength vs V' 6Li+23Na - Franck-Condon factors
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figure 24: Predicted transition wavelengths and Franck-Condonfactors for
transitions from the molecularFeshbach state to the lowest lying NaLi excited state.
Note in particular that near 1064, FCfactors are less than 0.1 and transitions are
spaced by 20 nm. Infact, transitions are predicted to occur at 1054 and 1074 nm.
Images provided by Marko Gacesa.
Assuming a Franck-Condon factor of 0.1 (likely an overestimate as seen in figure
27), to cause scattering lifetimes of less than 10 ms the IR laser must be within 10 GHz.
Because molecular excited states are spaced by a few THz, there is less than a 1% chance
for this to occur. The only guaranteed protection from these transitions is to chose a
trapping laser that is red detuned beyond even the lowest energy transition from ground
state dissociation to an excited state, which would require a laser at 1370 nm or longer
wavelength for the case of NaLi.
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6.2 Experimental results for Na and Li gases
The formulas of section 3.4 gives a probability to form molecules during a
magnetic field sweep, but ignore the likelihood of the molecules being lost to collisions
during the sweep. A simple experiment can be used to measure molecule formation,
even if all the molecules are promptly destroyed before they can be directly measured.
A direct measurement of atom loss after a magnetic field sweep cannot be used to
calculate molecule formation. A few papers have defended this assumption on the
grounds that other loss processes are insignificant during the experiment23,27, and have
backed up the assumption with estimates of 3-body atomic losses. However, even if the
atomic mixture is long-lived on resonance, every inelastic collision involving a molecule
likely removes free atoms from the trap. This is because the major inelastic loss process
is a molecule colliding with a free atom, being quenched to a lower vibrational state, and
releasing the excess energy to both collision partners as kinetic energy10 3. The high-
energy particles can then potentially undergo further collisions as they leave the trap.
Also, in experimental conditions, sweeps slow enough to form a significant fraction of
molecules may also be slow enough to experience non-negligible 3-body losses, even
before the molecules are formed.
A better estimate of molecule formation can be obtained by comparing losses due
to a sweep across resonance with losses due to the same sweep across resonance but in
the reversed direction. In this way all possible atomic loss processes that do not involve
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adiabatic molecule formation are measured under an identical experimental procedure,
and any asymmetry between the two sweep directions can be assumed to reflect
adiabatic molecule formation, which only occurs for one direction. We will refer to the
sweep which can form molecules as the forward sweep, and the reversed sweep which
does not form molecules as the backward sweep.
77 fraction of atoms lost to molecular processes - forward atom numberbackward atom number
The total number of extra atoms lost does not immediately give the number of
molecules formed, but is proportional to the number of molecules formed. The
proportionality factor reflects the fact that every molecule formation and loss causes the
loss of the pairing partners, the free atom which collided with them, and possibly more
atoms that undergo subsequent collisions as the high energy collision products leave the
trap. Because molecule formation and loss can occur very close to resonance, where
collisions are frequent and the proportionality factor can be larger than 3, and can only
be known for sure if the molecules can be isolated and their original population
extrapolated from lifetime measurements.
We have performed these measurements in our experiment for Na-Na, Li-Li, and
Na-Li Feshbach resonances. See figure 27 for a plot of results for a few experiments.
You can see that in each case, it was possible to observe at least 30% more loss in
forward sweeps than backward sweeps, and we can assume that this part of the atomic
cloud is lost due to collisions involving molecules.
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figure 25: Results of comparing forward and backward sweeps across severalfeshbach
resonance. The y axis displays the ratio of atoms remaining after forward sweeps to atoms
remaining after backward sweeps. The vertical blue lines show the sweep rate which
corresponds to 6LZ = 2 with the constant a=0.31for all sweeps, and a factor of 2 included in
the Na2 resonance for identical bosons. The Na and Li atom numbers are first
independently normalized to average initial atom numbers, and then normalized as
described in section 5.1.1
The Landau-Zener formation formula (equation 57 from section 3.4-3) can be
compared to these results. In figure 25 a vertical line in each plot shows the point where
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the Landau-Zener parameter 6 LZ = 2 while using the constant 0.31 for a.
In chapter 7 we present a numerical method for modeling these asymmetric
sweep formulas, but we have not extensively tested a wide range of parameters for each
plot, so we do not draw any definite conclusions about this value of a. However, the
correspondence of the SLZ = 2 sweep rate with the fastest sweep rates showing
significant molecular losses for several different resonances is reassuring.
6.2.1 Results from Na2 and Li2
In our experiments on Na and Li, we have explored the following Feshbach
resonances in detail
Species Bo (G) AB (G) abg (a0 ) mred (amu)
Na-Na 907 1 63 11.5
Li-Li 543 0.1 59 3
Na-Li 796 2.2 13 4.8
Na-Li 870 4* 13.5 4.8
Na-Li 1594 8.7 12.5 4.9
Table 2: Experimentally investigated resonances in Na and Li. Numbers for Na-Na
and Li-Li was taken from Chin et. al RMP 82,1225 (2010)
Data on asymmetric sweeps were obtained for all resonances except 870, and a variety
of formation techniques have been attempted for all of these resonances. Na2 and Li2
Molecules have been successfully isolated, but we have not succeeded in isolating NaLi.
An example image from our successful Na2 procedures can be seen in figure 26.
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figure 26: Image of Na atoms and molecules separated by the Stern-Gerlach
method. In (a), the cloud on the right is remaining atoms, and the left cloud is the
surviving molecules. The molecules contain about 4% of the original atom
number. b) and c) are 1-D profiles obtained by integrated the region around the
atomic and molecular clouds, respectively.
These images should give an idea of the real limit of molecule studies; enough
molecules must be formed and isolated to produce clear images of the molecular cloud.
This means the molecule cloud must be distinct from the tail of the atomic cloud (if
ACn rw1h I.Ar Frf% =11 Tre W-M ftn
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using Stern-Gerlach separation, as in these images), or the surviving molecules must be
distinguished from possible remaining atoms (if blasting is used without Stern-
Gerlach). The particular procedure and imaging setup used impose limits on the
minimum molecule fraction that can be measured. For our imaging, we can visually
distinguish 4% molecule formation. After some integration and performing Ncounts in
the region of interest, we could observe down to 1% formation, but any smaller fraction
and the molecular peak is lost in imaging noise. Because we could not observe NaLi
molecules in images, even after integrating over the expected location of molecules, we
conclude that the surviving molecule fraction is less than 1% of the initial atom number.
Slightly smaller fractions might be observed by combing through many images
with a fine-toothed analysis algorithm. However, shot to shot instability in atoms
numbers, imaging beam fluctuations, and fringes make it likely that such an algorithm
will give false positives. We did not attempt such methods to pick out procedures which
might have been "barely successful" at forming NaLi molecules, instead devoting our
experimental time and creative energies to improving systematic methods in the hopes
of getting unmistakable signals of molecule formation.
6.3 Further considerations for molecule experiments
6.3.1 Empirical optimization of molecules
A few techniques of currently successful molecule formation experiments must be
mentioned to allow this thesis to be a useful guide to Feshbach molecule formation.
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They have not been mentioned yet because they are the result of optimization through
trial and error, but cannot be systematically applied to an experiment that has not yet
produced any image of surviving Feshbach molecules, such as NaLi.
To optimize the surviving fraction in a successful experiment, search for the
balance of atomic densities, temperature and ramp rate that give maximum molecule
numbers. This can involve changing trap geometries, or even releasing the atoms in
ballistic expansion before attempting formation33.
Another important technique worth mentioning is carefully shaped magnetic
field profiles. Rather than a simple linear sweep across resonance, the field is jumped
abruptly from one field to another. This has the advantage of avoiding the portions of
the ramp where molecules do not form but losses are nevertheless enhanced. In our
experience, we improved the surviving fraction of Na2 molecules by a factor of 2 by
changing from linear ramps to shaped ramps. However, this method involves many
more free parameters, and only makes sense if a signal has already been obtained and
the procedure is being empirically optimized for surviving molecule fraction. It is
unlikely to allow significant formation in a system where linear sweeps yield no
measurable results.
Another technique, which has been previously mentioned, is to wait at a field
with finite molecular binding energy and to allow thermal equilibrium to populate the
molecular state'45. This method has only been demonstrated in the unusual case of the
broad Li2 resonance, and relies on the long-lifetimes and very strong coupling unique to
that resonance.
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6.3.2 Molecular transitions in weakly bound NaLi
The molecules formed are in the most weakly bound vibrational states. If large
electric dipole moments are desired, more deeply bound states are required. The only
currently feasible way to achieve this is through Raman transitions, where the upward
transition is driven with a laser and the downward transition is stimulated with a laser
tuned to populate the desired state. The only way to do this coherently is by two photon
transitions with shaped laser pulses in a technique known as STIRAP 67. The exact
locations of excited states with good Frank-Condon overlap with the Feshbach molecule
is unknown (again, these tend to be highly vibrational levels with strong dependence on
the uncertain long-range potentials), but with cooperation between experimental
spectroscopy and theoretical refinements of the molecular potentials, the appropriate
transitions can be found.
The downward transitions also require good Frank-Condon factors, and if the
atoms start in the triplet manifold, to end up in the true ground state some singlet-
triplet coupling is required. This can occur in the excited states of the molecules in one
of the previously mentioned violations of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
In the NaLi system, some estimates have been made regarding these molecular
transitions. Based on potentials incorporating data from our group on NaLi Feshbach
resonances, the research group of Robin Cote from the University of Connecticut has
calculated estimates of the required transitions as seen in figure 24.
If long-lived molecules can be formed, some spectroscopic measurements can be
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performed on the most weakly bound states by simply detuning the lasers already used
to drive resonant atomic transitions. Because these states are typically a few GHz below
dissociation, the transition frequencies are well within the tuning range of lasers, and
might even be within the range of standard AOM or EOM frequency shifters. This
allows some immediate improvement in spectroscopic knowledge the moment an
atomic physicist can form measurable molecules 68.
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7
Modeling Practical
Molecule Formation
7.1 Model of real Feshbach association procedures
7.1.1 Assumptions of model
Incorporating the material from previous chapters, we can now construct a
numerical model for real Feshbach Association procedures. This will be useful in
interpreting data from NaLi where we cannot measure molecule populations directly.
The model requires the following assumptions:
First, the system is prepared at a boson phase space density of 1. This is done to
optimize association with large phase space density while avoiding Bose-Einstein
Condensation at phase space density of 2.67. It also simplifies the system dynamics, as
collective motion of the BEC and other effects of quantum degeneracy can be avoided.
The Fermion phase space density is less of a concern as it gets automatically capped at 1
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from Pauli Exclusion76, and the degenerate density profile remains qualitatively similar
to the thermal profile at T=Tf. For our balanced mixtures of NaLi, Na phase space
density s 1, Li phase space density would be as high as 4 assuming a thermal
distribution, but degeneracy limits it to 1.
Second, collision and formation rates are calculated using the uniform density
equations of Chapters 5 and 6. This means hydrodynamic effects and correlations are
ignored, and densities are not allowed to redistribute during the formation sweep. The
results should be reasonably accurate as long as the mean free path is greater than the
interatomic spacing, which is the case except for unitarity limited collisions in fully
degenerate gases.
Third, molecule formation efficiency and atom loss should total less than 50%.
This will limit the effects of depleting the high-density portions of the cloud faster than
the low density portions. The modified exponential Landau-Zener formation formula
will be used (equation 57), so molecule formation will automatically be restricted to less
than 50%, and sweep times of interest are generally much faster than those that will
severely deplete the atom cloud, so this assumption will definitely hold.
Fourth, the only formation and collision processes considered are adiabatic
formation, 3-body atomic loss and 2-body molecular loss. In each collision only the
particles participating in the collision are lost from the trap, but they are assumed to be
lost from the trap immediately. These circumstances will cover the most relevant
processes near resonance.
7.1.2 Description of model
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The model begins with a trapped gas held away from resonance. If the magnetic
field is at least 2 AB away from resonance, the scattering length is within 50% of abg and
the atoms will have their equilibrium non-resonant density distribution. For our
experiments, these distributions are roughly thermal distributions, as T > Tc and T/Tf ~
0.5 or higher.
A linear sweep is used to cross resonance. This causes the heteronuclear
scattering length to vary with time as
A B A B
78 a (t)= ab (1- AB )=abg 1- Abg B(t)-Bo 2AB-BSt-Bo
Only resonant collisions are considered. Other collisions should cause minimal
loss during the experiment duration. Collision rates are incorporated in the coupled
differential equations.
79 n=-K' 3 an an23-#(a)nNa nmol
80 n' =-K'3 a4 n 2nsi
81 n;,'l=-B(a)nNanmol
These equations are numerically solved to obtain surviving atomic and molecular
densities. The coefficients may be known or may be treated as the free parameters of
the model. The a4 dependence of 3-body loss agrees with losses observed in RbKo3, but
we apply a cutoff when scattering length exceeds the deBroglie wavelength. The
function P(a) probably does not have a simple analytical form, as seen in the RbK loss
paper (refer back to figure 25 in chapter 6). For the results presented in this chapter, we
use a constant value for P(a), which can be interpreted as the average value across
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resonance.
The peak density alone can be used for rough calculations, but each point in a 3-D
density distribution can be independently solved at it's local density for a more thorough
treatment. Redistribution of densities in the trap are ignored. This can remain accurate
for fast sweeps (where total experiment time is less than a quarter trap period), but
slower sweeps may have quantitative errors.
No molecules are present at the beginning of the sweep, but as the sweep crosses
the resonance, the molecule density is calculated with the formula from chapter 5:
8 2 n ,o = n '" ""'* T 3 /2  ( 1 - e x p 2 T r [a n .aor it, ])mo ioiy8 T m/ B
using the densities present at the time the resonance is crossed. The molecular and
atomic densities are all abruptly changed at this time by forming molecules with density
nmoI, and removing this same density from both species of atom.
The constant a is a fudge factor invoked by all experiments which have compared
the formula to experimental results. In our experiments, we found a = 0.31 to give
adequate agreement with observations, but this value should not be considered
conclusive, as we have not done careful numerical modeling fitted to the many
experiments we have performed with various temperatures, densities and Feshbach
resonances.
The simulation is then completed by allowing the linear sweep to continue for a
specific time after crossing resonance. This time represents the extra time required to
separate and measure any potential molecules. The densities at the end of this time are
used as the final atom/molecule density and number.
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7.2 Application to Na2 experiments
We first test the modeling on the case of Na 2, where we are able to directly
measure molecule formation. Optimized Na 2 experiments require Bose-Einstein
Condensation for maximum molecule formation, but we can still obtain measurable
molecule fractions in a thermal gas, which has a more repeatable peak atom density and
thus provides more reliable data to compare to the model.
We use the measured density and temperature of the cloud (n = 1 x 1013 cm-3, T =
400 nK), and the molecular loss rate P = 5.5 x 10" presented in Mukaiyama et. a125. We
find the constant K'3 = 5 x 105gives good agreement with backward sweep data. At this
point all parameters are fixed, and we model atom numbers surviving forward and
backward sweeps, as well as molecule numbers surviving forward sweeps. See figure 27
for the results and a comparison of asymmetric sweep data to experiment.
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figure 27: Numerically modeled results for experiments near the Na2 Feshbach
resonance. the bottom right compares experimental data to the model. Note the
maximum molecule formation corresponds to 4% efficiency for sweeps between 2
and 10 ms, which roughly agrees with our observations.
Note the fair agreement with experiments, both the forward/backward ratio and
also the maximum molecule formation of about 4%, which drops for sweeps which are
faster than 1 ms or slower than 10 ms, which roughly agrees with experiments.
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See figures 28 and 29 for results obtained for the 796G NaLi resonance by using
measured 3-body loss (see figure 25 in chapter 5) and typical initial atomic densities
which match those used in the asymmetric sweep experiment shown in figure 27. This
analysis and the figures were provided by Gregory Lau.
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figure 28: Surviving molecule density calculated using the numerical model
described in the text, and a constant 2-body loss coefficient / = 10- cm 3/s. The
maximum surviving density near 5 x 10' is 2.5% of the initial atomic densities
(2x1 012 for each species). Data provided by Gregory Lau.
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figure 29: Atoms remaining after asymmetric sweeps across the Feshbach
resonance, calculated using numerical modeling. These results are similar to
measured atom numbers after asymmetric sweeps. Data provided by Gregory Lau.
The results use initial atom densities that match the peak densities in our
experiments, measured 3-body loss rates and known values for resonance parameters.
The atom loss results are consistent with asymmetric sweep experiments. The atom loss
results were obtained using a conversion efficiency Xa = o.1, which corresponds to T/Tf =
1.2. Temperature measurements indicate that our system is colder than this (around
T/Tf = 0.5 or 0.7), but considering that the conversion efficiency is approximate, this is
not a major concern.
The results assume a 2-body molecular loss coefficient P = 10- 0 cm 3/s, and using
this value produces a molecular density that would be barely observable in our
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experiment. Assuming that only molecular losses are preventing us from isolating
molecules (and not possible technical difficulties), this value can be interpreted as a
lower bound. Because this is a constant value, the real loss coefficient may be higher or
lower than this value at different stages of the experiment, in which case the bound
would apply to the average value. Furthermore, we have tried a wide variety of
experimental parameters and magnetic field sweeps beyond those simulated in this and
never observed molecules, this lower bound is conservative.
Because this is a 2-body inelastic collision process, a unitarity limit can be
applied to find an upper bound for the possible coefficient. The rate calculated in
chapter 6 is 3.1 x 10-7, 3000 times larger than the lower bound. Thus it is certainly
possible that 2-body molecule losses could prevent us from observing NaLi molecules.
Unitarity limits apply to the total elastic and inelastic collision rate, so a loss rate
close to this limit implies that almost every collision results in vibrational quenching.
The ratio of elastic to inelastic collisions can be modified by the existence of nearby
resonant trimer states, details of the vibrational wavefunctions, and other molecular
properties that are not widely studied for NaLi at this time.
7-4 Conclusions regarding NaLi molecules
Our non-observation of surviving NaLi molecules should not be interpreted as
hard evidence of physical limitations of the NaLi system. I believe no experimental
physicist should ever claim that their experiment is indisputable. However, experience
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and observation leads me to believe that our statements regarding the 2-body loss
coefficient are accurate, and 2-body collisional losses are the most likely reason for our
difficulties in isolating and studying these molecules.
One additional possibility is the narrow magnetic field range of strong mixing of
the atomic and molecular states 5 Bopen = 18 mG is not large enough compared to
magnetic field noise, although the narrow Li2 resonance has 5Bopen = 0.1 mG and
molecules were isolated, so that cannot be the whole story.
Our success at forming Na2 and Li2 molecules using identical procedures and
atomic properties serves as an "idiot check" that we are not making obvious mistakes.
We cannot rule out technical problems specific to NaLi such as the ODT laser driving
resonant molecular transitions. However, I also believe no experimental physicist
should blame such unlikely "boogeymen" for problems before searching for logical and
likely explanations.
7-4.1 Comparison to RbK
If the theories presented in chapter 3 are to be believed, a few general statements
can be made comparing the NaLi system to the highly successful heteronuclear Bose-
Fermi mixture of Rb-K3, 67,103,151. The adiabatic molecule formation efficiency (equation
57) gives the following results for the resonances
83 P(RbK,546G) ~ 2rTnmajority4rrh a2AB 2r1012 4Th -185ao(3.6G)
8T m B 2 (27.4 amu)
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84 P (NaLi, 796 G) ~2Ir0 4mh +12a0 (2.2G)2 (4.8 amu) P
2r10 12 47rh + 4 ao(~ 8G)85 P(NaLi,1594G) 2 48 +1a 0 8G2 (4.8 amu) B
The only parameters that can depend on a particular procedure are temperature,
density and sweep rate. I have used 0.5 Tf as the temperature for both experiments, and
1012 for the densities. These are consistent with the published numbersos and with the
values measured in our experiment, so quantum statistics are likely to have the same
effect on the two systems.
The different masses, widths, and scattering lengths of the systems put these
probabilities, for a given sweep rate B , nearly equal for RbK and 1594G NaLi, and 796G
NaLi would be lower by a factor of 4. However, sweep rate is a readily changed
parameter in the lab, so this ratio is not meaningful on it's own.
The RbK experiment measured two-body molecule loss coefficients of around 1o-9
cm3/s near resonance. In this case the unitarity limited collision rate (for reduced mass
of 51.3 in a Rb-RbK collision) would be 4 x 10-8 cm 3/s, 40 times higher than observed
losses. They also observed losses being enhanced with scattering length as the
resonance was approached (refer back to figure 8 in section 3.3.3). If NaLi losses were
this close to the unitarity limit, it would be impossible to isolate molecules in this way.
These collision rates are calculated based on specific experimental parameters,
but a more fundamental comparison can be performed by assuming a density of AD
which corresponds to phase space density of 1. The unitarity limited loss rate would be
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k - 3/286 ~ flV=a 3  6Tr3  3kT_67TkBT mn86 r = no-v=-a,,M16 A 3 k T B atom3
mred h med
The final dependence on the ratio of boson mass to reduced mass of the
molecule/boson system does not cause a significant difference (this ratio is 4.9 for Na-
NaLi and 3.2 for Rb-RbK). The difference in the unitarity loss coefficients reported
above reflects differences in the particular experimental values reported, but this
formula uses only definitions of phase space density and the unitarity limit.
We can also compare theoretical formation efficiency to loss probability in any
sweep experiment. Theoretical predictions"' suggest that loss coefficients would scale
as a4 . The hard sphere interpretation would say cross section should scale as a2 , but
inelastic processes would probably get even worse as the resonance is approached. By
using a loss rate with power law dependence on scattering length:
87 =O-Vtherm= (constant) anvtherm=(constant)(abg(1+ 3kbT
(Bt) M
and integrating the 2-body collision rate across resonance:
88 f 0I nidt = (constant) n0kbT f J (I + ) dt
m (B(t))
we can find an analytical expression for total fractional molecular loss across resonance.
We will ignore the background term in the scattering length expression. This part will
be insignificant near resonance, although it will be important for molecule losses while
separating and imaging the atoms. This leaves the resonant part
89 P; ni dt = (constant) 3F nif 0 ( (a )) dt
whh c (B (t))
which cannot be avoided, as the molecules and atoms will experience this for any
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experiment which crosses the Feshbach resonance. For a linear sweep, this integral
takes the form:
90 (constant) n kbT ( (tabAB) ) dt+ fo (2n AdB )2dt]
where the unitarity limited scattering length is used as a cutoff to make the integral
finite. The cutoff was implemented by defining a time Tc where the scatting length
formula gives the same results as the unitarity limit, and evaluating the integral in a
piecewise fashion before and after Tc. It turns out the two parts of the piecewise
integral give similar contributions. After solving the integral and ignoring constants,
the result is proportional to
3kBabgAB h 2-2/n
91 ni k (2nT -- )
m B 2nmkbT
The precise implementation of the cutoff will affect the exact results, but the
factor of (2 T AdB) 2 2/n will always show up. This is significant, as it implies that while
formation efficiency depends inversely on mass, integrated losses depend at least
inversely on mass (for n = 2), but more severely for loss rates scaling with a higher
power of scattering length. This could be one clue as to why the lightweight NaLi
molecules have been more difficult to isolate than in the very similar case of RbK.
Note that this formula contains the same factor of n / as the formation
efficiency, implying that one does not gain significantly by changing atom density
because changing the sweep rate compensates for both formation and losses. By taking
the ratio of losses to molecule formation, almost all experimental parameters cancel:
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3kBabgAB h 2-2/n
n, (2n )
Ploss m 22mkT -1 T32
92 oc (mT) 2
P 2n T'12 n 4rh aTgAB T2
83/28 T3 m B
The T dependence in this result is not quite reliable, as formation saturates at
T/Tf = 0.5 and the unitarity limited loss rate will likely saturate in the low-temperature
limit as well. Therefore, if the temperature is near degeneracy, there is little else to do to
optimize sample preparation in the hopes of obtaining good molecule formation and low
loss.
In practice, the maximum surviving fraction is known to depend on density,
perhaps due to the fact that if the density is high, losses during the time spent
separating and imaging the molecules can become as important as the resonant
processes. This makes it important to attempt a variety of methods and procedures.
In summary, there is no specific theoretical reason to assume that RbK should
have a huge advantage over NaLi. Because we have explored a wide variety of
experimental parameters and Feshbach resonances, it is unlikely that small variations
in density, sweep rate, or temperature of any specific experiment can account for the
difference either.
One significant difference could be the fact that RbK uses an open-channel
dominated resonance while NaLi is closed-channel dominated, but there is no known
reason that this should affect association through magnetic sweeps. A technical issue
might be that the magnetic field noise of 10 mG is similar to SBopen for 796G, which
would not be an issue for RbK. However, this is probably not the whole story as
mentioned earlier in relation to the narrow Li2 resonance.
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Without the ability to measure NaLi lifetimes, we cannot be sure that the inelastic
collisions tell the whole story of poor molecule production. Precise knowledge of the
wavefunctions and matrix elements for NaLi molecules, combined with knowledge of
trimer and tetramer states involved in the inelastic collisions, could be used to predict
the loss coefficients and the ratio of elastic to inelastic collisions at unitarity. Such
analysis requires extensive experimental spectroscopy and the concentrated efforts of
talented theorists. However, if these valuable resources were readily available, what
would be the fun of such challenging experiments as ultracold heteronuclear molecule
formation?
7-5 General procedure for optimized molecule formation
In addition to motivating the model, the previous assumptions suggest a method
for optimizing sweep rates for forming molecules if nothing is known about collisions or
adiabatic formation. By modeling the asymmetric sweeps discussed in chapter 5, the
coefficients for loss and formation can be found, and a time scale can be found where a
significant amount of atom loss is attributed for molecule formation rather than just 3-
body atomic loss.
By running the simulation for a range of time scales, the surviving molecule
fraction is found to be optimum at somewhat faster sweeps than where molecule
formation saturates (compare figures 28 and 29). This result agrees with intuition that
molecule losses are very fast, so it is better to err on the side of inefficient formation
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than to allow additional time for destructive molecular collisions.
These results suggest the following procedure to form and isolate molecules:
1. Perform backward sweeps (sweeps which cannot form molecules), finding
the point at which 3-body losses result in 50% depletion of remaining
atoms.
2. Perform forward sweeps at that rate and faster, looking for the fastest
sweep that gives saturated formation efficiency, calculated from the atoms
remaining after forward and backward sweeps:
93 loss fraction due to molecules= backward fraction - forward fractionbackward fraction
3. Try isolating molecules using sweep rates that are 3-5 times faster than the
sweep with maximum molecule formation.
4. If no molecules are formed, try sweeps that are up to 10 times faster or
slower.
5. If there are still no results, begin looking for technical errors in the
experiment or improving isolation and imaging techniques.
Once molecules are formed, they should be optimized empirically. The major
advantage of this systematic method is that it requires no prior knowledge of collision
rates, exact atom densities, exact resonance location, or any knowledge at all of the
nature of the resonance beyond a rough idea of the location and width.
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Many-body Physics Near a
Feshbach Resonance
At many points in the previous chapters, we have mentioned that correlations,
collective motion, and many-body effects complicate the dynamics near a Feshbach
resonance. However, what causes confusion in one experiment can lead to great insight
in another. As interactions become very strong, correlations and many-body effects can
become as important as local two or three body processes.
This property, along with the tunability of strong interactions, the ability to
measure complete density or momentum distributions, and the very low thermal energy
allows unprecedented preparation and measurement of strongly correlated, non-
equilibrium, and many body states. Ultracold atomic physics, especially with tunable
interactions near a Feshbach resonance, has become a proving ground for complex
condensed matter theories which cannot be directly tested in any other experiments 16,152-
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8.1 Ferromagnetism vs. molecule formation in Li mixtures
As one example, consider what occurs in a sample of atoms, initially on the side
of the Feshbach resonance with large positive scattering length, as it approaches the
resonance. As the scattering length becomes large, the repulsive interactions create
mean-field interaction energy. If the interaction is an interspecies interaction in a two-
component gas, and intraspecies interactions remain constant, the gas may be able to
lower it's energy by locally separating the two species. This is the logic behind the
Stoner model for ferromagnetism55, where the energy saved by segregating magnetic
moment orientations in domains is greater than the energy required to establish the
domains, leading to spontaneous long-range ordering of spins.
Recall that near a Feshbach resonance, large positive scattering lengths occur
between free atoms only when there exists a weakly bound molecular state. This means
that the repulsive state is not the ground state, but is only a metastable state which is
susceptible to inelastic decay to molecules. Viewed in this way, the molecule association
is the unwanted property in an experiment designed specifically to produce unique
correlated states and inhomogeneous density with long-lived, long-range ordering.
8.1.1 Itinerant ferromagnetism in a Fermi gas of ultracold
atoms
The material in the section is taken from the paper of the same name published
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by our lab".
The Stoner model, first proposed in 1938155, provides an intuitive argument for
the tendency of electron spins to locally align in ferromagnetic materials. This textbook
model for ferromagnetism requires no band structure or microscopic correlations to
understand, but is a simple matter of balancing energies.
The energies to be balanced are the interaction energy, which occurs when
wavefunctions from unlike spins overlap, and the kinetic energy, which is minimized by
distributing both species homogeneously throughout the available volume.
We define the magnetization of the gas as:
(n1 -n 2 )94 
=(ni +n2)
This is o for a balanced mixture and +1 or -1 for a fully polarized mixture. The energy of
the system takes the form:
95 Ef 2 V(nl+n 2){ 3[(1 + )5/3(i _ )5/3]+ 2k a +r )(1 -r)}
The term dependent on the dimensionless interaction parameter kf a is the interaction
energy, and the term in square brackets is the kinetic energy (from the independent
Fermi energies of the two spin states).
Two possible states of the system are shown in figure 30. Comparing the energy
for the cases of zero magnetization:
96 Ef 2 V(n+n 2){+ 2 kfa}5 3 rr
and the case of maximal magnetization (+1 or -1):
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97 Ef2V(n+n 2){3 [2m5/3]+0}10
we can see that maximal magnetization is favored for strong interactions (large kfa), but
zero magnetization is favored for weak interactions (small kfa). Specifically, at kfa > n/2
total energy is minimized at nonzero magnetization. An accurate treatment should take
into account that the density of the gas changes with kf a, so for a trapped atomic gas the
critical value of kf a is reduced by about 15%, and a treatment which considers second
order corrections predicts a critical value of 1.054 156.
Increasing kFa
kFa=-2
21/3 EF
EF
:11> atoms
:12> atoms
:a |> + b 2>
figure 30: The two many-body configurations considered in the Stoner model.
At low interaction strength to the left, the atoms will stay mixed. At high
interaction strength, the atoms can lower their energy by polarizing into one
state, which can be a superposition of the initial states.
If the scattering length is tuned to be larger than this value, the separated state is
energetically favorable to the mixed state. This is called the Stoner criterion. Note that
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it does not depend on the fixed volume V, so it will apply even if only small parts of the
cloud satisfy the criterion. There is a narrow window from
kf a = nr/2 to kf a = 3-r/(27 3) ~ 1.19*-rn/2 in the zero order theory, where the energy is
minimized at intermediate values between zero and +1 or -1, but for larger kfa the
system is predicted to fully magnetize.
Although intuitively appealing, the Stoner model has been in contention among
theorists for some time57. The previous situation does not take into account metallic
band structure or electron-electron correlations, which are important in any natural
ferromagnet. Furthermore, it only suggests two possible states and calculates which has
lower energy; this is far from a proof that the segregated state is the true ground state of
the system under strong interactions.
Our experiment allows an idealized realization of the Stoner model. Li-6 atoms
in an incoherent mixture (as opposed to a superposition) of the hyperfine states 1> and
12> are prepared in a harmonic trap with weak interactions by holding the mixture at
590 G. This weakly interacting mixture is known to assume the idealized fully mixed
state shown on the left in figure 30. The magnetic field is then quickly ramped to a new
field near the very wide Feshbach resonance centered near 834 G. Although the trapped
gas is inhomogeneous, in the region of peak density we can readily achieve large kf a,
and studied values of kf a < 10 in this experiment.
As mentioned numerous times in this thesis, many-body effects which affect the
density distributions can have a major effect on collision rates. In this case, the inelastic
collisions which cause decay into the molecular state require that both species
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participate in the collision. Obviously, complete separation of the two species will
prevent such collisions, greatly reducing the rate of atom loss. If the species remain
mixed, on the other hand, collision rates will be enhanced as the magnetic field is
brought close to resonance.
In the experiment, the collision rate gave a clear sign that there was a qualitative
change in collision dynamics once a certain interaction strength was reached (see figure
31). The loss rate increased as the scattering length grew, but at kf a = 2.2, the loss rate
suddenly dropped. The critical interaction parameter is not the expected 1.054 of
second order theory, or even ir/2 as in the simple formula shown earlier. This shift of
the observed critical interaction parameter has not been explained as of the writing of
this thesis.
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figure 31: Atomic loss rate in a repulsively interacting Fermi mixture. Because loss
rate in such a mixture requires collisions between different spin states, this serves
as a test of microscopic properties of the gas.
More evidence of a qualitative change in the system can be seen by studying
thermodynamic quantities. By taking images of the atom cloud in the trap and after
some ballistic expansion, we measured kinetic energy and cloud size (which reflects
total energy of the gas, including interaction energy) finding that they also showed
changes around kfa = 2. (see figure 32) These changes qualitatively agree with mean-
field predictions, suggesting our experimental results are compatible with the
ferromagnetism interpretation, if not in quantitative agreement. The broadening of the
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transitions can be attributed to inhomogeneous density of the trapped gas.
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figure 32: More data from the repulsively interacting gas. a) shows the kinetic
energy of the cloud at different temperatures and interaction parameters. b) shows
cloud size, which reflects total energy. c) Shows the relative numbers of atoms and
molecules for different experimental parameters.
These effects can be understood by the fact that when the gas polarizes, the
kinetic energy increases with the Fermi energy of the polarized state, which would have
twice the density per spin state as the unpolarized mixture if it did not expand. The
cloud size, which normally increases with repulsive interactions, reaches a plateau
because interaction energy is eliminated as kinetic energy increases, leading to a similar
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value of total energy. An accurate thermodynamic treatment does predict a modest
decrease (around 15%) in cloud size at the transition".
One major limitation of the experiment is the limited time for which the sample
shows these properties. After more than a few ms, losses have reduced the density and
produced a fair population of molecules (around 20%) in the trap, and the sample no
longer resembles the idealized model. We were unable to observe ferromagnetic
domains in images, possibly because they would be expected to take a finite amount of
time to grow to a resolvable size.
8.1.2 Comparison of molecule formation and ferromagnetic
ordering
Our maximum atomic lifetimes of 10 or 20 ms may be too short for domain
formation. The experimental signatures suggest that something is happening; one
would expect that domains must have macroscopic size to modify the thermodynamics
and collisions in the observed way. Domains would be expected to form with small sizes
and to grow as atoms near the boundaries migrate into domains with spin orientations
matching their own.
Based the signal to noise of our images and our camera resolution (around 2 Pm),
and imaging a random arrangement of uniform sized domains in the sample, we should
have observed domains if they were larger in volume that 5 pm 3 . Domains smaller than
this would contain fewer than 50 atoms, and the significance of the thermodynamic
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effects expected from such small domains is a open question.
A rigorous study of the competition between molecule formation and
ferromagnetic ordering was undertaken by David Pekker and colleagues158. The rates of
both processes increase as the interaction parameter increases, and by theoretically
calculating these rates, they calculated that pairing of atoms into molecules with finite
kinetic energy was always faster than ferromagnetic ordering according to Stoner
theory, but that ferromagnetic domain formation was fastest near kfa = 2.
The decay of atoms into molecules could possibly be suppressed by using a
closed-channel dominated Feshbach resonance. With such a resonance, there is a
region of magnetic fields which are within AB (so interactions are enhanced), but
outside 5Bopen, so coupling between the molecular state and the atomic state is small.
As an example, with the narrow Li-6 resonance at 543G, for density of 102 cm-3 , kfa = 4
at a detuning B-Bo = 20 5 Bopen. At this detuning, decay into closed-channel molecules is
likely slow, but the Stoner criteria is satisfied. However, this detuning corresponds to 3
mG, demanding better magnetic field stability than readily achievable in our lab (it
would require magnetic shielding against environmental fields and 10-6 current
stability). Also, the resonance is narrow, so only atom pairs in a narrow range of relative
energies are strongly coupled, which may prevent system-wide thermodynamic
signatures.
Other Feshbach resonances may have an experimentally accessible regime where
thermodynamic effects are observed without fast decay into molecules. However, the
fact that the interacting atomic state is only a metastable state on the repulsive side of
the resonance means that the experiment will always involve competition between
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inelastic decay and many-body ordering.
8.1.3 Further study
A vigorous debate exists among theorists about the true ground state of a two-
state system of fermions with repulsive interactions, and without observing domains,
our experiment has not conclusively settled the debate. There are open questions about
the significance of correlations159,16 0, the effects of the exact interaction potential 6', and
the possible configurations that a harmonically trapped ferromagnetic system would
adopt if it did existl6 2,163.
A full review of the many proposed theories of itinerant ferromagnetism is
beyond the scope of this chapter, but it is interesting to consider a few that have been
applied to our system.
Hui Zhai and Xiaoling Cui have studied an alternative state similar to that
originally proposed by Gutzweileris7,159. This state can be described as being
macroscopically homogeneous (meaning zero magnetization everywhere in the cloud),
but with microscopic correlations of the particles causing them to avoid collisions.
In one paper16o, Zhai studies the thermodynamic properties of an atomic Fermi
system in such a state, and shows qualitatively similar signatures as were observed in
our experiment. In another paper'5 9, Cui and Zhai study the energy of a single particle
in a polarized Fermi sea undergoing a spinflip into a state possessing correlations
similar to a Gutsweiler state, finding it can reduce total energy under some
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circumstances.
These results do not attempt to prove that such correlated states are the true
ground state, but rather show that such a state is a viable alternative to a proper
ferromagnetic state with macroscopic domains. Without imaging domains, advances
will be required both from theory and in experiment to obtain enough accuracy to
conclusively distinguish between correlated states and ferromagnetism.
A theory group from Ohio State University has studied the importance of the
form of the interaction potential in many-body studies 6'. A common choice is to use a
hard-sphere potential with the same scattering length, as mentioned many times in this
thesis and used in many theories, including those of Cui and Zhai. Such a potential
ignores the existence of the bound state, however, so it may be better to use an accurate
potential where the atoms are in the upper branch of a Feshbach resonance.
By performing quantum Monte Carlo calculations they observed that both
potentials lead to similar criteria for the transition to the ferromagnetic state, but that
collisions and short-range correlations are very different for hard-spheres than for the
upper-branch of a Feshbach resonance. Because collisions and correlations play an
important role in interpreting the experiment, this suggests that the proper potential is
important for accurate conclusions about the existence of Stoner-type ferromagnetism.
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figure 33: Possible configurations of spins in aferromagnetic Fermi gas. Images
adapted from Berdnikov et. al. Phys Rev B, 79, 224403 (2009). The authors name
these configurations a) skyrmion, b) hedgehog, c) domain wall, and d) single-axis twist
It is also important to understand the possible spin profiles of a trapped
ferromagnetic gas. The picture of many randomly oriented small domains is one
possibility, but for strong, many-body interactions, the trapped gas could take many
possible configurations. Papers by research groups at University of Toronto163 and
Rutgers162 suggest several possible spin configurations. See figure 34 for some images
18o
from the Rutgers paper. These equilibrium configurations would had been evident in
the experiment, although the growth rates and stability against inelastic collisions may
be different than in the picture of small random domains.
The variety of approaches and results is indicative of the challenges of studying
many-body, strongly correlated systems. Until it is possible to conduct a massive
numerical Monte-Carlo analysis with realistic atom numbers and exact interaction
potentials, any tractable many-body theory must make some approximations and work
within current computational limits.
Overcoming the experimental limitations has proven difficult as well. Eddy
currents limit the speed at which our magnetic field can be stabilized after large ramps,
preventing us from instantaneously jumping from the weakly interacting mixed state to
the strongly interacting regime. Molecule formation inevitably occurs until the atoms
are fully separated, so the limit of preparation speed prevents us from observing
idealized short-time dynamics of the system. Furthermore, pushing our resolution
higher would require major changes to the apparatus, as we already operate close to the
diffraction limit for our imaging system.
We also considered preparing the state by driving RF transitions from a weakly
interacting hyperfine mixture to a strongly interacting one, which avoids the eddy
current problem. Unfortunately the intermediate strongly interacting three-state
mixture causes rapid decoherence and losses, leaving us no better off than the previous
procedure which allows some molecule formation while the fields stabilize.
We are currently pursuing other methods of measurements on the repulsively
interacting Fermi gas. By obtaining high quality images of imbalanced Fermi mixtures,
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the inhomogeneous profile of the cloud can be used to extract thermodynamic
a(n1 +n2 ) a (n - n2 )quantities164 such as pressure P= and spin susceptibility X= .a(P +P2) aa 1-P2)
These quantities have well-known behaviors in weakly interacting ideal gases, but
strong interactions can cause perturbations from many-body phenomena, such as
ferromagnetism.
This method requires the system to reach a thermodynamic equilibrium, so it
cannot probe the unstable regions studied in the previous experiment, but may give
clues to the many-body dynamics even before a phase transition occurs. However,
studies are still preliminary, and the reader will have to wait for further reports from our
lab to hear the details and the outcome of those experiments
8.2 Interesting phases of Bose-Fermi mixtures
Although NaLi molecules may have very short lifetimes due to inelastic collisions,
we have seen very long lifetimes in the Na and Li mixture even on resonance (recall
figure 23 in chapter 5). As these lifetimes are many times the trap periods, and elastic
collisions are known to be very strong on resonance, this offers us a chance to study the
thermodynamics of a strongly interacting mixture of Bosons and Fermions, both in
equilibrium and as it approaches equilibrium after some perturbation.
In the following sub-sections I provide a review of some interesting theoretical
proposals which might be tested in an experiment such as ours. As we haven't seriously
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addressed the feasibility of observing any specific phenomena, I do not go into great
detail about possible experiments to accomplish these feats. However, similar to the
ferromagnetism experiment, it can be assumed that a combination of long lifetime, fast,
accurate magnetic field control, and high-quality imaging will be necessary in any study
of these theories.
8.2.1 Bose-mediated Fermi-Fermi interactions
One physical system in which Bose-Fermi interactions are known to be relevant is
in the early theories of superconductivity 65. Although electrons in free space are known
to be repulsive, in a lattice the coulomb repulsion is heavily screened. As an electron
moves through the lattice, it attracts the positively charged ions in it's wake, causing
regions of net positive charge. Because other electrons will be attracted to positive
charges, this effect can be though of as weak electron-electron attraction, or more
specifically, as attractive interactions mediated by phonons.
Phonons observe bosonic statistics, so this interaction is a three-body interaction
where fermions interact indirectly via bosons. A system of non-interacting fermions
(such as the Li in our NaLi mixtures), with tunable interspecies interactions with bosons
(provided by the Feshbach resonances), would be an ideal situation to study such
Boson-mediated Fermi-Fermi interactions166. However, initial predictions place the
transition temperature for realistic experimental parameters as sub-nanokelvin
temperatures, which is a challenge (but not an insurmountable one)42,167.
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8.2.2 Quantum phases of Bose-Fermi mixtures
The previous example is a situation which occurs in known materials, but
examples of Bose-Fermi mixtures with conserved total particle number (such as our
atomic mixtures), are not readily observed in nature. Ultracold gases with tunable
interactions are thus a unique opportunity to study a novel system.
Francesca Marchetti and her collaborators developed a theory of the strongly
interacting Bose-Fermi mixture and predicted possible quantum states which might
arise168. Their model uses a mean-field theory that explicitly includes the molecular
state in the Hamiltonian rather than only considering effective atom-atom interactions.
The molecular state proves to be relevant to the quantum phases whether it is a real
bound state or a quasi-bound state.
One particularly interesting prediction of the paper is the existence of a phase
separated state when Bose-Femi interactions are strong and attractive. It is a well
known fact that a low temperature cloud of bosons will undergo a "Bose-nova" and
collapse if there are attractive effective interactions169. This is because the attractive
interactions increase the density of the gas, which increases the attraction, which further
increases the density, causing positive feedback where a BEC will contract to high
density until it becomes unstable to many-body relaxation processes.
However, when coupling to the molecular state is considered, these interactions
are accompanied by association with the fermions, which cannot increase to higher and
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higher density because of Pauli-exclusion. The result of the analysis is a state where the
bosons undergo a partial collapse, but are stopped once the Fermi pressure balances the
attractive interaction. It's almost as if the bosons inherit some fermionic character
because of molecular coupling to the Fermions.
A real study of such systems would be affected by inelastic decays when there is
strong coupling to the molecular state, but a brief estimation in the paper suggests that
the Na and Li system, with weak repulsive background interaction and long inelastic
lifetimes, might be uniquely suited to observing the predicted dynamics. An additional
paper from the group predicted the effects that could be seen by placing such a Bose-
Fermi mixture in an optical lattice of one-dimensional tubes, with the reduced
dimensionality producing further signatures of new quantum phases70.
Another study predicts dynamics intermediate between Bose gases and Fermi
gases by studying collective oscillation in an interacting Bose-Fermi mixture17l. A BEC
can undergo collective oscillations (sometimes referred to as hydrodynamic "breathing
modes") at VJw and 14 w where o is the frequency of a single boson in the harmonic
trap. On the other hand, a trapped Fermi gas can have similar collective oscillations at
2w and 40. By varying the relative population of Fermions and Bosons, the theory
predicts that frequencies of collective oscillations will vary continuously between the
two cases, as if the mixture has hydrodynamic properties intermediate between those of
bosons and fermions.
Dynamics in a Bose-Fermi mixture with arbitrary strong interactions is a very
difficult problem for condensed-matter theorists. The fact that strongly interacting
Bose-Fermi mixtures are rare in nature (the only quantum degenerate example is a
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superfluid mixture of He3 and He4)172 has further prevented physicists from developing
intuition or even knowing what kind of interesting quantum phases might arise in such
a system. The existence of Bose-Fermi atomic mixtures with tunable interactions allows
the precise preparation and measurement techniques of atomic physics to be applied to
these novel many-body systems, and may lead to a variety of interesting results in the
future.
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9
Conclusions
"Success is failure with no loss of enthusiasm" -
a fortune cookie
I have spent nearly 3 years of my Ph.D. studies working to form NaLi molecules,
and during that time I have scrutinized existing research on ultracold atoms, molecular
theory, Feshbach resonances, and inelastic collisions. I have been in frequent personal
contact with other scientists, experimental and theoretical, and I have worked closely
with several other talented students and post-docs.
Yet in that time, I have not succeeded in isolating a sample of NaLi molecules
from their constituent atoms, nor have I succeeded in performing specific
measurements to calculate exact collisional properties. The motivations for such
measurements are many, not the least of which is to develop techniques which will help
other groups perform similar experiments with molecules.
But no scientific labor is completely without fruit, and the only way to truly fail in
science is to abandon a project before gaining any understanding of it. My efforts have
not yet solved the problems I set out to solve, but my determination and perseverance
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have brought me from utter confusion to some degree of understanding.
9.1 Choosing the right molecules for the right reasons
A large part of the difficulty in any new experiment is the fact that much is
unknown. This is rather obvious; there is little scientific motivation to study systems
which do not hold any mysteries. Perfect knowledge of one's field of study is an exciting
prospect, but a scientist would quickly become bored without unanswered questions.
When I began my Ph.D studies, the only thing that was known about ultracold
NaLi molecules were the locations of a few Feshbach resonances and decades old
spectroscopy data on deeply bound molecular states. Details about the collisional
properties, formation efficiency in quantum gases, or the influence of strong
interactions at heteronuclear Feshbach resonances were guessed at, but not proven in
experiments or rigorous theories.
In spring and summer of 2006, shortly after I came to MIT, Silke and Christian
Ospelkaus, working in the research lab of Klaus Sengstock in Hamburg Germany,
performed some groundbreaking experiments on Rubidium and Potassium in an optical
lattice, and showed some of the first interesting results regarding heteronuclear
molecules2 6,173,174. It was not too long after this that we decided to try out our favorite
atoms, Sodium and Lithium, in a heteronuclear molecule experiment. We had had great
success using these atoms to produce large degenerate gases, and they were known to
have good atomic collision properties.
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Looking back, it is easy to say that I could have found more exciting results and
written more papers if I had chosen another goal. I can also say that we have always had
promising leads and exciting new ideas that spurred us forward. To abandon the project
at any point during my thesis work would have been the wrong decision at the time.
However, the particular methods and goals of our NaLi work could have been
much more focused and informed if I knew then what I know now. For any ultracold
physicist looking to start a new experiment on molecules, I think the most important
results from this thesis are the formulas and experimental methods which require only
the experimentally relevant parameters of atomic masses, abg, B. and AB. It is helpful to
know the quantum state and magnetic moment of the target molecule for some formulas
as well, although these can be guessed at in most circumstances.
First, the resonance should be identified as broad or narrow. Find the coupling
energy scale
m(ABAyag) 298 E 2
2
and comparing it to the typical energy spread of an ultracold gas.
If the coupling is much larger than thermal energies, Fermi energy, or the
chemical potential of a BEC, the resonance is broad, and is useful for studies of
thermodynamics and unitarity limited quantum behavior. The very broad Li 2 resonance
has produced spectacular results along these lines.
However, if the resonance is narrow, such as in NaLi (where Eo = 3 kHz, which
corresponds to a temperature of around 150 nK, lower than typical temperatures in our
experiments), it will be useful for studying few body physics, such as molecule formation
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and collisions. In such a gas, only a limited fraction of the particles are resonantly
interacting; this could simplify the interpretation of few body physics (such as collisions
or molecule formation), without system-wide effects such as thermodynamic phase
transitions complicating the interpretation of the data.
The narrow/broad distinction depends on the density and temperature of the gas.
The resonance should also be identified as open-channel or closed-channel dominated,
which depend only on the resonance and not on the experimental details of the system.
The range of strong mixing of the atomic and molecular states
99 6 B open
,A P
should be compared to the AB, the range of field-dependent interactions. An open-
channel dominated resonance allows strong transitions between atomic and molecular
states even away from the strongly interacting regime, making it a good candidate for
RF association and spectroscopy. It also gives a large range of fields to study the
dynamics of Halo dimers, where the molecules resemble strongly interacting atoms
more than deeply bound molecules.
If the resonance is closed-channel dominated, on the other hand, it resembles a
molecule for nearly all fields in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance. In our
experiment, this has prevented RF association or spectroscopy of the binding energy
(unfortunately I didn't come to this conclusion until spending quite some time on RF
spectroscopy), but if long-lived close-channel molecules can be created, they may offer a
good system to study dynamics which rely on the molecules behaving like true
molecules with limited atomic character.
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The broad/narrow distinction and the open-channel/closed-channel distinction
are closely related (they both depend on the energy scale Eo), but the distinctions do not
exactly coincide, and the broad/narrow distinction, which depends on temperature and
density, may vary from experiment to experiment even when the same resonance is
used.
With a goal in mind, the measurement techniques described in chapters 6 and 7
can be performed even with no additional knowledge of the resonance or the molecules.
Using the formulas and models described in chapter 7, the results of these
measurements can be used to identify the importance of collisional losses in the system,
even if no molecules have been isolated yet. Also, the formulas used in the model can
compare experiments involving completely different atomic species, so existing
knowledge can be applied to a newly discovered Feshbach resonance.
With some critical thinking before beginning the difficult task of studying
ultracold molecules, one can be sure to choose appropriate goals and avoid methods
which will be difficult or impossible. The successes of groups studying ultracold
molecules prove that there are many interesting possibilities for such experiments, yet
there are few suggestions in the literature of systematic ways to approach a new
experiment. Hopefully the knowledge I've obtained dealing with the frustrations of
forming NaLi can inform scientists embarking on a new project in Feshbach resonances
9.2 Possibilities for NaLi
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We have not yet exhausted possible techniques for obtaining useful results from
strongly interacting mixtures of Na and Li. There is a chance that with a few tweaks the
same techniques described in this thesis will produce and isolate sufficient NaLi for
interesting experiments. These methods include improvements in imaging, the
introduction of a crossed dipole trap which will strongly confine all molecular states and
assist in separation of atoms and molecules, and improving sample preparation and
magnetic field control at the high-field 1594 resonance (with my apologies to the
magnetic coils of the science chamber).
However, these changes are at best incremental improvements in the methods
used up until this point. It is my conclusion that the most significant challenge in
forming NaLi molecules is large inelastic losses with 2-body loss coefficients larger than
3 = 1010 cm3/s. If the loss coefficient is close to this value, factors of 2 or 4 in formation
efficiency or detection techniques could be all that is required. However, if the
coefficient is an order of magnitude higher, drastic changes are necessary.
It is also possible that magnetic field noise of order 5 Bopen could be inhibiting
efficient molecule formation. The use of the broader 1594 resonance (with 5Bopen
ioomG) could help protect against this possibility.
One option to drastically improve the survivability of molecules is to put the
atoms in an optical lattice. Although operating an optical lattice requires time, patience
and experience, many groups (including two of the Ketterle labs), have succeeded, and
the techniques are becoming routine for atomic physics. A lattice will make it possible
to isolate a few atoms at each lattice site, and any sites which hold exactly one of each
pairing partner can form a molecule which is immediately isolated from further
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collisions.
If molecules can be successfully formed, the cooling lasers can be used for
spectroscopy among the most weakly-bound molecular states. Measurements of
transitions among these states can provide useful information on the long range
molecular potentials. This knowledge is valuable to molecular theorists simply because
it can't be obtained with other methods. But it will also be useful for performing Raman
or STIRAP transitions to more deeply bound states of the molecules, which could be
used to study dipolar physics or quantum chemistry.
Even if ultracold NaLi molecules are never formed, the long atomic lifetimes on
resonance suggest that strongly interacting NaLi is a good proving ground for theories
about Bose-Fermi interactions and quantum phases. Some examples of such
experiments were mentioned in Chapter 8; in fact the papers by Francesca Marchetti
specifically predict the 796G resonance in NaLi to be a good candidate to observe their
predictions168. These experiments do not require isolated, long-lived molecules, but do
require large samples of long-lived samples of atoms which can reach thermal
equilibrium, which has been the advantage of Na and Li mixtures all along.
9.3 Coda: the motivations of a scientist
The pursuit of science is an uncertain business, and success in research can
hardly be quantified in terms of satisfied and unsatisfied goals. Through careful work,
continuous review of theory and experimental methods, and determination, the growth
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of knowledge is guaranteed. Although the outcome of any particular experiment is
never certain, the net result of my countless small experiments on NaLi has been a
steady crawl from confusion to understanding; hopefully my labor and this thesis will
assist future scientists in their endeavors.
I have always loved working with complicated machines, solving mysterious
problems in science or in engineering, and consuming obscure and confusing texts for
no reason other than to broaden my intellectual horizons. I have become elated with
successes in the lab, however small they may have been, and felt a strong sense of
satisfaction upon understanding a theory which had previously left me baffled.
Although one must choose goals based on their potential benefits, whether for all
of humanity or just for a small scientific sub-field, I believe results can not be the sole
motivation of a scientist. Neither can the only motivation be fame, glory, or a job
security in a tenured position at a respected university. There are other career paths
that can provide these benefits with more certainty and less effort.
I think the most important motivation of a scientist should be curiosity. It is
curiosity that pushes the frontiers of knowledge, it is curiosity that guides the mind of a
young student learning a new field, and it is curiosity that keeps a grad student awake
through the evening, night and morning in an attempt to finally complete an important
set of data. It was certainly curiosity that kept me searching for new ideas and new data
without ever catching a glimpse of an isolated molecule of NaLi.
Every experiment involves long periods of confusion before final data can be
collected and papers written. Science is hard, but scientists know it and expect it.
Curiosity, combined with patience (or stubbornness), is what kept me optimistic
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through the inevitable frustration of the difficult experiments that I have performed in
order to write this thesis.
Now, in the last paragraph of the longest paper I hope to ever write, I am happy
to say that I have enjoyed my time in the MIT Physics department, and my efforts to
advance physics have been successful. As I move on with my career in science, I can say
with confidence that my curiosity is a strong as it was on the day I started school over 22
years ago, and it will continue to guide me in all my future adventures.
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Appendix A
Diode laser system for Lithium-6
The following page contains a diagram of the laser table we use to produce light
for cooling and manipulating Lithium-6. The heart of the table is a DL-1oo grating
stabilized diode laser producing 25 mW of 671 nm light which is locked to an atomic
reference cell. An interested reader can refer to the Ph.D. thesis of Zoran Hadzibabic for
a comprehensive review of the motivations and techniques for the Lithium laser system.
I give Tout Wang full credit for the layout of this diagram.
figure 34: Overview of the Li laser system. Numbers in boxes give laser power, in mW, with power next to fibers indicating
the coupled power, and MOT fibers having a balance of cooling:repumper light of about 3:2. Numbers without boxes give
AOM frequency shifts. Also note that the fibers labeled * and # connect from one part of the table to another, rather than
travelling to the experiment.
......  .... I ... ..........
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Appendix B
Phase Sensitive Recombination of two Bose-Einstein
Condensates on an Atom Chip
The recombination of two split Bose-Einstein condensates on an atom chip is
shown to result in heating which depends on the relative phase of the two condensates.
This heating reduces the number of condensate atoms between 10% and 40% and
provides a robust way to read out the phase of an atom interferometer without the need
for ballistic expansion. The heating may be caused by the dissipation of dark solitons
created during the merging of the condensates.
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Most experiments in atom interferometry use freely
propagating atom clouds [1-31. Alternative geometries
are confined-atom interferometers where atoms [31 are
guided or confined in trapping potentials [4], often realized
by using atom chips [51. These geometries are promising in
terms of compactness and portability, and also offer the
prospect of extending interrogation times beyond the typi-
cal 0.5 s achievable in the atomic fountains. Such interfer-
ometers can be used to study atom-surface interactions [6]
and Josephson phenomena [7].
Many discussions of confined-atom interferonieters pro-
pose a readout by merging the two separated clouds [8-
101. These discussions usually assume noninteracting
atoms [8,111 and do not address the deleterious effects of
atomic interactions, including dephasing, collisional shifts,
and phase diffusion [12-17]. A recent study showed that
the recombination process is much more sensitive to
atomic interactions than the splitting process since merg-
ing clouds with the opposite phase involves excited modes
of the recombined potential and can lead to exponen-
tial growth of unstable modes 118]. To circumvent these
problems, previous realizations of confined-atom interfer-
ometry used ballistic expansion of the two spatially inde-
pendent condensates, which decreases the atomic density
before overlap [4,19-211 or worked at very low atom
densities and pushed the clouds into each other with photon
recoil [22,23]. While this avoids the deleterious effects of
atom-atom interactions during the recombination, it lacks
the inherent simplicity and robustness of in-trap recombi-
nation. Furthermore, in-trap recombination, combined
with dispersive, in situ, imaging [24], could make it pos-
sible to recycle the condensate for the next measurement
cycle after resetting the temperature through evaporating
cooling. The detection optics for in situ imaging may even
be integrated onto the atom chip [251. Moreover, a trapped
sample at high optical density can be read out with subshot
noise precision using cavity-enhanced atom detection 1261.
In this Letter, we show that in-trap recombination leads
indeed to heating of the atomic cloud. However, this heat-
ing is phase dependent and can be used as a robust and
sensitive readout of the atom interferometer. The resulting
PACS numbers: 03.75.Dg. 03.75.Lm. 39.20.+q
oscillations of the condensate atom number are dramatic
(typically -25% contrast), occur over a wide range of
recombination rates, and permit high signal to noise ratios
since they simply require a measurement of the total
number of condensate atoms in the trap.
The implications of phase-sensitive recombination ex-
tend beyond atom interferometry. Recombination with un-
controlled phase was used to replenish a continuous Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) [271 or to create vortices [281.
An extreme case of the merge process. where two con-
densates are suddenly connected, has been studied by
optically imprinting a dark soliton into a single trapped
condensate [29,301. Here we use methods of atom inter-
ferometry to prepare two condensates with well-defined
relative phase and study the merging process for variable
recombination times.
Two special cases of the merging process can be exactly
described (Fig. 1). Two noninteracting separated conden-
sates with the same phase should adiabatically evolve into
the ground state of the combined potential, whereas a
ir-relative phase should result in the lowest lying antisym-
metric state with excitation energy Nhw, where N is the
total number of atoms in a trap and ( is the transverse
frequency of the trapping potential. The other limiting case
is a merging process where a thin membrane separates two
interacting condensates until the potentials are merged. and
then is suddenly removed. For the 0-relative phase, the
merged condensate is in its Thomas-Fermi ground state.
For a ir-relative phase, however, the merged condensate
contains a dark soliton. Although the wave function differs
from the ground state only in a thin layer, the total energy
of this excited state is proportional to Nhw, as the lowest
antisymmetric state in the noninteracting case 1311.
Our working assumption is that the phase-sensitive ex-
citation of the cloud decays quickly, on the order of ~I ms
in our system, and leads to an increase in temperature on
the order of h&/ky = 100 nK for the case of A 4 = 7r, and
less for other values of A45, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The parameters of our experiment were inter-
mediate between limiting cases of suddenness or adiaba-
ticity, and we found a window of recombination times for
@0 2007 The American Physical Society
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FIG. I (color online). Schematic of the in-trap recombination
with a well-defined relative phase. (a) The phase-coherent con-
densates were prepared using a radio frequency induced double-
well potential on an atom chip [211. The splitting was done
within 75 ms by ramping up the rf frequency from 140 to
225 kHz. During the hold time, the relative phase of two
independent condensates evolved with time at -500 Hz. After
a variable time, the double-well potential was deforned into a
single well and the two trapped condensates were merged by
decreasing the rf frequency by 33 kHz over a variable "recom-
bination time." The condensates started to spill over the barrier
after -510% of the recombination time or -3 kHz decrease of
the rf frequency. (b),(c) The merged matter-wave functions are
shown for the cases of an adiabatic merger of noninteracting
condensates and for a sudden merger of interacting condensates.
the phase-sensitive readout to which none of these descrip-
tions apply.
Bose-Einstein condensates of -4 X 105 2Na atoms in
the IF = 1, mF = -1) state were transferred into a mag-
netic trap generated by the trapping wire on an atom chip
and an external bias field [19]. The cloud had a condensate
fraction = 90% and the temperature was -1/2 of the BEC
transition temperature, well above 0.1 when axial phase
fluctuations are excited. Using adiabatic rf-induced split-
ting [20,321, a double-well potential in the horizontal plane
was formed. Typically, the separation of the two wells was
d - 6 pm, the height of the trap barrier was U-h X
10 kHz, and the chemical potential of the condensates,
measured from the trap bottom, was y - h X 6kHz, where
h is Planck's constant. In the experiment, the coherence
time of two separated condensates was at least -50 ms
[211. The recombination of two split condensates was
realized by reducing the rf frequency as described in
Fig. 1(a), which decreases the trap barrier height. The
merging occurred slowly compared to the time scale de-
termined by the radial trap frequency (-I kHz) to mini-
mize mechanical excitation.
To monitor the energy increase after recombination, we
measured the central atom density during ballistic expan-
sion. Phase-sensitive collective excitations, in addition to
mechanical excitations from the splitting and merging
processes, heat the cloud and lower the condensate fraction
and, therefore, reduce the central density. In the experi-
ment, the split condensates were held in the double-well
potential for varying hold times, merged into a single
potential, and released by turning off the trapping potential
within 30 ps. After 8 ms time of flight, we measured the
number of atoms in a fixed area which is comparable to the
size of (expanded) Thomas-Fermi radius [dotted box in
Fig. 2(c)]. While the total atom number was conserved, the
number within the fixed area decreased, indicating that the
temperature had increased. The fractional loss of conden-
sate atoms was obtained as the ratio of atom number after
recombination to the atom number before splitting.
The fractional loss of condensate atoms was reproduc-
ible for a given hold time, and observed to oscillate be-
tween 15% and 35% as a function of hold time at a rate of
500 Hz (Figs. 2 and 3). The observed oscillations are sinu-
soidal, although the nonlinear interactions can give rise to
nonsinusoidal variations [161. To confirm that this oscilla-
tory heating was associated with the relative phase of the
split condensates, we measured the relative phase as the
spatial phase of the interference pattern when the split
condensates were suddenly released and interfered during
ballistic expansion [Fig. 2(a)] [4]. The strong correlation
between the two measurements [Fig. 2(b)] is the central re-
sult of this Letter. As the relative phase increased from 0 to
7r, the atom loss after recombination increased [Fig. 2(b)];
the 7r-relative phase (0-relative phase) difference leads to
maximum (minimum) loss of condensate atoms.
The use of phase-sensitive recombination as a readout
for an atom interferometer is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The
separated condensates accumulate relative phase for an
evolution time of up to 6 ms which is read out after in-
trap recombination. The phase-sensitive recombination
signal showed high contrast over a wide range of recom-
bination times [Figs. 3 and 4(a)]. The observed largest
amplitudes of condensate atom loss correspond to a change
in temperature on the order of -100 nK, in agreement with
the estimate in the introduction. This is testimony to the
insensitivity of the energy of phase-dependent excitations
against changes in the exact recombination parameters,
and is promising for further applications of chip-based
atom interferometry.
The dependence of the condensate atom loss on the
recombination time allows us to speculate about different
excitations caused by the merging process. The 1 ms re-
combination time shows little contrast [Fig. 3(d)]. This
time scale is comparable to the period of radial oscillations,
and one would expect breakdown of adiabaticity and ex-
citation of collective excitations independent of the relative
phase. Significant loss (-30%) was observed for all rela-
tive phases and masked or suppressed any phase-sensitive
signal. The loss of contrast for the long recombination
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FIG. 2 (color online). Phase-sensitive recombination of two
separate condensates. (a) The relative phase of two split con-
densates was monitored for various hold time after splitting by
suddenly releasing the two condensates and observing interfer-
ence fringes. For the independent condensates (solid circle), the
evolution rate of the relative phase was determined from the
linear fit to be -500 Hz. For the weakly coupled condensates
(open square), the relative phase did not evolve. At 0 ms hold
time, the relative phase was set to zero for both cases. (b) For the
same range of delay times as in (a), the condensate atom loss
after in-trap recombination was determined. The relative phase
(x axis) was obtained from interference patterns as in (a). The
merging time was 5 ms. (c) The matter-wave interference
patterns (after 9 ms time of flight) and absorption images of
merged clouds (after 8 ms time of flight) show the correlation
between phase shift and absorption signal. The field of view is
260 X 200 pAm and 160 X 240 pm for matter-wave interfer-
ences and merged clouds, respectively.
times could be caused by relaxation of the phase-sensitive
collective excitation during the merging process when the
condensates are connected only by a region of low density,
and solitonlike excitations have lower energy. An alterna-
tive explanation is the evolution of the relative phase (at
-500 Hz) during the effective recombination time. In a
simple picture assuming a thin membrane being slowly
pulled out between the condensates, a phase evolution
during this time would create local solitons with phases
varying between 0 and 7r. This could wash out the phase-
sensitive signal to an average value. Since the data for
100 ms recombination time show low loss [comparable
to the zero relative phase loss for faster recombination
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FIG. 3. Oscillations of condensate atom loss after recombina-
tion reflecting the coherent phase evolution. The condensate
atom loss was monitored during a variable hold time for the
two split condensates whose relative phase evolved at -500 Hz.
The merging was done for different values of the recombination
time: 100 (a), 10 (b), 5 (c), and I is (d). The dotted lines are
sinusoidal curves fitted with fixed frequency -500 Hz. The
reproducible phase shift for the 5 and 10 ms data occurred
during the recombination process. The data points represent
the average of 6 measurements.
times, Fig. 3(d)], we favor the first explanation. Further-
more, it is not clear during what fraction of the ramp time
of the rf frequency (called the recombination time) the
effective merging of the condensates and the creation of
a phase-sensitive collective excitation occurs. The time
between when the barrier equals the chemical potential
and when the barrier reaches -70% of the chemical po-
tential is 10% of the recombination time. Another open
question is what the rate of phase evolution is at the mo-
ment of the merger. It is plausible that during splitting, the
condensates have the same chemical potential, and that the
observed difference is created only when the condensates
are further separated by ramping up the barrier. This would
imply that during recombination, the situation reverses, the
chemical potential difference is reduced and reaches near
zero when the condensates merge. In any case, our work
raises intriguing questions for further experimental and
theoretical studies: What kind of phase-sensitive excita-
tions are created during a merger process? How and when
do they dissipate, and what would happen when two con-
densates with different chemical potentials are merged?
The present work demonstrates that interactions be-
tween atoms and collective excitations are not necessarily
deleterious to direct recombination of separated trapped
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FIG. 4 (color online). Recombination time and atom loss.
(a) The amplitude of atom loss oscillations was determined for
various recombination times. (b) Assuming that minimum atom
loss occurs at 0-relative phase of the two condensates, relative
phases were obtained from the fitted atom loss oscillations in
Fig. 3.
condensates that have acquired a relative phase in atom
interferometry. In contrast, the phase-sensitive generation
of collective excitations is used to monitor the relative
phase. This complements our previous work where atomic
interactions were shown to enhance the coherence time by
preparing a number squeezed state with the help of atomic
interactions during the beam splitting process [211. So the
merger between condensed matter and atomic physics goes
both ways. In recent years, atomic physics has developed
powerful tools to study many-body physics [33], and, as we
have shown here, many-body physics provides methods
and tools to atom optics.
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Appendix C
Matter-wave Interferometry with Phase Fluctuating Bose-
Einstein Condensates
Elongated Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) exhibit strong spatial phase
fluctuations even well below the BEC transition temperature. We demonstrate that atom
interferometers using such condensates are robust against phase fluctuations; i.e., the
relative phase of the split condensate is reproducible despite axial phase fluctuations.
However, larger phase fluctuations limit the coherence time, especially in the presence
of some asymmetries in the two wells of the interferometer.
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Elongated Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) exhibit strong spatial phase fluctuations even well below
the BEC transition temperature. We demonstrate that atom interferometers using such condensates are
robust against phase fluctuations; i.e.. the relative phase of the split condensate is reproducible despite
axial phase fluctuations. However, larger phase fluctuations limit the coherence time. especially in the
presence of some asyunetries in the two wells of the interferometer.
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A noninteracting zero temperature Bose-Einstein con-
densate is the matter-wave analogue to the optical laser,
and therefore the ideal atom source for atom interferom-
etry. Finite temperature and atomic interactions profoundly
change the coherence properties of a condensate and in-
troduce phase fluctuations and phase diffusion. Those phe-
nomena are of fundamental interest [1-6], but also of
practical importance because they may limit the perform-
ance of atom interferometers [7-91. This applies, in par-
ticular, to magnetic microtraps and waveguides (e.g., atom
chips) [101 since tight confinement and elongated geome-
try enhances phase diffusion and phase fluctuations.
Phase diffusion is a quantum effect associated with the
coherent splitting of the condensate. Number fluctuations
lead to density fluctuations, which, due to interactions,
cause fluctuations of the energy and cause diffusion of
the relative phase proportional to the chemical potential
times AN/N, the amount of fluctuations in the relative
atom number. In our previous work [11,121, we showed
that such phase diffusion could be dramatically reduced by
number squeezing, increasing the coherence time. In this
paper. we characterize and discuss the role of spatial phase
fluctuations in an atom interferometer.
Phase fluctuations cause the condensate to break up into
several quasicondensates with random phase; i.e., long
range coherence is lost. This usually happens in elongated
geometries when the temperature is sufficiently high to
excite such modes 11,2], or in interacting one-dimensional
condensates even at zero temperature due to quantum
fluctuations 1131. Spatial phase fluctuations have two major
consequences for atom interferometry. First, they speed up
phase diffusion, since AN/N refers now to the atom num-
ber in a single quasicondensate. Second, they make the
atom interferometer much more sensitive to random rela-
tive displacements of the split condensates, which have to
be smaller than the coherence length, which, for conden-
sates with phase fluctuations, can be much smaller than the
size of the condensate.
A typical elongated trap geometry, realized by an atom
chip. has an aspect ratio of -200 [8,11,14], sufficient to
induce phase fluctuations in a quasicondensate along the
PACS numbers: 03.75.Dg. 03.75.Lm, 39.20.+q
axial direction [1] already at very low temperatures (or in
the I D case, even at zero temperature). When the tempera-
ture of a condensate is above the characteristic tempera-
ture, T* = 15N(hoe-J 2/32p, where y is the chemical
potential, N total atom number, w, axial trap frequency,
and h the Planck's constant divided by 27r [11, then thermal
excitations of low energy axial modes lead to longitudinal
phase fluctuations. For temperatures above T* the coher-
ence length V of a phase-fluctuating condensate is shorter
than the length L of the condensate L*/L = T*/T [1].
Previous experiments 18,11.141 on atom interferometry
have operated in a regime where phase fluctuations are
predicted to be present. However, their presence has not
been observed because the interferometer was read out by
integrating the interference fringes along the axial direc-
tion. Other experiments characterized phase fluctuations
by interferometric techniques 1151 and Bragg spectroscopy
[16], but did not study the effect of phase fluctuations on an
atom interferometer.
In this Letter we observe the axial phase fluctuations
spatially resolved and characterize their effect on the co-
herence time of the atom interferometer. We show explic-
itly that atom interferometry can be performed in the
presence of phase fluctuations. This has been expected
113], since for sufficiently short times after splitting, those
fluctuations are identical for both condensates and there-
fore do not affect the measurement of the relative phase.
For the same reason, atom interferometry is possible with
thermal clouds of atoms 1171. However, already at short
times, phase fluctuations degrade the contrast and can limit
the coherence time. As we discuss below, we believe that
this degradation is not due to the quantum effect of the
increased relative number fluctuations in each quasicon-
densate because of the high degree of number squeezing,
but is rather caused by asymmetries in the double-well
potential leading to relative motion of the condensates.
Bose-Einstein condensates of -4 X 105 23Na atoms in
the IF = I, mF = - I) state were transferred into a magnetic
trap generated by the trapping wire on an atom chip and
external bias field [141. Using adiabatic rf-induced splitting
[8,18]. a double-well potential in the vertical plane (paral-
@0 2007 The American Physical Society0031-9007/07/99(24)/2'40406(4) 240406-1
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lel to the gravity direction) was formed as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a) [19]. Gravity was compensated by a magnetic
field gradient from the trapping wire. Typically, the sepa-
ration of the two wells was d -6 pm, the height of the
trap barrier was U - h X 10 kHz, and the difference of the
trap bottom between two wells -h X 300 Hz. The trap-
ping frequencies were -2 kHz (radial) and -10 Hz (ax-
ial). The absorption imaging light for data acquisition was
resonant with the IF= 2)-+ F' = 3) cycling transition for
the trapped atoms and was aligned perpendicular to the con-
densate axis [side imaging in Fig. 1(c)]. The atoms were
optically pumped into the IF=2) hyperfine level with a
pulse resonant with the IF = I )- IF' = 2) transition.
First, we characterized the presence of phase fluctua-
tions in the condensate before splitting by observing den-
sity modulations of the expanded atomic cloud after 7 ms
time of flight (Fig. 2 inset). In trap, the mean-field inter-
action energy suppresses density fluctuations, but ballistic
expansion converts phase fluctuations into density modu-
lations [21 since the initial velocity field is proportional to
the gradient of the phase. The number of observed density
striations of around ten is consistent with the ratio of the
measured temperature of -650± 100 nK and the calcu-
lated value of r 60 nK. Since the barrier height is com-
parable to the temperature, we assume that both conden-
sates interact with the same heat bath. However, we do not
expect any difference to the case of two separated thermal
clouds.
U"t
y
x
()
The longitudinal phase fluctuations were quantified by
measuring the root-mean-square average of the density
fluctuations as described in Fig. 2 [20]. The amount of
phase fluctuations was controlled by changing the atom
number and the temperature with rf-evaporation. The rf
field generated by the rf wire [Fig. l(a)] was swept down
from -20 kHz above the Larmor frequency at the trap
center to a variable final value, leading to a variable chemi-
cal potential and temperature of the condensate (Fig. 2
inset) [211. The variation of the spatial phase fluctuations
with chemical potential is shown in Fig. 2.
Having firmly established the presence of phase fluctua-
tions, we can now demonstrate the robustness of an atom
interferometer against longitudinal phase fluctuations. For
this, we split the condensates and observe the reproduc-
ibility of ten interference fringes obtained by recombining
the condensates during ballistic expansion. The regular,
almost straight interference fringes (Figs. I and 3) show
that the spatial phase fluctuations are common mode and
do not affect the relative phase in a major way.
However, when we increase the amount of phase fluc-
tuations, we observe an increasing blurring or waviness of
the interference fringes (Fig. 3). The number of wiggles of
the waviness is comparable to the modulation pattern
observed in the ballistic expansion of single condensates
(Fig. 2). Of course, without any technical imperfection in
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
Chemical Potential (kHz)
FIG. I (color online). Geometry of the atom chip interferome-
ter. (a) Atoms were confined radially by the combined magnetic
potential of a current-carrying wire and an external bias field. A
pair of end cap wires (not shown) provided axial confinement.
The single well was deformed into a vertical double well within
15 ms by adding rf current into the trapping wire dressing the
atoms with oscillating rf fields. Absorption image was taken by a
probe beam directed along the condensate axis [(b), axial imag-
ing] and perpendicular to the condensate axis [(c), side imaging].
All data in this Letter were obtained using side imaging. The
fields of view are 160 X 260 pm and 180 X 100 jm for axial
and side imaging, respectively.
FIG. 2 Spatial phase fluctuations in a single condensate. The
phase fluctuations were characterized by observing the density
modulations in an absorption image of the expanded cloud after
8 ms time-of-flight (see inset) and calculating the rms fluctua-
tions as described in Ref. [2]. The chemical potential (or atom
number) was controlled by additional rf-evaporative cooling.
The temperature of the condensate is shown in the inset graph.
For chemical potentials less than 3.5 kHz, we could not measure
the temperature of a condensate due to the lack of discernible
thermal atoms. The observed phase fluctuations do not decrease
monotonically, but show a minimum at the chemical potential of
-3.5 kHz, probably because the effect of the lower temperature
was more than offset by the loss in the atom number. In the inset
graph, T* displays the characteristic temperature for the onset of
the phase fluctuations.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Effect of spatial phase fluctuation on the
waviness of interference fringes. (a) Interference fringes ob-
tained right after splitting a condensate. For large spatial phase
fluctuation (e.g., 4.6 kHz), the fringe pattern shows more sig-
nificant wiggles than for smaller phase fluctuations (e.g.,
3.6 kHz). (b) From the fringes for 3.6 kHz (dashed line) and
4.6 kHz (solid line) chemical potentials, relative phases are
obtained along the axial direction. In both cases, the overall
relative phase can be well determined by averaging along the
axial coordinate, but considerable axial variations of the relative
phase were observed in the regime of large longitudinal phase
fluctuations (solid line). The error bars indicate the statistical
uncertainty in the phase determination.
the splitting process, phase fluctuations would be com-
mon mode and not lead to any observable effects right
after the splitting. For the smallest amount of spatial phase
fluctuations, the relative phase is almost constant along the
axial direction [dashed line in Fig. 3(b)]. The effect of
larger phase fluctuations is displayed by the solid line.
However, an average relative phase can still be determined.
To quantify the reproducibility of the relative phase, we
determine the probability of the ten measurements of the
relative phase being random (called randomness) [111
(Fig. 4). For values of the chemical potential larger than
3.0 kHz, the randomness is less than 0.1 which implies a
reproducible phase with 90% confidence. However, by
comparing Figs. 2 and 4, one clearly recognizes the deg-
radation of reproducibility of the relative phase with in-
creasing spatial phase fluctuations. We cannot rule out that
the condensate had some weak collective excitations after
preparation. However, the amount of the excitation should
not depend on the final temperature. Therefore, we attrib-
ute the temperature dependence of the fringe contrast to
phase fluctuations.
By introducing a variable hold time after the splitting,
we can examine how spatial phase fluctuations limit the
coherence time of a matter-wave interferometer. Figure 5
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
Chemical Potential (kHz)
FIG. 4. Effect of spatial phase fluctuations on the reproduc-
ibility of the relative phase right after splitting. The probability
of random phases was measured with variable longitudinal phase
fluctuations immediately after splitting (0 ms hold time). The
phase was determined by analyzing the central -40% of the
axial length of the interference pattern. In the inset graph, the
visibility of the integrated interference fringe over the central
-40% is shown.
shows the increase of randomness with hold time. For the
smallest amount of phase fluctuations (chemical potential
-3.4 kHz, black squares in Fig. 5), the phase coherence
time is -23 ms. As the spatial phase fluctuations increase
(solid circles and open squares in Fig. 5), the phase coher-
ence time becomes shorter [221. It should be noted that in
the absence of spatial phase fluctuations, for a condensate
with zero temperature, the rate of phase diffusion decreases
with chemical potential, proportional to ~--/4 [3,4],
which is also valid at finite temperature [3]. Our observed
increase of decoherence with increasing chemical potential
is therefore attributed to the increase of spatial phase
fluctuations. The increasing waviness of the interference
fringes show that the decoherence is caused by random-
ization of the relative phase along the axial direction
[Fig. 5(b)].
By which mechanism do the spatial phase fluctuations
affect the interferometer signal? For our experimental pa-
rameters, the rate of phase diffusion (assuming Poissonian
number fluctuations after the splitting) is -20 ms [3,4].
For our value of T/T*, the condensate fragments into -10
quasicondensates which should decrease the coherence
time by a factor of Ni6 to about 7 ms. Our observation
of much longer coherence times implies strong squeezing
of the relative number fluctuations, as already observed in
Ref. [11]. In Ref. [11] we inferred a reduction of the
number fluctuations below shot noise by a factor of 10.
However, having now established the presence of strong
phase fluctuations, we should reinterprete our previous
result. Those data were taken at a value of T/T* of about 7,
which implies that the number fluctuations for each quasi-
condensate was squeezed by a factor of -25. Our current
experiments were carried out in a rotated geometry (in
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FIG. 5. Effect of longitudinal phase fluctuations on the coher-
ence time between the split condensates. (a) The probability for a
random phase for ten measurements of the relative phase is
shown for three different amounts of the longitudinal phase
fluctuations. (b) For condensates in the regime of large longitu-
dinal phase fluctuations (-4.5 kHz), interference fringes show
more wavy patterns, which led to the increased randomness of
the measured relative phase.
order to be able to observe along a radial direction), but the
value of T/T* - 10 is similar. If we assume that the
squeezing factor is the same, then we should have observed
phase coherence times comparable to the 200 ms observed
previously [11].
We therefore conclude that the shorter coherence times
observed in this Letter are not limited by the fundamental
quantum phase diffusion of quasicondensates because of
strong number squeezing, but rather reflect the interplay of
spatial phase fluctuations and some relative motion of the
two condensates. This is probably due to some asymme-
tries in the current trapping potential [23] and/or technical
noise. The loss of coherence due to phase fluctuations starts
already during the splitting process (Figs. 3 and 4), and
increases with hold time.
The main conclusions of this Letter are that matter-wave
interferometers are robust against spatial phase fluctua-
tions, especially when strong number squeezing mitigates
the fragmentation into smaller quasicondensates (which
show faster phase diffusion than a single condensate)
resulting in coherence times of up to 200 ms [Il].
However, spatial phase fluctuations make the interferome-
ter much more sensitive to residual relative motion of the
two split condensates and therefore require a highly sym-
metric double-well potential.
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Appendix D
Trapping of Ultracold Atoms in a Hollow-core Photonic
Crystal Fiber
Ultracold sodium atoms have been trapped inside a hollow-core optical fiber. The
atoms are transferred from a free-space optical dipole trap into a trap formed by a red-
detuned Gaussian light mode confined to the core of the fiber. We show that at least 5%
of the atoms held initially in the free-space trap can be loaded into the core of the fiber
and retrieved outside.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold atoms in waveguides are being used for study-
ing quantum optics [1], performing atom interferometry
[2-5], and implementing schemes for quantum-information
science [6]. Of particular interest is the ability of waveguides
and microtraps to strongly confine atoms, providing high op-
tical densities, strong interactions with light, and mecha-
nisms for transporting atoms for further experiments.
Hollow-core optical fibers can guide and confine both at-
oms and light. Previous experiments have reported guiding
atoms in optical dipole traps (ODTs) forned by light guided
in hollow fibers [7-10]; these experiments used capillaries
which guide light in multiple modes in the cladding or core.
Such fibers are susceptible to speckle or inhomogeneous
fields causing uncontrolled guiding, heating, or loss due to
local absence of confinement. Recently developed altema-
lives are photonic crystal fibers which propagate a single
Gaussian mode confined to a hollow core [11,12]. If ultra-
cold atoms are efficiently loaded into such a mode using
red-detuned light, the atoms might be held for long times or
controllably transported along the fiber. The first experiments
have succeeded in trapping ultracold atoms [13] or guiding
thermal [14] or laser-cooled atoms [15] through hollow-core
photonic band gap fibers.
This paper presents results [13] on the transfer of trapped
ultracold sodium atoms into a hollow-core fiber, and the re-
trieval of a significant fraction (at least 5%) back in the ex-
ternal trap.
HI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
We produce sodium Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs)
using laser cooling and rf evaporation in a de loffe-Pritchard
magnetic trap, then load the BEC into a red-detuned ODT
formed by a focused laser. The ODT focus can be moved by
translating the focusing optics outside the vacuum chamber
[16]. This procedure typically delivers a condensate of 10'
atoms to a separate vacuum chamber holding a fiber. The
ODT is positioned 1 mm from the end of a hollow-core pho-
tonic crystal fiber (2 cm long, Blaze Photonics HC-1060-02)
which supports a red-detuned Gaussian mode in the core,
PACS number(s): 37. 10.Gfi, 03.75.Be, 42.70.Qs
hereafter called the hollow-core trap (HCT). The fiber has a
10 p.m hollow core that atoms can enter. By adjusting the
intensities of the two traps, the atoms can be controllably
transferred between them.
The light for the ODT and the HCT is produced by a
1064 nm Spectra-Physics J201-BL-106C diode pumped
solid state multimode laser. Intensities are controlled by us-
ing acousto-optical modulators. The beams are frequency
shifted such that they have 50 MHz relative detuning in or-
der to prevent static interference fringes in regions where the
traps overlap. The laser is coupled to the core mode by fo-
cusing the beam onto the fiber tip from outside the vacuum
chamber (Fig. 1). Using a retractable mirror, the light exiting
the other end of the fiber can be observed to determine how
well the core mode is coupled, as well as how much light has
coupled into other modes that can propagate in the cladding
or on the surface of the fiber.
Because the 1064 nm trapping light is far detuned from
the 589 nm "Na D, line. the light scattering rate, which
scales as I /8,i, is less than I 0 Hz. Therefore radiation pres-
sure, heating, and trap loss associated with scattering are
negligible in the experiment. In the far-detuned limit where
8> R. F. the potential is given by
U(r)=ql~~
4 &JL 0 0t t + o0
fi 2 I(r)' 1
= 8 -+ ), (I)81sm 8 2"o+6)
where [fGR(r)]2 is the squared Rabi frequency, proportional
to the position-dependent beam intensity 1(r), 8=wL-wo is
the laser detuning in rad/s, and F is the natural linewidth. For
the sodium D2 line, the saturation intensity I,=6 mW/cm 2
and F=21Tx 10 MHz. Note that the counter-rotating term
accounts for 25% of the potential.
The focus of the ODT has a waist w0=20 p~m, approxi-
mated by a Gaussian profile of
2P Z2
l(p,z)= 2  e (2)
where p is the radial coordinate, z is the axial distance
from the focal plane, w(z) is the beam radius
02008 The American Physical Society1050-2947/2)008/78(3)/033429(4) 0331429-1
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FIG. 1. (a) Diagram of the optics setup. Note that both beams
used for trapping are first-order-diffracted beams from acousto-
optic modulators. (b) Closeup of the region near the fiber where the
atoms are held and transferred. The combined potential of the traps
with 150 mW in the ODT and 5 mW in the HCT is sketched.
W(Z)=WOI+(z r) and P is the beam power. The HCT
mode is approximately Gaussian in the radial direction with
a waist of 4.6 yim. Assuming only the core mode is excited,
the mode is axially constant along the fiber and diverges at
the fiber tip according to the Gaussian formula, with the
appropriate P and wo.
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FIG. 2. Time line for transferring atoms by ramping laser power.
The fiber light is ramped up while the atoms are in the ODT. and the
ODT is ramped down to transfer to the HCT (1). turned off for
holding (2), and ramped up to retrieve the atoms (3).
FIG. 3. Images of atoms in the ODT during the experiment.
Also shown are sketches of the corresponding combined potential
of the HCT and ODT (a) Atoms are held in the ODT near the fiber
with no light coupled into the fiber. The dashed line indicates the
position of the 100 pzm thick fiber. (b) Light is coupled to the fiber.
and as the ODT intensity is ramped down, atoms are depleted from
the ODT until (c) no atoms remaim outside the fiber when ihe ODT
power reaches zero. (d) After ramping the ODT back up, atoms that
were trapped in the HCT return to the ODT.
The calculated depths of the ODT and HCT are 5.8
X 10-2 and 1.2 puK/mW, respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. The maxi-
mum power in the ODT is 150 mW. Potentials are qualita-
tively consistent with our observations if we assume a maxi-
mum power of 5 mW in the core mode of the fiber. Bench
tests suggested that three times more power could couple
through the fiber, but we believe that the extra power was in
surface or cladding modes and did not contribute to the core
intensity.
The ODT is positioned in front of the fiber, and the laser
intensities in the two traps are ramped to perform the transfer
(Fig. 2). As the ODT depth is reduced (step I in the figure).
atoms are pulled out of the trap and are accelerated into the
potential well of the HCT. The ODT is turned off completely
while the atoms are held within the HCT (step 2). After some
hold time the ODT is ramped up and atoms transfer back to
the ODT (step 3).
Absorption images are obtained during the loading and
retrieving process to measure the atom number in the ODT
(Fig. 3). From the final ODT number we determine the over-
all efficiency of the process.
IHI. RESULTS
Based on the analysis of absorption images we measure
5 x I0'* atoms in the ODT after retrieval, corresponding to
about 5% of the 106 atoms initially delivered at the start of
4.6 pm
U
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the experiment. The successful transfer of atoms into the
HCT and their retrieval is the main result of this paper.
Images recorded while the ODT power is ramped down
reveal that the number of atoms is gradually reduced until
the ODT power reaches zero [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Once
the ODT power drops to zero, any remaining atoms either
fall into the HCT potential well, or are lost from either trap.
The atoms are then held in the trap for up to 30 ms, sev-
eral hundred radial trapping periods. After this time, the
ODT intensity is ramped back up, and the atom number out-
side the fiber increases over 80 ms [Fig. 3(d)] until a maxi-
mum is reached. In varying the hold time, the retrieved num-
ber changed by at most 30%, indicating a lifetime longer
than 50 ms. Longer hold times were not explored in the cur-
rent setup. To rule out alternate trapping mechanisms, we
performed some experimental runs under identical param-
eters except with no light in the HCT, and found that no
atoms are recovered, indicating that the atoms indeed are
loaded into and retrieved from the HCT.
The initial and final cloud sizes were similar, implying
similar temperatures before and after the transfer. This tem-
perature may be estimated at a few microkelvins by assum-
ing evaporation continually occurs in the finite-depth optical
trap, leading to temperatures at a fraction of the trap depth.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our experimental scheme for transferring atoms between
the two traps was guided by the concept of adiabatic transfer
in a double-well potential, where the atoms always occupy
the deeper well. Our results are consistent with this picture.
We do not know whether the transfer of atoms involves tun-
neling, spilling over the barrier, or sloshing. This reflects that
the potential between the two traps is likely to be affected by
spurious modes traveling along the fiber surface or in the
cladding and interfering with the light in the core. In fact, we
frequently observed light coupled into the cladding leading
to distortions in the mode after the fiber. Without proper
alignment, the cladding modes prevented atoms from being
loaded into the fiber or trapped atoms in local maxima out-
side the fiber. The successful transfer was possible only with
great care in coupling to minimize light in the cladding
modes. In the future, a coupling lens inside the vacuum
PHYSICAL REVIEW A 78, 033429 (2008)
could replace the final lens (which was 10 cm away from the
fiber), resulting in more controlled and stable coupling of
light. We do not try to describe the exact dynamics of the
transfer without better knowledge of the potential between
the two wells.
Observation of the atoms inside the fiber would reveal the
dynamics of the loading and trapping process. Although the
fiber is transparent to resonant light, absorption imaging
from the side was not possible due to severe scattering and
refraction. However, resonant light could be propagated
along the core mode to provide information on the integrated
density of atoms inside the fiber.
We were unable to observe atoms being guided com-
pletely through the fiber, probably because of low atom den-
sity and the lack of an appropriate trap in which to collect
them after the fiber. It may turn out to be difficult to control
the light intensity along the fiber core sufficiently to avoid
undesirable accelerations of the atoms, to localize them in-
side the fiber, or to propagate them through the fiber in a
controlled way. In this case. it may be advantageous to use
the fiber mode for strong transverse confinement but add
magnetic confinement for the axial direction. This could be
accomplished with a quadrupole trap, where, by changing
the balance of currents in anti-Helmholtz coils, the axial
minimum could be swept across the fiber to controllably
propagate the atomic cloud. With this setup, one could obtain
detailed information on atom lifetime at different positions
within the fiber. Originally, we had the intention to take more
quantitative data with such an improved setup. but the pri-
orities of the laboratory changed. Therefore, we have pre-
sented our qualitative results in this paper.
In conclusion, we have shown that optical dipole traps are
well suited to load ultracold atoms into a hollow-core pho-
tonic crystal fiber. The reported retrieval efficiency of 5% is
a lower bound for the transfer efficiency. and can probably
be substantially increased with an improved setup.
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Can a gas of spin-up and spin-down fermions become ferromagnetic because of repulsive
interactions? We addressed this question, for which there is not yet a definitive theoretical answer,
in an experiment with an ultracold two-component Fermi gas. The observation of nonmonotonic
behavior of lifetime, kinetic energy, and size for increasing repulsive interactions provides strong
evidence for a phase transition to a ferromagnetic state. Our observations imply that itinerant
ferromagnetism of delocalized fermions is possible without lattice and band structure, and our data
validate the most basic model for ferromagnetism introduced by Stoner.
M agnetism is a macroscopic phenome-non with its origin deeply rooted inquan u mechanics. In condensed-
matter physics, them are two paradigms for
magnetism: localized spins interacting via tun-
neling and delocalized spins interacting via an
exchange energy. The latter gives rise to itin-
erant ferromagnetism, which is responsible for
the properties of transition metals such as cobalt,
iron, and nickel. Both kinds of magnetism in-
volve strong correlations and/or strong interac-
tions and are not yet completely understood. For
localized spins, the interplay of magnetism with
d-w-ave superfluidity and the properties of frus-
trated spin materials ate topics of current research.
For itinerant fermomagnetism (1-7), phase transi-
tion theories are still qualitative.
We implemented the Stoner model, a text-
book Hamiltonian for itinerant ferromagnetism
(8). by using a two-component gas of free fer-
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mions with short-range repulsive interactions,
which can capture the essence of the screened
Coulomb interaction in electron gases (8). How-
ever, ther is no proof so far that this simple
model for ferromagnetisin is consistent when the
strong interactions are treated beyond mean-field
approaches. It is known that this model fails in
one dimension, where the ground state is singlet
for arbitrary interactions, or for two particles in
any dimension (3). In our work, cold atoms were
used to perforn a quantum simulation of this
model Hamiltonian in three dimensions, and we
showed experimentally that this Hamiltonian
leads to a ferromagnetic phase transition (2).
This model was also realized in helium-3 (9), but
the liquid turn into a solid phase and not into a
ferromagnetic phase at high pressure. It has also
been applied to neutrons in neutron stars (1).
To date, magnetism in ultracold gases has
been studied only for spinor (11, 12) and dipolar
(13) Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). In these
cases, magnetism is driven by weak spin-
dependent interactions, which nevertheless de-
tennine the structure of the condensate because
of a bosonic enhancement factor. In contrast,
here we describe the simulation ofquantum mag-
netism in a strongly interacting Fermi gas.
ble spectra could easily push this effect to higher
frequencies that are beneficial for a variety of
practical applications (30).
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cI
An important recent development in cold >
atom science has been the realization of super-
fluidity and the BEC-Bardeen-Cooper-Schneffer C
(BCS) crossover in strongly interacting. two- 0
component Fermi gases near a Feshbach reso- 0
nance (14). These phenomena occur for attractive
interactions for negative scattering length and for
bound molecules (corresponding to a positive E
scattering length for two unpaired atoms). Very c
little attention has been given to the region of L)
atoms with strongly repulsive interactions. One U!
reason is that this region is an excited branch,
which is unstable against near-resonant three-
body recombination into weakly bound mole- E
cules. Nevertheless, many theoretical papers 0
have proposed a two-component Femi gas near -o
a Feshbach resonance as a model system for itin-
erant feIrromagnetism (15-22), assuming that ihe 0
decay into molecules can be sufficiently sup- C
pressed Another open question is the possibility 9
of a fundamental limit for repulsive interactions. 0
Such a limit due to unitarity or many-body phys-
ics may be lower than the value required for the
transition to a ferromagnetic state. We show that
this is not the case and that there is a window of
metastability where the onset of fernomagnetism
can be observed.
A simple mean-field model captures many
qualitative features of the expected phase transi-
tion but is not adequate for a quantitative de-
scription of the strongly interacting regime. The
total energy of a two-component Fermi gas of
average density n (per spin mponent) in a
volume V is given by Er2 f nV [ (l 7T)s1/3
(I - if) +I- ykva(1 + I) ( I - TI) 1 where EF
is the Fermi energy of a gas, kF is the Fermi wave
vector of a gas, a is the scattering length charac-
terizing short-range interactions between the two
componerts, and r = An/n = (nI -- n2Ytni + n,)
is the magnetization of the Fermi gas. The local
magnetization of the Fenni gas is nonzero when
the gas separates into two volumes, where the
densities nj and n, of the two spin states differ
1521
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by 2An. We studied an ensemble in which the
number of atoms in each spin state is conserved.
This is equivalent to a free electron gas at zero
external magnetic field where the total magne-
tization is zero. The interaction term represents
any short-range spin-independent potential When
the gas is fiuy polarized, it avoids the repulsive
interaction but increases its kinetic energy by a
factor of 23 The phase transition occurs when
the minimum in energy is at nonzero magneti-
zation (Fig. IA) at ka = r/2. This onset was
previously discussed in the context of phase sep-
aration in a two-component Fermi gas (15-18).
Figure I B shows several consequences of the
phase transition for a system at constant pres-
sure. First, for increasing repulsive interactions.
the gas expands, lowering its density and Fermi
energy; kinetic energy is therefore reduced.
When the gas enters the ferromagnetic phase,
kinetic energy increases rapidly because of the
larger local density per spin state. Furthermore,
the volume has a maximum value at the phase
transition This can be understood by noting that
pressure in our model is (23)Ek,/V + E,IV
where Ei.., is kinetic energy and E, is interaction
energy. At the phase transition, the system in-
creases its kinetic energy and reduces its inter-
action energy, thus reducing the pressure. This
maximum in pressure at constant volume turns
into a maximum in volume for a system held at
constant pressure or in a rapping potential We
have observed three predictions of this model: (i)
the onset of local magnetization through the
suppression of inelastic collisions. (ii) the mini-
mrnum in kinetic energy, and (iii) the maximum in
the size of the cloud. These qualitative features
are generic for the ferromagnetic phase transition
and should also be present in more-advanced
models (19).
We start with an atom cloud consisting of an
equal mixture of bLi atoms in the lowest two
hyperfine states, held at 590 G in an optical
dipole trap with additional magnetic confine-
ment (23). The number of atoms per spin state is
approximately 6.5 x 105, which corresponds to
a Fermi temperatur TF of -1A pK. The ef-
fective temperature Teould be varied between
7TF1 = 0.1 and 77TF = 0.6 and was determined
immediately after the field ramp by fitting the
spatial distnbution of the cloud with a finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi profile. We define
k as the Fermi wave vector of the noninteract-
ing gas calculated at the trap center. Applying
the procedure discussed in (24) to repulsive in-
teractions, we estimate that the real temperature
is approximately 20% larger than the effective
one. The effective temperature did not depend
on ka for kga < 6. At higher temperatures.
additional shot-to-shot noise was caused by
large fluctuations in the atom number. From
the starting point at 590 G, the magnetic field
was increased toward the Feshbach resonance at
834 G, thus providing adjustable repulsive inter-
actions. Because of the limited lifetime of the
strongly interacting gas, it was necessary to ap-
ply the fastest possible field ramp, limited to
4.5 ms by eddy currents. The ramp time is ap-
proximately equal to the inverse of the axial trap
frequency (23) and therefore only marginally
adiabatic. Depending on the magnetic field dur-
ing observation, either atoms or atoms and
molecules were detected by absorption imaging
as described in fig. SI (25).
The emergence of local spin polarization can
be observed by the suppression of (either elastic
or inelastic) collisions, because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle forbids collisions in a fully po-
larized cloud. We monitored inelastic three-body
collisions. which convert atoms into molecules.
The rate (per atom) is proportional tof(aT)n in2
orfla,T) n(l - r2) and is therefore a measure
of the magnetization T. For kFa << I, the rate
coefficient f(aT) is proportional to a' max(TTF)
(26). This rate can be observed by monitoring
the initial drop in the number of atoms during
the first 2 ms after the field ramp. We avoided
longer observation times, becamuse the increasing
molecule fraction could modify the properties of
the sample.
A sharp peak appears in the atom loss rate
around kga _ 2.5 at 17TF = 0.12 (Fig. 2), in-
dicating a transition in the sarrple to a state with
local magnetization. The gradual decrease is con-
sistent with the inhomogencous density of the
cloud. where the transition occurs first in the
center. The large suppression of the loss rate
indicates a large local magnetiration ofthe cloud.
The kinetic energy of the cloud was deter-
mined by suddenly switching off the optical trap
and the Feshbach fields immediately after the
field ramp and then imaging state 11) atoms at
zero field using the cycling transition after a
ballistic expansion time of At = 4.6 mra The ki-
netic energy was obtained from the Gaussian
radial width a, as Ek = [(3marr(2A12)] where
m is the mass of the bLi atom. A minimum of
the kinetic energy at kga = 2.2 for the coldest
temperature T TF =0.12 nearly coincided with
Energy at Constant Volume
-1 -05 0 +0,5 +10
Magnetization
the onsetof local polarization (Fig. 3) The peak in
the atom loss rate occurs slightly later than the
minimum of kinetic energy, probably because
f(a,T) increases with a (22). Because the temper-
ature did not change around k'a 2.2 the in-
crease in kinetic energy is not caused by heating
but by a sudden change in the properties of the
gas, which is consistent with the onset of ferro-
magnetism. The observed inerease in kinetic ener-
gy is approximately 20%/a t 7TF 0.1 2. smaller
than the value (2 2 - I)= 0.59 predicted for a
fully polarized gas. This discrepancy could be
due to the absence of polarization or partial po-
larization in the wings of the cloud. Also, it is
possible that the measured kinetic energy of the
strongly interacting gas before the phase transition
includes some interaction energy if the Feshbach
fields are not suddenly switched off For the cur-
rent switch-off time of -100 pis, this should be
only a 5% effect, but the magnetic field decay
may be slower because of eddy currents.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows our observation of a
maximum cloud size at the phase tansition, in
agreement with the prediction of the model. The
cloud size may not have folly equilibrated. because
our ramp time was only marginally adiabatic, but
this alone carmot explain the observed maximum.
The suppression of the atom loss rate, the
minimum in kinetic enervy, and the maximum
in cloud size show a strong temperature depen-
dence between T/TF = 0.12 and 0.22. The prop-
erties of a normal Fermi gas approaching tie
unitarity limit withk,.a > I should be inseitiv
to temperature variations in this range; therefore.
the observed ternperature dependence provides
further evidence for a transition to a new phase.
At higher temperature (e.g., TTF = 0.39 as
shown in Fig. 3), the observed nonmonotonic
behavior becomes less pronounced and shifs to
larger values of kga fir 3 -: ka 5 6. For all three
observed properties (Figs. 2 to 4L a nonmonotonic
behavior is no longer observed at 7 TF =0.55 (27
One interpretation is that at this temperature and
1is
0.56
02
1.3
S09
1.45
E
125
-1151
05 1 1 5 2.0 25
Interaction Parameter kFa
Fig. 1. Ferromagneic phase tran-
sition at r = 0, according to the
mean-field model described in the
text The onset of itinerant ferro-
magnetism occurs when the energy
as a function of magnetization flips
from a U shape to a W shape (A).
(B) Enthapy, volume, and kinetic
energy, normalized to their values
for the ideal Fermi gas, and mag-
netization as a function of the inter-
action parameter kra. kF is defined
sy the dm sityofthe gas. The dotted
fine marks the phase transition.
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above, there is no longer a phase transit
mean-field approximation, a fenmmagne
would appear at all temperatures but for i
values of k'a. Our observations may i
the interaction energy saturates around k
Fig. 2. Atom loss rate as a probe
for local spin polarization, for
different temperatures. 7TF = 0.55
(triangles, dashed curve), TF =
0.22 (open circles, dotted curve),
and T/TF = 0.12 (solid circles, solid
black cura). 1he curves are guides
to the eye, based on the assunp-
tion of a loss rate that saturates for
increasing a in the normal state. The
shaded area around the phase
transition at TF = 0-12 highlits
the same region as in Figs. 3 and 4.
Fig. 3. Kinetic enengy of
a repulsively interacting
Fermi gas determined for
different interaction pa- 0
rameters ka and tem-
peratures. The measured
kinetic energy is normal-
ized by the Fermi energy
EF of the noninteracting 0
Fermi gas at T = 0, cal-
culated at the trap center 0
with the same number of
atoms per spin state. Each
data point represents the
average of free or four
measuements.
0
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ion. In a The spin-polarized ferromagnetic state should We were unsuccesstil as imaging ferromag-
tic phase not suffer from inelastic collisions. However, neric domains wing differential in situ phase-
ncreasing typical lifetimes were 10 to 20 ms, which were contr-s imaging (28). A signal-to-noise level of
mply that pobably mlate to a small domain size and three- 10 suggests that there were at least 100 do-
a - 5. body recombination at domain walls. mam in a volume given by our spatial resolution
of -3 pm and by the radial size of the cloud This
implies that the ramum volume of the spin do-
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Our work demonstrates a remarible asym-
IZ metry between positive and negative scattering
length, Early work (15) predicted that for k a
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become mechanically unstable (aganst collapse
ard phase sepastion rspectively) In an attract-
ive Fermi gas, however, the mechanical in-
stability does not occur [due to pairing (31)], in
cotrast to our observatiors in a repulsive Fenmi
ia This suggests br the vaximum total re-
pulsive energy in units of3/52 n)E ] is larger
than the maxiium attractive energy si of 059
c(32) that is realized for infinite a (23).
The interpretation of our results in terms of
a phase transition to itinerant ferroagn9tism
0 2 4 6 8 is aed on the agreement with the prediction
Interaction Parameter ma of simplified models [Fig. 1t (15-22)]. Future
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Fig. 4. Maximum in volume at the phase transition. (A) Axial size
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0
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- as p = (1/2mowo2 z'2. (B) Number of particles including both atoms
- 85 and molecules rigt after the field ramp. This result shows that 25%
of the atoms were converted into molecules during the field ramp,
and this fraction stayed constant for ka > 1.8. where the phase
-0 transition was reached. This molecule fraction was independent of
temperature.
-100
- 95
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work should address how the observed signa-
tures are modfied by strong interactions and
correlations. Additional insight can be obtained
by varying the magnetic field ramp time over a
wide range and studying the relaxation toward
an equilibrium state (33).
Heisenberg and Bloch's explanation for fer-
romagnetism was based on exchange energy
that is, the Pauli principle and spin-independent
repulsive interactions between the electrons.
However, it was unknown what other "ingre-
dients" were needed for itinerant fenomagnetism.
It was not until 1995 (6, 7) that a rigorous proof
was given that, in oertan lattices, spin-independent
Coulomb interactions can give rise to ferromag-
netism in Itinerant electron systems. Our finding
suggests that Heisenberg's idea does not require a
lattice and band structure but already applies to a
free gas with short-range interactions. Our exper-
inent can be regarded as quantum simulation of a
Hamitonian fbr which even the existence of a
phase transition was unproven. This underlines the
potential of cold atom expeniments as quantum
simulators for many-body physics.
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